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Abstract
ost message passing parallel programs use regular logical process topologies
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to support their computation. For example, m a n y parallel matrix compu-

tations are well suited to the logical torus topology, where processes can communicate with one another using logical constants such as SEND_T0_N0RTH and
BR0ADCAST_T0_R0W. As they define the relationship between processes, topologies
present excellent debugging opportunities. Benefits include topology-consistent visualisations, automatic identification of misdirected messages, and the ability to
logically relate events in different processes.
However, topology support is inadequate in m a n y environments, including the popular Message Passing Interface (MPI) standard. Programmers typically implement
topology support themselves, increasing the likelihood of introducing errors. Moreover, there are currently no widely deployed debuggers for environments such as
M P I that exploit topology information.
This thesis first explores the potential offered by topology-based debugging using
a preliminary topology-based debugger for M P I programs. D E P I C T (DEbugger of
Parallel but Inconsistent Communication Traces) presents high level visualisations
of parallel program communication behaviour, where logically similar processes are
clearly indicated in a manner that provides programmers with insight into overall program behaviours. This allows programmers to compare expected program
behaviours against actual program behaviours.
D E P I C T employs embedded topology knowledge and limited programmer input,
where input debugging data is sourced from standard trace library facilities. Trace
data, typically in the form of trace files, has long been used to assist correctness
debugging and performance analysis, and by targeting parallel library interactions,
it represents a powerful high level debugging resource.
Experience with designing and using D E P I C T has helped to identify a number of
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limitations that are imposed on topology-based debugging w h e n employing only
standard (limited) facilities. This thesis introduces a behavioural debugging framework to address these limitations.
T h e first problem encountered was caused by the inability to obtain sufficient
trace data. Trace libraries for topology-based debugging should be flexible, easy
to employ, and should be able to collect significant amounts of data in order to
avoid imposing constraints on the debugging process. Unfortunately, most existing trace libraries target performance analysis and specific problem domains, and
consequently limit theirflexibility.T o address this, the behavioural debugging
framework includes a set of trace library requirements, which have been used to
create the XML-based M P I trace library, tracempi, also presented in this thesis.
T h e framework also includes trace specifications, which facilitate the desire to handle trace data from a variety of sources, and in doing so generalise the framework
as a whole.
T h e ability to handle topology knowledge was another problem exposed by D E P I C T , which sought to minimise programmer effort by not requiring any special
information and, as such, embedded knowledge of existing topologies. Although
convenient, this approach is inflexible, and fails to scale to the unpredictable demands of programmers. As a result, topology definitions are best provided by the
programmers themselves. To support this, the behavioural debugging framework
includes topology specifications.
This thesis also addresses the task of topology identification. D u e to the poor
support provided by message passing libraries, trace data fails to reflect topology
knowledge. Consequently, numerically labelled processes must be m a p p e d (postmortem) to their respective topology coordinates, a task that is complicated by
the fact that numerical labels are not necessarily logically employed. T h e results
presented in this thesis report that this task is tractable, although some topologies
prove more challenging to identify than others.
Having investigated obtaining trace data and representing topology knowledge,
the identification of behavioural analysis techniques follows. In this area, the behavioural debugging framework includes a formalisation of D E P I C T ' s underlying
algorithm, an automatic loop identification technique. However, this algorithm
is insufficient because it only applies to a restricted domain of problems. Consequently, two additional behavioural analysis techniques are introduced

loop and

error specifications. These specifications are programmer provided, and are able
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to represent constructs and behaviours that automatic loop identification is unable
to identify. B y specifying expected and undesirable patterns of behaviour, loop
and error specifications also form a contractual style approach to parallel program
debugging.
In combination, the trace-related facilities, the topology handling approaches, and
the behavioural analysis techniques form a solid framework applicable to a wide
application domain that opens up m a n y possible future opportunities for parallel
program debugging.
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Preface
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conference proceedings. Published papers are cited appropriately throughout
this thesis, and include:

• "Debugging parallel programs using incomplete information," appearing in
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ing [77],
• "DEPICT: a topology-based debugger for MPI programs," appearing in the
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International Workshop, HIPS 2001. Proceedings [78],
• "A preliminary topological debugger for MPI programs," appearing in the
Proceedings of the First IEEE/ACM

International Symposium

on Cluster

Computing and the Grid [79], and
• "Using XML to specify a trace format for MPI programs," appearing in the
Journal of Research and Practice in Information Technology [80].
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The primary author of each of these publications, and the author responsible for
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Chapter 1
Introduction
B y

drawing upon the multiple processors comprising parallel computer systems,
whether from dedicated supercomputers or from increasingly popular cluster

systems, scientists are able to address computationally intense tasks for which single processor systems are inadequate. S o m e tasks demand the power afforded by
parallel processing, including weather forecasting, n-body simulations, climate research, and gene research, while other tasks such as parallel matrix manipulations
and parallel sorting exist at afiner-grainedlevel, and serve as an important foundation for more complicated problems. The parallelism in m a n y parallel programs
is built upon the clever use of these simple, well understood algorithms. Parallel
processing is a valued asset in m a n yfieldsof science.
Parallel programming is becoming increasingly accessible, and thereby increasingly
popular. This is largely due to improvements in network technology, and the advent of popular message passing environments such as the Parallel Virtual Machine
( P V M ) [59], the Message Passing Interface standard (MPI) [129], and later M P I 2 [130], which has seen parallel programming become increasingly standardised and
portable. Implementations of M P I exist for architectures ranging from dedicated
supercomputers through loosely connected networks of heterogeneous workstations.
T h e computing model supported by message passing environments is both simple
and very general, and accommodates a wide variety of application program structures. T h e programming interface is deliberately straightforward, thus permitting
simple program structures to be implemented in an intuitive manner. T h e programmer writes an application as a collection of cooperating tasks. Tasks access message
passing resources through a library of standard interface routines. These routines
support the initiation and termination of tasks across multiple processors, as well as
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communication and synchronisation between tasks. Communication constructs include those for sending and receiving data structures as well as high level primitives
such as message broadcast, synchronisation, and global arithmetic operations.
For reasons that are well known, well understood, and yet difficult to address, designing and debugging parallel programs is notoriously difficult [105, 126]. Poorly
designed parallel programs perform sub-optimally and, compared to sequential programs, are more difficult to code, more error prone, and harder to debug. These
issues are as a direct result of the added difficulty of understanding and assimilating
the expected and actual behaviour of multiple interacting processes.
D u e to theflexibilityafforded by parallel programming libraries and techniques,
parallel programmers are presented with m a n y correctness (error-based) debugging
challenges, including deadlocks and race conditions, the probe effect, the lack of
globally synchronised clocks, and the handling of distributed breakpoints. Unfortunately, m a n y traditional sequential program debugging techniques do not scale
well to parallel programs, including manually inserted print statements, which in
the case of parallel programs easily result in large quantities of data. T o further
complicate matters, the origin of errors is often unclear, where the observation of
an error in one process can easily have been as a result of an unobserved error
propagating from another process. Tracking the behaviour and interactions of the
multitude of processes comprising parallel programs can be a daunting task.
In addition to correctness related issues, programmers are also forced to contend
with performance debugging issues. Identifying performance bottlenecks in sequential code is trivial compared to parallel code, where complicated inter-process dependencies can easily result in sub-optimal performance. O f necessity, correctness
debugging must precede performance debugging; it is clearly unwise to seek performance improvements in faulty programs.
Although symbolic debuggers are well suited to sequential program debugging, and
are often indispensable forfine-grainedparallel program debugging, they can be
difficult and unwieldy to employ for coarse level parallel program debugging tasks.
N e w debugging approaches are required that specifically target parallel program
characteristics.
M u c h parallel program complexity is linked to parallel library interactions. Consequently, there is considerable debugging potential to be exploited by focusing
these interactions. T h e analysis of library interactions is facilitated by the the use
of trace libraries, where most parallel libraries provide mechanisms whereby library
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calls can be logged and accessed on-line, or stored for post-mortem analysis as trace
files. Execution histories logged to tracefilestypically include information such as
parameter values, physical time values, and library routine identifiers. G o o d trace
libraries require little to no program instrumentation to generate trace data. The
provision of tracing facilities allows parallel library interactions to be debugged in a
manner largely independent of source code. Parallel program trace level debugging
is supported by two c o m m o n characteristics: the use of logical process topologies
with regular structures, and the fact that processes usually execute the same source
code.
M a n y parallel algorithms are best expressed using, and implemented with respect to,
regular process topologies, or software architectures, where the logical relationship
between tasks are specified, and the communication patterns implied. For example,
w h e n computing the solution to a problem whose data forms a two-dimensional
matrix, or mesh, it is natural to specify the destination of each message in terms
of the primary compass directions, such as SEND_T0_N0RTH or SEND_TO_EAST, rather
than using an abstract identifier bearing no logical resemblance to the problem
being solved.
Knowledge of logical process topologies provides the means of identifying and relating processes in a logical manner independent of their physical locality. C o m bining logical process topology knowledge with the fact that most parallel program
processes execute the same source code provides the conduit by which process behaviours can be concisely analysed and correlated. W h e n physical task identifiers
are replaced with logical topology related constants, similarities can be identified
in the outward, traceable behaviour of otherwise physically distinct tasks.
B y exploiting trace data, knowledge of logical process topologies, and the fact that
parallel program processes execute c o m m o n source code, a number of parallel program specific correctness debugging techniques and visualisations are m a d e possible.
Further debugging opportunities are also enabled if users are willing to supply, for
example, specifications of expected and erroneous patterns of trace data. Proposed
examples of topology-based debugging techniques include:

• automatically identifying misdirected messages, which are communicated outside of expected communication channels,
• topology-consistent visualisations, where processes are arranged according to
their underlying topology,
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• topology-consistent trace data, where logically meaningless numeric identifiers
are replaced with meaningful labels such as NORTH, ROW, and MASTER,
• the identification of trace events deviating from programmer-provided specifications,
• the identification of trace events that match predefined errors, such as mismatched message sizes, mismatched message types, and invalid user-defined
data,
• topology-consistent behaviour summaries, where the overall behaviour of processes is summarised in a manner allowing programmers to relate the display
to their o w n mental model of expected behaviours.
• topology-consistent behaviour animations, where during animation processes
are drawn in a manner reflecting the last statement executed with respect to
specifications of expected behaviour,
• event-time behaviour displays, where the entire history of process behaviours
are mapped out and displayed on appropriately designed horizontal bars, and
• the integration of trace facilities with high level specifications of program
behaviour, where during execution, any unexpected behaviours cause symbolic
debugging sessions to be spawned.

These debugging techniques offer great potential as they convey information to
programmers in terms of the underlying logical process topology, not according
to arbitrary numerical language constructs. T h e techniques are also specific to
parallel programs, and become more useful as inter-process interactions become
more complex. Sequential programs make poor candidates for these debugging
techniques, whereas parallel programs with complicated communication patterns
are ideal.
However, our ability to exploit trace data and topology knowledge is complicated by
several factors. Firstly, although there are some exceptions, parallel program traces
are by and large used for performance debugging, for which logging performance
metrics is given priority, leaving them unsuitable for correctness debugging. For example, most performance-based trace libraries only generate output upon successful
program exit. This is in clear contrast to the needs of correctness debugging, where
complete trace information is required up to the m o m e n t of program failure.
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There are also m a n y trace libraries available, m a n y of which employ custom trace
formats that are usually only supported by specific debuggers. T h e profusion of
trace libraries is particularly true for M P I implementations, as the M P I standard
includes a profiling interface that facilitates the construction of portable trace libraries. Despite there being substantial research employing tracefilesfor correctness
debugging, the research is spread across multiple trace libraries and multiple message passing environments. At present, there is no unified high level approach to
trace-based parallel program debugging, leaving m u c h room for improvement.
Topology-based debugging techniques are successfully employed even less than that
of purely trace-based debugging techniques. Despite there being a number of welldefined standard process topologies [119], such as pipelines, rings, hypercubes,
and trees, environments such as M P I and P V M poorly support logical process
topologies [89]. T h e development of the virtual process topology environment
by Kazemi and McDonald [90, 91] largely addresses this issue at the programming level for perfectly regular logical process topologies; extensions for M P I and
P V M are provided that support the specification of logical communication patterns by providing symbolic constants such as SEND_T0_N0RTH, BR0ADCAST_T0_R0W,
and RECV_FROM_DOWNSTREAM. However, the logical constructs provided by the virtual process topology environment are not reflected at the trace level, and m a n y
parallel programs that employ logical process topologies incorporate small irregularities. For example, consider a parallel program that fundamentally employs
a logical mesh-like relationship with the additional (irregular) characteristic that
all processes communicate updates to a specific monitoring process. T h e language
extensions by Kazemi and McDonald do not handle process topologies with irregularities.
The lack of satisfactory topology support constrains the way w e think about debugging parallel programs, and has lead to a direct lack of topology-based debugging
support, despite the fact that programmers often implicitly employ topology-based
constructs. T h e area of topology-based debugging techniques has consequently been
largely unexplored.
This thesis explores the area of trace- and topology-based debugging techniques,
which isfirstinvestigated with the topology-based analysis tool, DEPICT
bugger of Parallel but Inconsistent Communication

(DE-

Traces) [78, 79]. D E P I C T is

a proof-of-concept tool that tests the limits of trace- and topology-based debugging using standard (limited) mechanisms for M P I programs. D E P I C T requires
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little effort on behalf of the programmer, and operates by automatically identifying and abstracting repeated patterns of events, which are used to group processes
according to logical behaviour. D E P I C T employs topology consistent displays to
convey behavioural process groupings, which programmers can compare to their
o w n expectations of behaviour.
D E P I C T explores the extent of trace- and topology-based debugging potential when
employing only standard trace facilities and marginal programmer guidance. Without additional atypical facilities, analysis is limited to embedded regular topology
knowledge, embedded trace library knowledge, and programs are also required to
exhibit regular patterns of trace events. Drawing on the experience gained with D E P I C T , this thesis presents a generic behavioural debugging framework that investigates the transition from generating trace data through to incorporating topology
knowledge, complete with behavioural analysis techniques that enable a high level
approach to verifying expected process behaviours. B y employing various levels of
user guidance, the behavioural debugging framework overcomes m a n y of the limitations exposed by D E P I C T . The behavioural debugging framework also incorporates
significant aspects of DEPICT's functionality.
Addressing the need for adequate trace data for correctness debugging purposes, the
behavioural debugging framework includes a set of trace library requirements, and
introduces tracempi [80], a trace library for M P I 1.2 programs that stores trace data
in X M L (the Extensible Markup Language) [18]. T h e use of X M L facilitates the
adoption of tracempi style trace data as a consequence of freely available validating
X M L parsers; third party developers do not need to rely upon in-house software in
order to be able to parse and validate tracefiledata.
T h e behavioural debugging framework also includes the trace specification approach [76] to interpreting trace file data. Trace specifications enable tools to
interpret and reason about trace files in a manner largely independent of specific
trace library or message passing library characteristics. Using trace specifications,
debuggers can internally represent and reason about trace data in a uniform m a n ner. This task is m a d e possible by the identification of a set of core message passing
concepts. T h e use of message passing concepts allows traces from beyond just M P I
and P V M programs to be interpreted and understood. This can be achieved in
a manner independent of language related peculiarities, as tools employing trace
specifications need only understand the behaviour of the message passing concepts.
T h e development offlexibledebuggers is facilitated, and the behavioural debugging
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framework itself becomes generic.
To compensate for the lack of explicit topology support in environments such as
M P I and P V M , the behavioural debugging framework also includes topology specifications [76], which are able to represent topologies with any degree of irregularity.
Under varying levels of a priori knowledge, this thesis also investigates the task of
topology identification, where the mapping of processes to topology coordinates is
determined [77]. Graph distance measures are employed for the purpose of topology identification, and results show that identifying the ring, mesh, and hypercube
topologies is tractable, whereas the butterfly and torus topologies are expected to
be tractable subject to further research.
Finally, to fully realise the debugging potential inherited with topology knowledge
and trace data, three high level behavioural analysis techniques are also included
in the framework: automatic loop identification (a formalisation of D E P I C T ' s underlying algorithm), loop specifications, and error specifications [76]. T h e former
technique, automatic loop identification, allows process behaviours to be automatically summarised and related to each other, whereas the latter specification related
techniques form a more formal approach to debugging. Loop specifications allow
programmers to specify expected local patterns of trace event behaviours, whereas
error specifications allow programmers to identify generic combinations of events
that constitute errors. Together, these two specifications enable contractual parallel program debugging techniques — loop specifications and error specifications let
debuggers automatically check observed trace data for conformance to and absence
of expected and erroneous patterns of behaviour, respectively.
T h e behavioural debugging framework offers the possibility of a number of advanced
debugging techniques and visualisations, where m u c h of its usefulness is determined
by the power of the programmer-provided specifications, which can be as specific as
programmers require. T h e framework itself is divided into three central components,
namely:
1. the generation and interpretation of trace data,
2. the incorporation of topology knowledge, and
3. the extraction and analysis of program behaviour.
Figure 1 highlights the relationship between each of these components, and also
indicates h o w the specific content of this thesis relates to each.
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Figure 1: Summary of the relationship between the three major components of the
behavioural debugging framework.
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Thesis Aims and Scope

The goal of this thesis is to further message passing debugging techniques by identifying topology-oriented trace-based debugging approaches.
The thesis of this research is summarised by the statement:
The provision of sufficient run-time trace data and logical process topology knowledge enables m a n y significant debugging techniques for message passing parallel programs, even in the absence of explicit topology
support at the programming or trace level.
A combination of two primary factors motivates the reason for demonstrating this
thesis statement. These factors are summarised as follows:
• Trace Data Availability: For most message passing systems it is relatively
easy to obtain verbose logs of trace data covering all aspects of parallel library
interaction, from program inception to program conclusion. Program traces
can be used to build up an accurate model of parallel program state information at any stage of execution, so the consequent debugging potential inherent
in trace data is large. Combining the ease by which trace data is obtainable
with the large debugging potential contained therein makes exploiting traces
for debugging purposes enticing.
• C o m m o n a l i t y of Topology Use: Whether implicitly or explicitly, most

message passing parallel programs employ some form of regular process topology. Process topology knowledge allows individual processes to be identified
by logical names. More importantly, communication events between processes can be labelled according to well identified process relationships, such
as SEND_T0_N0RTH and RECV_FR0M_S0UTH for mesh-like topologies.
Process topology knowledge has important debugging consequences. Firstly,
the relationship between inter-process operations conducted by distinct processes can be correlated as a result of the use of c o m m o n logical descriptors.
Secondly, the use of process topologies typically implies that programs will
exhibit regular or repeated characteristics that can be exploited in the debugging process.
Despite the popularity of the message passing paradigm, and the fact that programs
usually employ some form of regular process topology, popular message passing
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libraries such as M P I and P V M provide limited topology support. T h e lack of
topology support at the library level has resulted in a consequent lack of topology
knowledge at the trace level. A s a follow-on effect, combined topology- and tracebased debugging techniques have received little attention.
Issues relating to obtaining and exploiting implicit topology knowledge without explicit information complicate the development of topology-based debugging tools.
Nonetheless, there are distinct advantages to exploiting topology knowledge. This
thesis investigates topology-based debugging methods and approaches, and identifies mechanisms that address the lack of direct topology knowledge.
T h e research addressed in this thesis focuses on post-mortem, trace-based correctness debugging of single-threaded message passing parallel programs employing
some form of logical process topology with regular characteristics. Extensions to
multi-threaded programs, performance debugging, and run-time analysis are feasible.
This thesis presents research applicable to a wide variety of message passing environments, with a particular focus on implementations of M P I 1.2.

1.2 Thesis Contributions
The research presented in this thesis on trace- and topology-based debugging for
message passing parallel programs identifies various analysis approaches, and addresses a number of specific issues. This research is encapsulated into a behavioural
debugging framework, the need for which is motivated by the preliminary topologybased analysis tool, D E P I C T (DEbugger of Parallel but Inconsistent C o m m u n i c a tion Traces).
T h e primary scientific contributions m a d e by this thesis can be summarised as
follows:

• Trace Generation and Interpretation Tools and Methods: The debugging techniques presented in this thesis require the provision of adequate
parallel program trace data. Three trace related contributions are presented.

1. Thefirsttrace related contribution is a set of trace library requirements
that serve to identify trace library characteristics suitable to both correctness and performance debugging, which realises the fact that trace
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data is frequently used for both purposes.
2. The second trace related contribution is the XML-based trace library
for MPI programs that implements many of the stated requirements,
tracempi. The successful design and coding of tracempi suggests the
feasibility of obtaining the trace data necessary for the debugging techniques presented in this thesis,

3. The third trace related contribution is the trace specification appro
to interpreting trace data. Trace specifications enable debuggers to interpret trace data from various sources, including tracempi, in a manner
independent of individual message passing library or trace library characteristics. Trace specifications are keyed to a small set of core message
passing concepts, also presented in this thesis. By identifying trace specifications, much of the work presented in this thesis is generalised, and
becomes applicable to a range of message passing environments. Trace
specifications also facilitate the development offlexibledebuggers not
constrained to specific environments.

• Topology Specification and Identification Approaches: In order to
be successful, debuggers wishing to employ topology-based debugging techniques must be able to handle a diverse range of process topologies, and, for
message passing environments, must be able to compensate for any lack of
explicit topology knowledge. Addressing the need to handle a diverse range of
topologies, including regular topologies with irregular characteristics, topology
specifications are presented. In addition, a graph distance-based technique for
topology identification with respect to varying levels of explicit information or
programmer input is identified.

• Topology-based Behavioural and Contractual Debugging Techniques:
As a direct result of the use of logical identifiers relating processes, topology
knowledge allows process behaviours, as observed via program traces, to be
concisely summarised and correlated. Capitalising on this, one automatic
analysis technique, and two contractual approaches to debugging, are identified, each of which are considerably simplified with the provision of topology
knowledge. The three approaches specifically target parallel library interactions.
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1. A n automatic approach to summarising process behaviours, termed automatic loop identification, is introduced. This technique employs a n e w
algorithm to reduce and simplify process traces by employing loop-like
constructs, where loop-like constructs resemble familiar programming
language loop constructs, but are instead used to represent repeating
patterns of trace events. Process traces so reduced can be compared to
one another for equality, which offers a high level process grouping facility. This functionality has been implemented and tested using

DEPICT,

which visualises process behaviours using a suitably adapted topologyconsistent display.
2. A mechanism termed loop specifications is presented whereby programmers specify expected process behaviours, or event patterns. Loop specifications can be used by debuggers to perform conformance testing of
associated trace data.
3. In order to identify undesirable event interactions and patterns, and in
doing so complement loop specifications, error specifications are presented. B y providing customisable error specifications, debuggers can
automatically check programs for a wide range of errors, from mismatched message sizes through to errors based on custom user-defined
trace events.

3 Thesis Outline
• Programming in Parallel (Chapter 2): This chapter provides a brief introduction to parallel programming, including an overview of different parallel
programming paradigms, with a particular emphasis on the message passing
paradigm. The topic of process topologies and their relationship to c o m m o n
parallel programming practices is also discussed.
• Debugging Parallel Programs (Chapter 3): The complex issue of parallel
program debugging is explored in this chapter. A literature review of related
and recent debugging techniques and tools is presented, including tools for
message passing programs and tools employing parallel program trace data.
. Experiences with DEPICT (Chapter 4): Before committing to the
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specification-oriented behavioural debugging framework, it is necessary to explore the topology-based debugging possibilities that are available using only
standard trace mechanisms and restricted programmer input. This is achieved
in this chapter with the introduction of the preliminary topology-based debugger D E P I C T , whose advantages and limitations are discussed in detail.
The experience gained with D E P I C T is used as the basis for the behavioural
debugging framework introduced across chapters 5 through 7.
• Obtaining Trace Data (Chapter 5): The ability to retrieve adequate
trace data is integral to, and forms thefirstcomponent of, the behavioural
debugging framework presented in this thesis. This chapter introduces a set
of trace library requirements, and documents the design and development of
the XML-based trace library, tracempi. T h e trace specification approach
to interpreting trace data in an abstract manner is also presented, where
key design issues and capabilities are discussed, including the use of message
passing concepts.
• Obtaining Topology Knowledge (Chapter 6): This chapter concentrates
on mechanisms for obtaining program topology knowledge, the second component of the behavioural debugging framework. In order to handle the diverse
range of possible topologies, a topology specification language is introduced,
and its design criteria discussed. A graph distance-based approach to topology identification given varying levels of a priori knowledge is also developed
and tested using several simple algorithms on the ring, mesh, hypercube, butterfly, and torus topologies. Results are positive for thefirstthree topologies,
but are poor for the butterfly and torus topologies, where more advanced
topology identification algorithms are required.
• Extracting Program Behaviour (Chapter 7): This chapter details three
approaches to analysing program behaviour, which together form the third
component of the behavioural debugging framework. A formalised version of
the automatic loop identification algorithm employed by D E P I C T is introducedfirst,with its advantages and limitations briefly recapped. Next, two
contractual debugging approaches, loop specifications and error specifications,
are introduced. In each case, characteristics and properties are identified, and
examples given.
• Conclusion (Chapter 8): A summary of the work presented in this thesis
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is discussed in this chapter, as are potential areas of future work.

1.4 Terminology
For clarity, the meaning of each of the following terms and abbreviations are detailed
in the context of this thesis:

• Parallel Program: Unless otherwise indicated, refers to a parallel program
that employs the message passing paradigm to coordinate processes.
• MPI: References to MPI (the Message Passing Interface Standard) refer to
M P I version 1.2 unless otherwise qualified.
• Message Passing Library: A library of routines enabling message passing
functionality for an otherwise sequential programming language. Although
message passing functionality can be built into programming languages, the
research in this thesis primarily deals with message passing functionality enabled via message passing libraries.
• Debugging: Unless context suggests otherwise, debugging refers to correctness debugging, not performance debugging. The phrase performance analysis
is also used to refer to performance debugging.
• Behavioural Debugging: Behavioural debugging is used in a general sense
to refer to the process of debugging a program at a high, or behavioural, level,
where a program's behaviour is defined by its parallel library interactions. A s
trace data summarises parallel library interactions, debugging at a trace-based
level is synonymous to debugging with respect to program behaviour.
• Contractual Debugging: Contractual debugging is used to refer to times
when debugging is performed with respect to a set of predefined expectations.
Contractual debugging forms a formal approach to debugging.
• Debugger, Analysis Tool: Any tool that facilitates the investigation of program behaviour, whether for correctness debugging or performance analysis,
although usually the former. A debugger or analysis tool is not necessarily a
source level symbolic debugger.
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• P r o g r a m m e r , Application P r o g r a m m e r : T h e individual responsible for
developing, coding, or debugging the program at hand. In the context of this
thesis, the programmer is usually used to refer to the end user of a debugger.
• Topology: Refers to a logical process topology where the relationship between processes is quantifiable using means other than arbitrary numeric
identifiers. A topology is a software architecture describing the relationship
between processes, and typically exhibits regular characteristics. In the context of this thesis, a topology does not refer to a hardware architecture, where
the physical relationship between processors is identified. T h e research presented in this thesis explores the logical relationship between processes that
exists irrespective of any underlying physical hardware characteristics.
• Topology-based Debugger: A topology-based debugger is a debugger that
exploits topology knowledge to aid the debugging process.
• Event, Trace Event: Events, or trace events, are points of interest during
parallel program executions. Events are usually associated with sets of event
dependent data, and typically result from invocations of message passing library routines.
• Trace, Trace Data: Trace data consists of collections of events obtained at
run-time from actual parallel program executions. Trace data summarises the
execution histories of the corresponding parallel programs.
• Trace File: A file containing trace data.
• Logical Time, Logical Clocks: Logical time refers to the view where events
are ordered according to logical dependencies and implied orders of precedence, instead of a physical, processor clock view. Logical time views are
constructed using partially ordered logical clocks, or logical clocks for short.
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Chapter 2
Programming in Parallel
P a r a l l e l processing architectures offer significant advantages over single processor systems. Although technical advances continue to improve processor technology, hardware configurations employing multiple processors can always be devised to outperform the latest in single processor systems. This statement is selfevident w h e n it is realised that parallel processing resources themselves can employ
the latest in processor technologies.
Given the computational demands of numerous scientific problems, the need for
parallel processing is clear. M a n y problems, particularly grand challenge problems
including global weather forecasting, astrophysical n-body simulations, and D N A
structure modelling, often require unrealistically long run times on sequential systems before any meaningful results are obtained.
Continuing advances in parallel processing technologies are driven in part by the
fact that parallel processing better addresses the computational needs of m a n y
scientists. Improvements continue to occur in parallel processing hardware, tools,
and environments, and ongoing research into parallel programming paradigms is
evident. Parallel programming best practices are constantly being reviewed and
updated.
This chapter describes general parallel programming environments and identifies
those applicable to the research presented in this thesis. A s the technology enabling parallel processing, section 2.1 introduces the different types of multiprocessor architectures. Section 2.2 goes on to describe different parallel programming
paradigms, which is followed by a brief discussion of parallel programming practices
in section 2.3. Section 2.3 also introduces the concept of regular process topologies
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in detail. T h e coverage of general parallel programming environments concludes
in section 2.4 with a discussion of the Message Passing Interface (MPI) standard,
which supports the message passing paradigm of parallel programming.
T h e overall content of this chapter has been derived at a high level from a variety
of sources [91, 105, 110, 145].

2.1 Multiprocessor Architectures
The technologies that enable parallel programs are the hardware architectures allowing the concurrent coordination of multiple processing elements with the goal of
addressing a single task. Over the years research and development has resulted in
a variety of parallel processing architectures, including dedicated supercomputers
and networks of workstations ( N O W s ) .
A number of classification schemes exist to categorise multiprocessor architectures
according to their physical characteristics. O f these the traditional Flynn classification system [50] is the most well known. Flynn classifies computer systems into
four categories:

• Single Instruction, Single Data (SISD): A SISD machine is a conventional single processor system for which a single instruction stream operates
on data stored in a single m e m o r y (single data stream). SISD machines are sequential architectures, not parallel architectures. A s most of today's "sequential" computers implement parallel schemes such as pipelines, it is difficult to
find true examples of SISD machines a m o n g today's processors.
• Single Instruction, Multiple Data (SIMD): SIMD machines consist of
multiple processing elements executing the same instruction sequence on a
lockstep basis; a central control unit synchronously controls the parallel execution of one instruction at a time. Each processing element is associated with
distinct data so that each instruction executed by the processing elements is
carried out on different data streams. Vector computers and array processors
are S I M D machines.
. Multiple Instruction, Single Data (MISD): A MISD machine is one for
which a single data stream is processed in parallel by multiple processors,
each of which executes a different instruction sequence. It is difficult to find
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machinesfittingthis category. Pipeline machines are potential candidates, as
are fault-tolerant computers that process the same data multiple times using
different programs.
• Multiple Instruction, Multiple Data (MIMD): MIMD machines encompass a broad range of systems for which multiple processors independently execute instruction sequences on their own data streams. M I M D machines are
the subject of extensive research and development, and include m a n y of the
more scalable architectures. Symmetric Multiprocessors (SMPs) and clusters
are examples of M I M D machines.
Although the Flynn classification system is commonly used to describe parallel architectures, in practice only two of the three parallel categories are used, M I M D
and S I M D , and even then M I M D machines are far more c o m m o n than S I M D m a chines. Given that the terms M I M D and S I M D encompass a large variety of physically diverse architectures, it is often more useful to describe parallel machines in
more informal and descriptive terms. The following, derived from c o m m o n literature [81, 145, 182], is an alternative categorisation of parallel hardware:
• Processor Array: Processor array machines are usually SIMD machines consisting of a control processor directing a number of simple processing elements
physically arranged as a regular mesh. The Thinking Machines Corporation
CM-200 and the MasPar M P - 2 were examples of array machines.
• Multi-vector Processor: Multi-vector processors consist of small numbers
(often 2-32) of powerful vector processors. Vector processors are capable of
applying arithmetic operations to long arrays of data, and usually employ
pipelining in order to achieve high performance. Example multi-vector processors include the N E C SX-4 and the Cray Y - M P T90.
• Symmetric Multiprocessor (SMP): SMPs characteristically employ a
shared m e m o r y model where processors are functionally identical and of equal
status. All processors have equal access to the shared m e m o r y via a high speed
bus, can control I/O devices equally well, and can equally access operating
system services. Scaling S M P s to large numbers of processors is complicated
due to hardware issues in the processor/memory interface; most S M P s typically employ 2-16 processors. T h e SGI Power Challenge and the I B M S70
are both S M P systems.
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• Cache-coherent Non-uniform Memory Access (ccNUMA): A ccNUMA
machine presents applications with a single address space cache-consistent
view of m e m o r y even though the m e m o r y is physically distributed across different nodes. Almost all c c N U M A machines are formed by connecting S M P s
at their memory buses in a cache-consistent manner. Unlike Uniform M e m o r y
Access ( U M A ) shared m e m o r y S M P s , c c N U M A machines are distinguished
by the fact that the time taken to access m e m o r y locations is not uniform. Capable of scaling to hundreds of processors, the c c N U M A architecture is more
scalable than the S M P architecture. T h e SGI Origin 2000 series of computers
are representative of c c N U M A machines.
• Multicomputer: A multicomputer is a MIMD machine whose processors can
execute different instruction streams and are associated with their o w n private, usually disjoint, memory. Processors comprising multicomputers cannot
directly access one another's memory. D u e to simpler hardware characteristics, multicomputers can support a greater number of processors than can
S M P s . The I B M SP-2 is a multicomputer.
• Massively Parallel Processor (MPP): MPP machines are essentially scalable parallel computers, or more specifically machines that can scale to hundreds if not thousands of processors. Given the bandwidth issues associated with scaling shared m e m o r y architectures, M P P s invariably employ distributed m e m o r y schemes, and as a result M P P s and multicomputers are often
closely interrelated. The Intel Paragon is an M P P architecture that has scaled
to 6768 processors.
• Distributed Computer: Distributed computers are comprised of a number
of machines connected via a network that are treated as a single computing
resource. Machines comprising distributed computers are often independent
entities in their own right, and are often also heterogeneous. A s they can
employ existing resources, distributed computers are typically cost effective
andflexible,but usually exhibit large interprocessor communication latencies
when compared to dedicated architectures such as M P P s . N O W s are good
examples of distributed computers.

• Cluster: Clusters are parallel or distributed systems comprising collections
of interconnected whole computers that are used as single, unified computing
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resources. Although similar to the definition of distributed computers, clusters differ in several ways, including the fact that users can view clusters as
single entities, as opposed to being aware of individual nodes as is often the
case with distributed computers. Cluster nodes are typically viewed as being
anonymous from outside the cluster. In addition, cluster nodes often c o m m u nicate file systems a m o n g one another in a peer-to-peer fashion, as opposed
to the client-server paradigm usually adopted by distributed computers employing existing resources. A s with distributed computers, clusters are a cost
effective alternative to dedicated supercomputers such as M P P s . Examples
of clusters include dedicated rack mounted off-the-shelf workstations, I B M
Cluster 1350 clusters, and C o m p a q AlphaServer E S 4 0 clusters.

New developments in the area of parallel architectures continue to occur. For example, recent years have seen the evolution of Grid technologies [7, 53], of which the
Globus project [51] is but one example. A s defined by Foster et al. [52], Grid technologies support the sharing and coordinated use of diverse resources in dynamic
virtual organisations — that is, Grid technologies enable resources that potentially
span multiple continents and multiple administrative domains to be viewed as integrated virtual computing systems. Although Grids present a number of challenges,
including the need for effective scheduling and resource management tools [1, 23],
their ability to connect together multiple high performance computational resources
makes them some of the most powerful computational environments available.

2.2 Parallel Programming Paradigms
In order to exploit parallel architectures a number of different parallel programming
paradigms have been proposed. T h e differences in parallel programming paradigms
have evolved as a result of several factors [110]: some paradigms are designed to require less programmer effort (often at the expense of performance), other paradigms
target certain parallel architectures better than others, and various paradigms target different kinds of parallelism.
Parallel programming paradigms can be categorised into two broad classes: implicit
parallel programming and explicit parallel programming. T h e primary difference
lies in where the burden of finding parallelism is placed. With implicit parallel
programming the burden is placed on the compiler; programmers essentially code
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sequential programs, and leave it up to the compiler to insert the necessary parallelisation constructs. For explicit parallel programming, the task of the compiler
is simplified greatly, and it is instead the programmer's responsibility to explicitly
insert the necessary parallelisation constructs into their code.
Although implicit parallel programming is far easier for programmers, issues associated with automatically translating sequential code to efficient parallel programs has
generally seen explicit parallel programming enjoy greater success. Explicit parallel
programming can be further divided into three parallel programming paradigms as
follows:

• Data Parallel: In a manner typically independent of architectural considerations, data parallel languages characteristically have a single, typically synchronous, instruction stream, and generally allow programmers to indicate the
required number of processes and to specify data partitioning schemes. Data
parallel code often includes both explicit and implicit parallel statements, although there are no constructs provided to explicitly transfer or otherwise
communicate information between processes. Processes are allowed to access
each other's memories, which creates the illusion of a shared address space and
generally simplifies the programming task. S I M D architectures such as processor arrays are particularly suited to the data parallel programming paradigm.
High Performance Fortran (HPF) and C*, an extension of C developed by
Thinking Machines Corporation for the C M - 2 architecture, are data parallel
languages.
• Shared Memory: Particularly suited to shared memory architectures such
as S M P s and c c N U M A machines, the shared m e m o r y paradigm, also k n o w n as
the shared variable paradigm, promotes the view that processes share access
to a central pool of memory, or variables. Communication between processes
is implicitly achieved by reading and writing variables via the shared address
space. In order to safely manage concurrent access to shared data, shared
m e m o r y programming languages provide primitives to resolve issues such as
mutual exclusion problems. T h e O p e n M P Application Programming Interface
(API) [141, 140] supports the shared m e m o r y parallel programming paradigm.
• Message Passing: With the message passing paradigm, processes own private variables and memory, and communicate data by explicitly sending and
receiving messages amongst one another. A s the message passing paradigm
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does not support shared memory, it is best suited to distributed m e m o r y
machines such as multicomputers, clusters, and distributed computers. In
addition to point-to-point communication primitives, most message passing
languages also provide global or collective operations such as synchronisation
and broadcast routines. T h e Parallel Virtual Machine ( P V M ) and implementations of the M P I standard support the message passing paradigm across a
wide variety of platforms. This thesis concentrates on the message passing
paradigm of parallel programming.
There is ongoing debate as to which is the "best" of the explicit parallel programming paradigms, and of the three the shared m e m o r y and message passing models
receive the most attention. Advocates of the shared m e m o r y model suggest that it is
easier to program since the shared m e m o r y model is closer to the universally familiar
sequential programming model, and is programmed at a higher level than the message passing model. Conversely, advocates of the message passing paradigm suggest
that subtle synchronisation mistakes are more likely to occur with shared m e m o r y
programs, and that with a proper understanding of how to program message passing systems, it can be easier to develop message passing solutions to problems than
it is to develop shared m e m o r y solutions. Whichever the case, shared m e m o r y
programming remains more naturally suited to shared m e m o r y architectures, and
message passing programming remains more naturally suited to distributed m e m ory architectures. In some cases, programmers prefer to combine message passing
programming with shared m e m o r y programming, particularly when the underlying
architecture consists of collections of shared m e m o r y machines, a configuration akin
to the c c N U M A model.
As the debugging of message passing parallel programs is the topic of this thesis, the
next section investigates message passing parallel programming practices in more
detail, and includes an introduction to process topologies.

2.3 Parallel Programming Practices
Although the message passing paradigm is popular and successful, compared to
programming sequentially for uniprocessors it is far more complicated and error
prone. These complications are due to the fact that programmers must not only
contend with traditional sequential programming issues, they must also allow for
multiple concurrently executing processes with non-trivial interactions.
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In general parallel program development adheres to the following sequence of steps:

1. Analysis of Existing Algorithms: In developing a parallel solution to
any given problem, w e typicallyfirstexamine existing sequential approaches.
S o m e existing algorithms m a y be inherently parallelisable, and therefore easy
to convert, whereas others m a y be unusable, possibly evoking the need to
design entirely n e w algorithms.
2. D e c o m p o s i t i o n of the P r o b l e m : Efficient parallel programs employ well
designed schemes that subdivide the problem domain effectively a m o n g the
given resources, namely processors. There are two types of problem decomposition: functional decomposition and data decomposition. Functional decomposition involves splitting a problem into different tasks that are distributed to
multiple processors for simultaneous execution, whereas data decomposition
involves partitioning the problem data among the given processors for simultaneous analysis. T h e most appropriate form of decomposition is algorithm
dependent, and in m a n y cases a combination of both is appropriate.
3. Coding: Programmers coding message passing programs must pay particular
attention to the use of communication primitives. A s inter-process c o m m u nication is the added layer of complexity over sequential programs, point-topoint and collective operations must be carefully incorporated in order to correctly and efficiently coordinate processes. Message passing programs usually
feature cycles of communication and computation, overlapped where possible,
often preceded by an initial data/task distribution period and followed by a
results collection phase, both typically dominated by communication. For
performance reasons, it is important to consider the communication characteristics of the underlying hardware architecture. For example, for programs
designed for distributed systems with high communication latencies it is particularly important to maximise the ratio of computation to communication.
4. Compile, Test, and Debug Cycle: As with all programs a cycle of compilation, testing, and debugging is employed to identify and correct errors.
This is certainly true for message passing programs, as they are at greater
risk of errors due to the explicit interactions between concurrently executing processes. Issues and approaches to identifying and correcting message
passing program errors, or correctness debugging approaches, are addressed
in chapter 3.
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5. Optimisation: Developing inefficient parallel programs is depressingly easy.
In fact, very poorly designed parallel programs might even perform worse
than their sequential counterparts. Considering that parallel programs are
often inherently long and computationally complex, performance is already
an important issue. For these reasons programmers m a k e a high priority of
improving the performance of parallel code. This process of optimisation is
referred to as performance debugging or performance analysis. Chapter 3
introduces performance analysis in more detail.

Although many message passing programs are complicated entities, the underlying
algorithms they employ often exhibit regular structures that facilitate their development and analysis. These underlying structures are known as process topologies.

2.3.1 Process Topologies
Although all message passing parallel programs employ some form of logical process topology, only those having regular characteristics are of interest. Regular
process topologies form when inter-process communication occurs over well identified, predefined regular communication channels. These communication channels
are generally associated with predefined logical names unique in the context of any
given process.
A s most parallel programs are associated with an underlying natural structure,
most parallel programs employ some form of regular process topology, and in doing
so algorithmic representations are simplified, and coding and analysis eased. It
is important to assert that logical process topologies are not to be confused with
physical processor topologies, where processors are architecturally related according
to a given physical configuration.
For example, m a n y matrix-based computations are definable in terms of the logical
torus topology, which is shown in figure 2; in the figure circles represent processes
and lines indicate valid communication channels. As evident in thefigure,processes
arranged according to the torus topology form a two-dimensional mesh and are able
to communicate according to the directions NORTH, SOUTH, EAST, and WEST. Although
not shown explicitly processes can also typically perform collective operations within
the rows and columns to which they belong. For the definition of other topologies,
see appendix E.
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Figure 2: A 4 x 4 torus topology. Nodes are labelled Tr<c, where r is the row number,
and c is the column number.

Although we often discuss algorithms in terms of perfectly regular process topologies such as the torus, in practice programmers introduce irregular characteristics.
Message passing libraries do not require programs to adhere to any given regular
process topology, and it is c o m m o n for programmers to ignore strict topology rules
when it is convenient to do so. W h e n irregular characteristics are introduced into
otherwise strict regular process topology definitions, then programs are instead employing topologies that merely bear a marked resemblance to their more traditional
counterparts. For example, the topology presented infigure3 is the same topology
as that infigure2, but with the additional characteristic that all processes in the
first column communicate with a pseudo-master process.
Another c o m m o n programming practice is to dynamically change process topologies
mid-execution. For example, a number of programs employ a master-slave topology
(seefigure4) during their startup phase in order to facilitate the distribution of tasks
and/or data prior to the execution of the bulk of the program. After this startup
phase the topology changes as necessary to support the actual computation.
Topologies, whether implicitly or explicitly coded, are an important aspect of parallel programs. Unfortunately, most message passing libraries provide limited support
for their creation and maintenance. For example, M P I provides only minimal support, and P V M no support, although language extensions developed by Kazemi and
McDonald [89, 90, 91] enable the definition of regular process topologies for both
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Figure 3: A 4 x 4 torus topology with a master process.

Figure 4: A master-slave topology with 5 slaves. Slaves are labelled Si, where i
denotes slave number.

2.4 The Message Passing Interface
Although high quality message passing libraries such as PVM existed prior to 1994,
none were standardised and their portability between architectures was imperfect.
In order to address the lack of standardisation, in 1992 the Message Passing Interface Forum was formed with the goal of developing a practical, portable, efficient,
andflexiblestandard for writing message passing programs. Drawing upon a number of favourable features found in existing message passing systems, their efforts
were rewarded in 1994 with thefirstversion of the standard, the Message Passing
Interface (MPI), or M P I 1.
A s a standard, the development of conforming implementations of M P I was left up
to the broader parallel programming community, including hardware vendors and
public institutions. With a large degree of interest in the M P I standard, it was not
long before implementations of M P I were readily available.
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The efforts of the M P I Forum did not cease with the development of M P I 1. In
1995, one year after the release of the first version, version 1.1 of the M P I standard
was completed. M P I 1.1 includes a number of minor corrections and clarifications to
the M P I 1 standard. B y 1997, further efforts of the M P I Forum resulted in the final
acceptance of additional corrections and clarifications with the M P I 1.2 standard,
which coincided with the release of M P I 2. M P I 2 extends the M P I standard by
introducing significant features such as dynamic process creation and management
facilities.
Today there are a number of M P I implementations, including mpich [60] and the
Local Area Multicomputer ( L A M ) [21, 22]. In this thesis further references to M P I
address the M P I 1.2 standard; at the date of this thesis, there were no publicly
available implementations fully supporting the M P I 2 extensions. For the most part
the concepts presented in this thesis are generic and can be extended to M P I 2, or
for that matter to most other message passing libraries.
The M P I standard is a complex entity and includes specifications for well over 100
routines. Further discussion of the M P I standard is divided into several subsections:
the process model and communicators, point-to-point communication, collective
operations, topology management, and the M P I profiling interface, of which the
latter two are particularly relevant.

2.4.1 MPI's Process Model and Communicators
MPI applications consist of sets of single- or multi-threaded processes executing
concurrently in a M I M D fashion. Although thread safety was considered during
the development of the M P I standard, in practice few implementations are thread
safe, and in general the onus is on programmers to ensure the thread safety of
applications. For the remainder of this thesis we restrict our attention to singlethreaded programs.
In the M P I world all processes are associated with one or more communicators,
which are required for any inter-process communication to occur. Communicators
act to separate communication between M P I processes into distinct universes, where
communication events associated with one communicator cannot interfere or be
confused with communication events associated with another communicator.
The M P I standard specifies two types of communicators, intra-communicators and
inter-communicators. Intra-communicators are the more c o m m o n of the two and
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are essentially process group definitions, where processes belonging to the same
intra-communicator are able to communicate with one another. O n the other hand,
inter-communicators consist of two distinct groups, a local group and a remote
group, where processes belonging to the different groups are able to communicate
via the inter-communicator.
A process in M P I is identified by a communicator to which is belongs and its
rank within that communicator, where the rank is a numerical value ranging from
0.. .n — 1, where n is the number of processes in the communicator. O n startup
all M P I processes are associated with two default communicators, MPI_C0MM_W0RLD,
which spans all processes, and MPI_C0MM_SELF, which consists of the single process
with which the communicator is associated.
As MPI_C0MM_W0RLD is associated with all processes, it is commonly used to uniquely
identify any process in an M P I program — we often refer to a process' rank without
specifying a communicator, in which case MPI_C0MM_W0RLD is implied.

2.4.2 MPI's Point-to-point Operations
The MPI standard specifies a rich set of inter-process communication routines.
In addition to the fundamental send function, MPI_Send, the M P I standard specifies three additional communication modes, synchronous (MPI_Ssend), buffered
(MPI_Bsend), and ready (MPI_Rsend). Point-to-point send communication routines
are matched using MPI_Recv.
M P I also specifies a large number of non-blocking alternatives to the standard send
and receive operations, each of which can be created, started, and concluded in a
number of ways. For example, three send operation requests could be constructed
using MPI_Send.ini t, subsequently started with one call to MP I-Start all, and
finallyfinishedwith three calls to MPI.Waitany. B y employing MPI_Cancel and
MPI_Test_cancelled, programmers can request the cancellation of non-blocking
communication requests.
In all cases, point-to-point communication with M P I requires specifying partner
processes using communicator/rank pairs, as described earlier. Inter-process communication contexts are further clarified with the use of tags. For two processes
to successfully communicate via a send and receive, they must specify each other
by rank correctly, using the same communicator, and also using the same tag.
M P I allows receive operations to wildcard ranks and tags using MPI_ANY_SOURCE
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and MPI_ANY_TAG respectively. Wildcards are not valid for communicators or in
conjunction with send operations.

2.4.3 MPI's Collective Operations
MPI provides many and varied collective operations, including barrier synchronisation, broadcast, gather, scatter, all-to-all, and reduction operations. T h e M P I
standard guarantees that collective and point-to-point messages will not be mixed,
even if transmitted via the same communicator. Point-to-point messages cannot
participate or influence collective operations and vice versa.

2.4.4 MPI's Topology Management
Recognising the association between parallel algorithms and process topologies,
the M P I standard includes methods to facilitate the development of programs employing logical process topologies, or virtual topologies as M P I refers to them.
MPI's topology support revolves around associating topology data with c o m m u nicators created with the functions MPI_Cart_create, which allows the creation
of n-dimensional grid-like topologies, and MPI_Graph_create, which allows the creation of arbitrary graph-based topologies. With the creation of communicators with
cached topology data, information such as topology position and process neighbours can be retrieved using a variety of functions, including MPI_Cart_coords and
MPI_Graph_neighbors.
Although MPI's functions are capable of handling a large variety of topologies, they
have a heavy numerical basis and can be complicated to employ. A n y topology not
of the Cartesian grid form must be defined using the MPI_Graph_create function, in
which case programmers must explicitly identify pairs of communicating processes
using graph-like structures that are passed as arguments to the function. Connections between processes are not logically labelled, and in essence are identified using
numerical-based operations and queries. Despite the fact that allowed pairs of communicating processes are implied by the given topology structures, programmers
are free to ignore these implications and can initiate communications as they see
fit.
MPI's topology handling functions provide a useful means of optimising process
to processor mappings, where M P I implementations can employ the knowledge of
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expected communication mappings to their advantage. M P I implementations that
target specific architectures can improve performance by allocating processes to
processors in a manner that attempts to minimise communication latencies between
communicating processes, as investigated by Traff on the N E C SX-series of parallel
vector computers [177]. With respect to simplifying code, M P I topologies are of
limited usefulness, and for the most part it is just as easy for programmers to ignore
MPI's topology handling facilities as it is to employ them.
The virtual process topology environment [89, 90, 91], developed by Kazemi and
McDonald at T h e University of Western Australia, largely remedies this situation
at the programming level by providing extensions for M P I (and P V M ) that support
the specification of logical communication patterns by providing symbolic constants
such as SEND_T0_N0RTH, BR0ADCAST_T0_R0W, and RECV_FROM_D0WNSTREAM. T h e virtual process topology environment achieves this with the use of topology server
processes, additional routines extending M P I (and P V M ) , and customisable h u m a n
readable topology definition files.
B y employing the virtual process topology environment, code length is reduced,
and programmers are relieved of having to worry about process identifier to logical
topology coordinate mappings. T h e primary restriction of the virtual process topology environment is that process topologies must be highly regular. A s identified in
section 2.3.1, this is not always the case.

2.4.5 The MPI Profiling Interface
A significant component of the MPI standard is the inclusion of the MPI profiling
interface. T h e M P I profiling interface facilitates the integration of third party profiling libraries, or trace libraries as they are also known, with M P I implementations
across a variety of architectures.
As an interface, the standard does not specify the manner in which the profiling
interface should be employed. T h e M P I standard only specifies h o w the interface
can be employed to intercept and override regular M P I calls. To achieve this, the
M P I profiling interface allows programmers to substitute custom wrapper functions
in place of existing M P I library functions. Third party developers code wrapper
routines with identical names to the M P I routines that they override. Programmers
wishing to use third party profiling libraries simply link them with their program.
As the M P I standard makes no judgement on h o w the profiling interface is employed,
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the purpose of profiling libraries can vary significantly. A profiling library m a y m a k e
empty operations of certain routines, or, more commonly, a profiling library m a y
log statistics and information on calls to M P I routine for subsequent analysis.
For whatever reason profiling libraries are employed, the profiled versions of M P I
routines must have a means of calling the real M P I functions. A s profiling libraries
are unlikely to share the source code of the original M P I implementation, the M P I
standard requires that all MPI_Xxx functions must also be callable using the n a m e
PMPI_Xxx. T o faithfully carry out the required duties of any given M P I function,
most profiled routines invoke the PMPI_Xxx form of the routine being overridden.
Figure 5 presents the general structure employed by most profiled routines.

int MPI_Xxx(...)
{
int result;
/* obtain profiling information */
result = PMPI_Xxx(...);
/* obtain more profiling information */
return result;
>
Figure 5: An example of how afictionalM P I routine, MPIJCxx, might be profiled
using the M P I profiling interface.

In order to provide a well-defined means of accessing and manipulating the behaviour of profiling libraries, M P I specifies the routine MPI_Pcontrol. B y default
the MPI_Pcontrol function is, in the absence of any profiling library, a null operation. Profiling libraries usually override this function in the normal way, and in
doing so introduce profiling library specific functionality.
T h e main purpose of the profiling interface, and the purpose for which it is most
commonly employed, is to obtain performance data and statistics relating to the
execution of M P I functions. T h eflexiblenature of the profiling interface also makes
it equally well suited to obtaining correctness related debugging information.
A s the profiling interface is simple and easy to use, where programmers are often
able to switch from non-profiled applications to profiled application without any
code changes, there are a number of M P I profiling libraries available. Example
profiling libraries (trace libraries) are presented in the next chapter.
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Summary

The advantages conveyed by powerful parallel computing platforms is now unquestioned by the majority of today's scientists. Without parallel computing architectures w e would be unable to address a number of computationally complex problems.
Without dispute the success of parallel computing has been aided with the provision of low cost parallel resources with relatively significant computational power,
particularly clusters and distributed computers consisting of dedicated racks of high
end commodity processors. Improvements and cost reductions in high speed network technologies have seen distributed computers and cluster systems become
increasingly c o m m o n , and as a result parallel computing technologies are becoming
increasingly accessible to a wider community of scientists.
Although clusters and distributed computers do not account for all of the world's
parallel computational resources, the compromise they offer between computational
power and cost, not to mention theirflexibility,makes them c o m m o n and therefore
accessible to a wide variety of scientists. Theirflexibilitysees them ranging in
power from low end systems all the way through to some of the most powerful
configurations in the world, and interest is cluster-like systems is continuing to
grow. T h e T O P 5 0 0 list [42,132], determined twice yearly since June 1993, ranks the
500 most powerful computer systems in the world. In November 2002, an HewlettPackard AlphaServer S C cluster located at Los Alamos National Laboratory ranked
the second most powerful computer, a far cry from June 1997 when the network
of workstations at the University of California at Berkeley, the most powerful of
its kind at the time, ranked only 344. T h e share of computational power held by
clusters in the T O P 5 0 0 list has steadily risen from 0.2% in June 1997 to 18.6% in
November 2002.
The distributed m e m o r y nature of clusters, and also that of other architectures such
as M P P s , makes them naturally disposed toward the message passing paradigm of
parallel programming. This knowledge, combined with the continued interest in
these architectures, is certain to see the message passing paradigm continue to enjoy
success in the parallel programming community. In particular, the M P I model of
message passing is the language of choice for m a n y scientists, and offers advantages
such as portability and efficiency and is well supported when compared to m a n y
other message passing libraries.
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However, parallel programming in general is notoriously difficult, and the message
passing model is no exception. Coding correct programs is complicated due to nontrivial interactions between multiple concurrently executing processes, and coding
efficient programs is complicated for similar reasons. Although m a n y message passing parallel programs naturally m a p to regular logical process topologies, which
serves to simplify program design to a degree, parallel programming remains difficult. Moreover, most message passing libraries, including M P I , provide little to
no inherent topology support, although by specifying the profiling interface, M P I
facilitates program analysis via trace files and encourages the development of third
party tools.
The next chapter reviews the large and difficult field of message passing parallel
program debugging.

Chapter 3
Debugging Parallel Programs
W h e n

developing parallel programs, programmers are presented with a num-

ber of challenges not faced with sequential programs. Especially for message passing programs, successful parallel program development hinges on a clear
understanding of inter-process interactions. However, explicitly coordinating the
activities of multiple (potentially complex) tasks is non-trivial, and compared to
programming for sequential systems, errors that are often subtle in nature are more
likely to be introduced. T h e complex nature of message passing programs combined with the large scale nature of m a n y parallel systems hampers our ability to
understand program behaviour, and without a clear understanding of expected and
actual program behaviour, it is both difficult to identify and remedy errors.
T h e complex nature of the message passing paradigm, and of parallel programming
in general, serves to m a k e the domain of parallel program debugging both interesting and difficult. This chapter reviews the parallel program debugging literature,
particularly with respect to the message passing paradigm. Although correctness
debugging is the focus of this thesis, aspects of performance debugging are also
reviewed. Firstly, in section 3.1, general parallel program debugging issues are
covered, which is followed in section 3.2 by a general review of parallel program
debugging techniques, with emphasis on tools aiding program understanding. The
literature review is concluded in section 3.3 with further discussion of specific parallel program debugging tools and environments, namely well known or mature tools,
and tools directly related to this thesis. Section 3.4 summarises the chapter.
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3.1 Parallel Program Debugging Issues
Most issues related to debugging parallel programs arise as a direct result of having
multiple concurrent, interacting tasks. A s a natural extension to the uniprocessor
m o d e of programming, parallel programs also inherit all of the complexities associated with sequential programs. Debugging parallel programs is not as simple as
just having to deal with multiple sequential errors.
As identified in chapter 2, both correctness debugging and performance analysis
comprise thefieldof parallel program debugging. Although this thesis targets correctness debugging, a number of the following parallel program debugging issues,
which are derived from various sources [3, 58, 105, 126, 144], also pertain to performance analysis.

3.1.1 Program Understanding
The concurrent execution of multiple tasks creates a challenge for programmers:
understanding and relating actual program behaviour back to the original source
code. Although programmers are usually able to construct accurate mental models
of expected program behaviour, tracking parallel program behaviour in real time
can be difficult.
For example, consider the task of understanding sequential program behaviour using
carefully inserted print statements. Print statements for sequential programs reflect
state changes that only pertain to a single entity. D u e to the nature of sequential
programs, print statements occur in sequence and only one at a time, and are
consequently relatively easy for programmers to digest.
T h e same situation does not hold true for parallel programs. State updates for
parallel programs necessarily concern multiple processes; programmers do not have
the luxury of only having to track updates to the state space of a single process, and
instead must maintain mental models for state updates across multiple processes,
each an individual entity in its o w n right. This situation is certainly true w h e n
instructions are not executed on a lockstep basis, as is the case with most message
passing programs, meaning that different processes can concurrently be executing
different regions of code, consequently requiring programmers to track varying levels
of progress. Communication events and other inter-process interactions, including
incomplete communication operations and in-transit messages, further complicate
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program understanding.
Understanding parallel program behaviour is not simple. Tracking the progress
and interactions of tens, hundreds, or even thousands of processes is complicated,
and standard sequential program debugging techniques, including the use of print
statements and source level debuggers, are often inadequate. T h e lack of an accurate
understanding of actual program behaviour complicates our ability to find and
correct errors.

3.1.2 Volume of Debugging Data
Many parallel program debugging techniques employ debugging data collected during program execution. Unfortunately, parallel programs are capable of generating
huge quantities of data, m u c h of it potentially irrelevant. Although sequential programs are also capable of generating large quantities of data, parallel programs are
far more likely to do so as a result of their multi-process nature.
A m i d such quantities of data, data analysis tools are often deemed necessary in
order to avoid overwhelming h u m a n users. However, the quantities of debugging
data that can be generated by parallel programs is such that even automatic analysis
tools are faced with efficiency and scalability issues. In order to be effective, tools
employing debugging data must be able to present and summarise large quantities
of data in a manner still meaningful and useful for programmers.

3.1.3 Nondeterminism
A nondeterministic program is one whose behaviour can differ over successive executions despite having identical input data. Nondeterministic parallel programs are
typically characterised by programming statements that can randomly lead to one
of two or more subsequent program states, typically as a result of unpredictable
event interleavings.
Although nondeterministic sequential programs exist, including time-critical applications, nondeterministic parallel programs are far more c o m m o n . Nondeterminism
is often intentional, and with parallel programs is usually tied to the fact that message transmission times vary. Even if two different processes transmit a message
to the same target at the same time, due to unpredictable hardware and operating system factors, the order in which the messages arrive at the target m a y vary
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from one execution to the next. A common example involves processes waiting for
information from a number of other processes, where the order in which messages
are received determines the order in which tasks are completed. These types of
situations are known as message passing race conditions, where two or more messages are said to be racing toward a single destination, and the order in which they
are processed is based nondeterministically on the order in which they arrive. In
other cases nondeterminism m a y result from programmer laziness or unintentional
side effects. T h e use of wildcards such as MPI's MPI_ANY_S0URCE and MPI_ANY_TAG
suggest possible nondeterministic code.
Nondeterminism has serious debugging consequences, including the problem of irreproducibility, which occurs when repeated program executions on the same input
set cannot be guaranteed to behave identically. With respect to parallel program debugging, although programmers m a y witness errors that they wish to reproduce for
subsequent analysis, nondeterminism makes the task of reliably reproducing errors
potentially difficult, if not impossible. T h e irreproducibility problem is most noticeable when w e wish to employ traditional cyclical debugging approaches, where w e
first identify the presence of an error before repeatedly refining our understanding
of the error with multiple re-executions. T h e irreproducibility effect can also m a k e
it difficult for programmers to distinguish between two different errors with similar
symptoms; programmers m a y correct one error with the mistaken belief that they
have corrected another.
Related to the irreproducibility problem is the completeness problem, where evaluating all possible branches of execution of nondeterministic parallel programs is
generally infeasible, but is nonetheless desirable to ensure program reliability. A n
effective traditional testing approach is to construct test data that causes all m a jor code branches to be exercised. However, presenting comprehensive test data
to nondeterministic programs does not necessarily cause all code branches to be
exercised, as nondeterministic branches in code can be dependent on factors other
than the input data. T h e traditional test and debug cycle is clearly compromised
by the completeness problem due to the fact that it can be difficult to force the
desired nondeterministic branches of code to be exercised.
Nondeterminism significantly complicates the debugging process. Although w e are
almost always able to design deterministic parallel programs in place of nondeterministic parallel programs, nondeterministic programs are often desired for a
number of reasons, including efficiency.
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T h e P r o b e Effect

The probe effect occurs when external influences slow the progress of processes,
possibly altering program behaviour.

Virtually all parallel program debugging

techniques introduce factors that slow process timings, including the use of print
statements, event logging, and extreme factors such as breakpoints. Performance
analysis aside, where accurate timing data is important, influencing process timings
is of little concern with deterministic parallel programs. T h e same cannot be said
for nondeterministic parallel programs.
The problem with the probe effect primarily resides with the fact that by influencing nondeterministic parallel program process timings the outcome of message
passing race conditions can be affected. Therefore, by investigating parallel program behaviour using intrusive debugging tools or techniques, otherwise observable
problems m a y be hidden. This is increasingly likely w h e n errors only occur under
specific inter-process timing situations.
Although w e can try to introduce as little intrusion as possible with the goal of
minimising the probe effect, any degree of intrusion introduces the possibility of
unduly influencing nondeterministic program behaviour.

3.1.5

Breakpoints a n d Single Stepping

Breakpoints and single stepping mechanisms are taken for granted with sequential
programs. Programmers indicate the line of code or condition on which to pause
execution, usually using a symbolic debugger, at which point during execution program state can be investigated, statements single stepped, and so on.
Unfortunately, the concepts of breakpoints and single stepping do not extend elegantly to parallel programs. Questions that must be addressed include whether
or not breakpoints should affect all processes, or whether breakpoints should apply
to only one process at a time. Similar questions arise for single stepping — does
a single step m e a n that all, one, or some combination of processes are advanced a
single statement?
A s parallel programs consist of multiple processes, usually executing independent
and different instruction streams, implementing breakpoint and single stepping
functionality is not as easy as it is for sequential programs.
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3.1.6 The Stampede Effect
The stampede effect arises when an error occurs and we wish to pause program
execution for interactive analysis. Although pausing programs on uniprocessor architectures is simple, without special (and u n c o m m o n ) hardware most processes
participating in parallel computations can only be halted "as soon as possible,"
since communicating the need to stop processes on different processors takes time.
In the time it takes to stop all processes, critical program state information can
be destroyed, in which case the usefulness of any subsequent program analysis is
limited.

3.1.7 Lack of Synchronised Global Clocks
It is clearly important that debugging tools present accurate, truthful information
to programmers. This statement holds true for debugging approaches that present
programmers with physically ordered event data, generally derived from trace information timestamped using processor clock values, which is particularly c o m m o n
with performance analysis where accurate and correct timing data is important.
F e w parallel architectures provide hardware synchronised global clocks, and as a
result timestamps are usually derived from local processor clocks. Differences exist
between distinct processor clocks, and in order to accurately and correctly order
event data, discrepancies between different clocks must be accounted for, including
any initial difference in values and any clock skew, where clocks advance at different
rates over time.
T h e problem lies in the fact that there is no guaranteed means of determining the
differences between two clocks, and although software methods exist to synchronise
processor clock values at a very fine level of granularity, they are still subject to
error. Consequently, the validity of event orderings derived from multiple processes
without access to a single global clock is difficult to guarantee.

3.1.8 Error Propagation
Also known as the bystander effect, error propagation occurs when an error in one
process propagates to and corrupts another process, generally via communication
primitives. A s a result, situations often occur where the corrupted process first
exhibits erroneous behaviour, which can lead programmers astray by making it the
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prime debugging candidate, even though another process is the actual source of
error. In subtle cases of error propagation, perhaps in cases where a single error
propagates through multiple processes before manifesting, programmers m a y spend
inordinate amounts of time before identifying the true source of error.

3.1.9 Deadlocks and Livelocks
Deadlock and livelock issues are both well known and well understood, and although
c o m m o n , they tend to be relatively easy to identify and correct.
B y definition a set of processes is in deadlock when all participating processes are
mutually blocked and waiting on events from each other, usually via some form
of cyclical dependency. If all processes are blocked waiting on events from other
similarly blocked processes, then no progress is possible as no process is able to
unblock in order to satisfy any single dependency of another process.
Livelocks are similar to deadlocks in that no progress is made, and are characterised
by a group of processes whose states are continuously changing without any actual
progress being made. A s with deadlocks, unless an external influence is introduced
to resolve matters, program progress is effectively halted.
Both livelocks and deadlocks frequently result from inter-process coordination errors.

3.2 Approaches to Parallel Program Debugging
A number of tools and techniques have been developed to address the domain of
parallel program debugging, and although some are simple extensions of traditional
sequential program debugging approaches, most are purpose-built to address the
multi-process nature of parallel programs.
This section introduces a variety of approaches to parallel program debugging, with
reference to both performance analysis and correctness debugging. Particular attention is given to techniques that help with program understanding, namely eventtime diagrams and communication animations. Although appropriate references
are m a d e to existing debugging tools, a more detailed introduction to a select few
related and representative parallel program debugging projects is provided in section 3.3.
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For a comprehensive listing of parallel program debuggers, see Watson's thesis on
parallel relative debugging [181], which cites numerous tools developed between
1969 and 1999.

3.2.1 Print Statements
The manual insertion of print statements is an informal debugging technique employed by m a n y programmers, both parallel and sequential. Using print statements
is c o m m o n for a variety of reasons. Print statements are constructs with which
programmers are intimately familiar, no third party tools are required to enable
their use, they incur relatively little overhead, and they can be written to target
specific errors.
Print statements are more difficult to employ successfully with parallel programs
than for sequential programs. T h e primary reason for this is volume of information. Unless a programmer already has a good idea for the cause of an error, in
which case error identification is relatively easy, print statements are better used
to convey a general understanding of program progress. With single process applications, following and tracking the behavioural implications of a series of print
statement output is straightforward. However, manually tracking and incorporating
the meaning of print statement output from m a n y processes, perhaps thousands,
can be hopelessly daunting. Print statements are well suited to simple errors that
are easily tracked, but for more complex cases more suitable debugging techniques
are desired.

3.2.2 Symbolic Debugging
As with sequential programs, programmers often need to dynamically investigate
parallel program process states mid-execution using symbolic debuggers. Although
symbolic debuggers have a significant probe effect, they allow programmers to freely
and liberally investigate and manipulate program state and flow of execution. In
the context of parallel programs, symbolic debuggers are well suited to investigating
multiple sequential errors, but for other purposes, such as conveying an understanding of program behaviour and investigating inter-process interaction errors, other
parallel program debugging techniques are better suited. Although symbolic debuggers largely dominate the area of sequential program debugging, their low level
nature has seen them enjoy less success in the area of parallel program debugging.
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Although existing sequential program symbolic debuggers such as gdb [169] can usually be used with parallel processes, dedicated parallel program symbolic debuggers
such as TotalView [46] (see section 3.3.9) are far more suitable, particularly when
they address issues such as distributed breakpoints.

3.2.3 Program Tracing
The automatic collection of run-time execution history data is known by several
names, including tracing, profiling, monitoring, and logging. Trace data is a comm o n form of input for m a n y parallel program debugging and analysis tools, most
commonly performance analysis ones. Tracing parallel program execution involves
logging accesses to parallel library routines, in particular those involving interprocess communication. For performance debugging, additional log data is often
routinely accumulated, including records of processor utilisation and m e m o r y usage. Whilst trace data can be analysed at run-time, it is typically stored on disk
as tracefilesfor post-mortem analysis. Tracefilesare used for performance analysis in a variety of ways, including statistically, visually, and even for performance
prediction.
Importantly, program traces are also used for correctness debugging. Most parallel
program complexity is caused by inter-process interactions, particularly communication. Program tracing is a means of observing inter-process interaction, and as
a result the analysis of program trace data focuses on observable parallel program
semantics, not internal sequential process behaviours. With sufficient trace data a
number of debugging techniques are enabled, including execution replay techniques
and m a n y parallel program visualisations.
A s traces are helpful in so m a n y ways, they are valuable assets to parallel programmers. T h e main drawback with tracefilesis they very quickly grow to large
sizes, often resulting in information overload. Tracefilesare usually analysed via
additional software which runs external to, and often after the termination of, the
parallel program being considered.
Another issue with trace data concerns the lack of globally synchronised processor
clocks, particularly with respect to performance analysis. In order to analyse trace
data generated across multiple processes, w e must first unify the separate trace
data streams. In doing so, it is desirable for events to be ordered correctly with
respect to time. A s identified in the previous section, this task is generally not
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possible without special hardware. Partially ordered logical clocks [49] are often
employed as an alternative to physical time, and involves timestamping processes in
a logical manner that allows events to be ordered according to logical precedence and
dependency rules, where tracking logical clock information incurs greater overhead
compared to the use of physical clocks. Use of logical time is well suited to the
logical nature of correctness debugging, whereas physical time is better suited to
performance analysis.
There exist m a n y trace libraries and formats, particularly for M P I as a result of
the M P I profiling interface (see section 2.4.5), including Vampirtrace [138] (see
section 3.3.2), and M P I C L [185], an M P I extension to the Portable Instrumented
Communication Library (PICL) [186] (see section 3.3.3).
Most of the research presented later in this thesis is dependent on the ability to
obtain comprehensive trace data suitable for correctness debugging tasks. Chapter 5
researches the topic of obtaining parallel program trace data.

3.2.4

Visualisation

Visualisations and graphical displays are far superior to plain text for many tasks,
and parallel program debugging is no exception. It is well understood that pictures
and images are faster mediums for conveying information than text, particularly
when large quantities of data are involved, a situation parallel programs are notorious for. Interpreting lengthy h u m a n readable event traces is often complex and
involved, whereas interpreting visualisations based on event traces is often insightful
and relatively quick.
Visualisations operate at a higher level compared to m a n y other debugging techniques, and as a result are better placed to convey overall program behaviours to
programmers than lower level techniques. B y doing so, visualisations often help
programmers to identify regions of concern, after which lower level techniques can
be employed. Research into visualisation techniques is one of the largest and most
successful areas of parallel program debugging, particularly for performance analysis, with visualisations ranging from simple statistical displays through to custom
user-defined visualisations. As an important tool for parallel program debugging
visualisation techniques have been the subject of a number of reviews and discussions [25, 29, 69, 72, 99, 133, 142, 143, 172].
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Although visual data representations can be far easier to grasp than textual equivalents, parallel programs are capable of producing such vast quantities of data that
m a n y visualisations are at risk of congestion. T o cope with this m a n y tools include
mechanisms such as datafiltering,data hiding, highlighting, scaling, and zooming.
As it is informative to do so, the following discussion of parallel program visualisations also addresses aspects of performance analysis and makes mention of techniques and tools adopted for parallel programming paradigms other than message
passing. It is worth noting that m a n y parallel program visualisations are based on
trace data, and where supported can be presented both on-line and post-mortem.
T h e ability to convey parallel program behaviour at a high level is both important in
general, and also important with respect to this thesis, which presents a behavioural
debugging framework that also aims to facilitate program understanding at a high
level. For this reason, particular attention has been paid to reviewing visualisation
techniques.

Performance Statistics Visualisation
Far more common than their correctness-oriented counterparts, a large proportion
of performance-oriented visualisations produce views based on profiling data, which
can be used to calculate various metrics. A number of metrics are identified by
Rover [153], including measures based on processor state (executing, blocked), execution time, operation count (or work), computation time, computational power,
execution rate, message volume, communication time, communicationflow,percent
computation time, percent communication time, and communication overhead.
Statistical performance data collected during program execution can be summarised
and visualised in a number of ways. For example, in the case of communication
volume statistics, measurements can be m a d e on incoming message volumes, outgoing message volumes, combinations of incoming and outgoing message volumes,
total message volumes across all processes, rolling averages, and so on. Note that
although performance metrics such as communication volume measures are invariably designed for performance analysis, they are sometimes helpful with respect to
correctness debugging, where they can reveal unusual communication statistics suggestive of misdirected messages, or messages being received by unintended partners.
S o m e performance indices are described by Sarukkai, Yan, and Gotwals [155].
Statistical measurements are traditionally analysed using simple two-dimensional
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views such as bar graphs, scatter plots, Kiviat diagrams, line graphs, and pie charts.
These displays are often animated over time, particularly in the case of on-line
analysis. ParaGraph [66, 67, 68] (see section 3.3.3) is a classic example of a performance analysis tool and implements m a n y of these views, as do a number of
other tools [28, 43, 73, 131, 138, 139, 149, 175]. Similar visualisation tools that
allow programmers greater control, including the ability to create n e w views, also
exist [35, 36, 65, 83, 88].
A s an example of an advanced statistical visualisation technique, Hackstadt and
Malony [61, 62, 63] extend the traditional two-dimensional Kiviat diagram to three
dimensions. Rather than animating a Kiviat diagram to represent changing performance measures, a third axis is introduced that represents time. Static threedimensional Kiviat "tubes" are essentially constructed by stacking together the
series of images that would otherwise have been used in a two-dimensional Kiviat
diagram animation over time. Although three-dimensional views can become complex entities, their potential lies in the fact that programmers are presented with
the opportunity to grasp more data in the one view.
Hackstadt and Malony also present three-dimensional m e m o r y access pattern performance visualisations. W h e n parallel programs have data shared across a n u m ber of processes, data access patterns are an important performance consideration.
Hackstadt and Malony propose visualising m e m o r y access patterns via a grid, or
cube, of spheres, each depicting different data elements where sphere sizes and
colours are controlled by the number and types of accesses to the element in question. Another proposed visualisation involves using a "rubber sheet" (grid of positions) to depict the difference between local and remote accesses to the distributed
data elements. Hackstadt, Malony, and M o h r [64] also describe a visualisation
where spheres are arranged in a three-dimensional space. Spheres, coloured according to the processors they represent, are placed above a reference grid whose size is
dependent upon number of data elements, where vertical offsets denote the number
of data accesses m a d e over a given time period.
A more esoteric visualisation is employed by the SMILI [92] system, which employs
Chernoff faces to graphically represent multivariate performance data. D r a w n in a
stick figure-like manner, Chernoff faces function by using different facial characteristics to represent different parallel program performance measures. For example
mouth height could be used to convey the current system load. T h e principle behind the SMILI system is that facial expressions can be used to intuitively identify
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system performance, where faces are animated such that facial expression changes
directly relate to changing performance characteristics. For example, a happy, relaxed face would convey a well running system, whereas a tense, unhappy face would
suggest a program exhibiting poor performance. A post-mortem static face is used
to convey performance information only meaningful post-execution.

D a t a Visualisation

Data visualisations are a correctness debugging approach that target inherently
numerical parallel applications, typically data parallel ones. B y visualising numerical data as it changes during execution, data visualisations allow programmers to
identify numerically incorrect data values and data sets that evolve incorrectly over
time. For example, Caerts, Lauwereins, and Peperstraete [24] describe the debugger P D G which they use to visualise a system consisting of an image enhancer, an
edge detector, and an object recogniser. B y visualising system data at different
stages of execution, P D G allows programmers to visually identify inconsistent data
and program progress over time. Other typical areas in which data visualisations
are often successful includefluidflowsimulations, heat flow simulations, and other
applications modelling physical characteristics or data sets over which numerical
values are naturally evolved.
As the easiest form of data to visualise, data visualisations are most successful with
one- and two-dimensional arrays or matrices. Data elements are directly mapped
onto visual elements typically coloured according to data values. For example, a
two-dimensional matrix used in a simple heat flow problem could be mapped to
a two-dimensional matrix of pixels, where hot data values are coloured red, and
cool data values are coloured blue. Erbacher and Grinstein [44, 45] demonstrate
two-dimensional matrix visualisations.
The obvious extension to two-dimensional data visualisation involves visualising
more complex three-dimensional data sets. Three-dimensional data visualisations
are essentially the logical extension of their two-dimensional counterparts. Examples of tools capable of visualising three-dimensional data sets include the D P V system [180], and the Visualisation Design Environment component of the Integrated
Visualisation Environment (IVE) [56, 114, 115], where program data structures are
used to create customisable visualisation templates.
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Extensions to arbitrary levels of multi-dimensional data are more difficult to address. T h e debugger D E T O P [57] handles multi-dimensional data by visualising
arrays of any size, two dimensions at a time.

P r o g r a m Structure Visualisation

Visually representing and animating code structure is a correctness debugging approach that facilitates parallel program understanding. Using an appropriate source
code representation, such as a graph with nodes and edges, parallel program behaviour can be animated in order to convey an understanding of the sequence of
execution of corresponding program source code constructs. Petri nets are commonly used to represent program structure. Yang, Yang, and Liu [192] employ
Petri nets to visualise code constructs.
Visual representations of program structure using c o m m o n techniques such as control graphs and Petri nets can become complex entities, even for small programs. In
order to cope with scaling issues m a n y tools provide display abstraction mechanisms
such as node clustering techniques. In fact, PF-View [179], for programs written in
IBM's Parallel Fortran, only implements relatively abstract views via iconic units in
thefirstplace. Icons correspond to code sections, including serial portions of code,
parallel loops, and automatically parallelised D O s . PF-View animates behaviour
by manipulating icon colours appropriately; unexecuted units are white, executing
units are green, and completed units are grey.
Program structure visualisations can also be employed during program design.
For example, P V M programs can be designed with computational graphs using
Hence [11], where nodes representing computations are connected by edges indicating computational dependencies. Hence lets programmers explicitly specify parallelism as a consequence of drawing the computational graphs. Computational nodes
indicate procedures, and arcs between nodes show data dependencies and control
flow. For analysis purposes, Hence re-uses graphical designs of P V M programs by
subsequently animating their behaviour based on trace data.
Implementing program structure visualisation tools can be difficult, but as a useful
mechanism for conveying program behaviour, a number of tools that do so exist [40
120, 137].
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C u s t o m User-defined Visualisations
Although usually simple and easy to employ, generic visualisation tools are often
limited in usability and lackflexibility.To address this, a number of meta-tools have
been developed that allow programmers to customise and define program dependent
visualisations. To facilitate the creation of user-defined .visualisations, meta-tools
typically abstract the process by providing fundamental visual building blocks and
by simplifying the mapping of application data to the desired visualisation.
For example, the meta-tool Panorama [123, 125] allows programmers to identify
individual display elements, each of which are associated with sets of properties
including shape and size. Elements are classified into types, and the output of the
tool is a set of constructor functions, one for each type. A s applications are executed,
views collect data that get visualised using the constructors. Panorama provides a
number of graphical types to choose from, a m o n g them lines and polygons.
Meta-tools are usually used to construct algorithm animations such that underlying
problem behaviours can be visually related back to expected behaviours. Examples
of tools used to construct algorithm animations include the meta-tool Voyeur [168],
which is used to animate a sharks and fishes simulation, and the tool P O L K A [170],
which is used to visualise a three-dimensional particle chamber simulation.
Other customisable visualisation tools include BEE-r-4- [20], the A F I T Algorithm
Animation Research Facility ( A A A R F ) [4], Pavane [37,151], the PARallel Animated
Debugging and Simulation Environment ( P A R A D I S E ) [93, 94], I M P R O V [95] (a
successor to P A R A D I S E ) , SIEVE.l [157], InfoProbe [27] (a tool that also allows
the use of sustained and momentary sounds), and a tool described by LeBlanc,
Mellor-Crummey, and Fowler [117].

Event-time Diagrams
Many parallel program performance and correctness errors are directly related to
inter-process communication. Given the complexity of parallel programs with the
potential for non-trivial interactions occurring between hundreds or thousands of
processes, the need for tools that help to convey an understanding of inter-process
interactions is great.
Event-time diagrams, also known as spacetime diagrams, time-process diagrams,
and Feynman diagrams, are a c o m m o n tool for conveying the message passing
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behaviour of parallel programs. Most often employed for performance analysis,
event-time diagrams are static two-dimensional displays that convey the state of
parallel programs over time. Event-time diagrams consist of two axes, one for
time, and the other for processes. Processes are typically represented as solid bars
originating from the process axis, with communication events between processes
being indicated by lines connecting participating processes. Communication line
begin and end points are located with respect to the time axis in a manner consistent
with actual message send and receive times.
Examples of basic and variant event-time diagrams are prolific in the literature.
A commonly cited event-time diagram implementation is ParaGraph's spacetime
diagram [66, 68]. ParaGraph features a typical event-time diagram where the horizontal axis is used for time, and the vertical axis is used for processes. Horizontal
process lines are either solid or blank, depending on whether the processors they
correspond to are busy or idle respectively. Message lines can be colour-coded according to message size, message type, and distance travelled. Other examples of
event-time diagrams include the Program Communication Graphics described by
Abstreiter [2], the Execution Time Animation System (ETAS) [178], some of the
views described by Zhou [196], and the more recent tool, Page [33], which extends
traditional functionality to include support for multi-threaded applications.
The following variations of event-time diagrams exist:

• Physical or Logical Time: As most event-time diagrams target performance debugging, physical time is usually employed in order to better convey
event durations and process blocking times. Alternatively, addressing the need
for correctness debugging, a number of event-time diagrams exist that order
events in logical time. Examples include the Conch Lamport view constructed
by Topol, Stasko, and Sunderam [176] using P O L K A , and G O L D [165], an
event-time diagram that allows breakpoints to be visually set.
• Showing Process States: A common trivial extension of the basic eventtime diagram involves embellishing process lines to convey additional process
state information over time. This is most commonly achieved by adjusting
the colour of process lines to represent different states such as computation
and communication, as employed by the Behaviour W i n d o w of P R O V E [87]
or periods of I/O activity, as conveyed by Lei's and Zhang's [118] process
activity display.
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Process state display extensions relevant to correctness debugging also exist. For example, A I M S ' O v e r V I E W window [191] (see section 3.3.11) colours
process bars according to which procedures are executing, and colours communication events between processes according to the data structures communicated. P V M - A I M S [128] provides similar functionality. Alternatively,
some tools allow programmers to annotate code with special marks that are
subsequently visualised in event-time diagrams such as P A R A V E R [146] and
one of T R A P P E R ' s Perftool's views [159, 160].
• Displaying Additional Event Information: A factor that limits the usefulness of visually representing data is the inability to convey accurate, finegrained information such as specific message sizes and specific message types.
A number of event-time diagrams overcome this limitation by allowing programmers to select items of interest, typically message communication events,
for further textual details. T h e amount of additional information varies by
tool, with some tools, including the Process Display W i n d o w of the Distributed Program Debugger ( D P D ) , going so far as to allow the display of
message contents.
A number of event-time diagrams also provide the ability to automatically
reference the relevant source code on selecting events of interest (often referred
to as source code click back). A T E M P T ' s event graph [101, 102, 105, 104, 107]
(see section 3.3.4) and the Unified Trace Environment's (UTE's) modified
nupshot [188] both provide source code click back functionality.
• Improving Display Legibility: Event-time diagrams are particularly susceptible to congestion, and although facilities for zooming and scaling, as
provided by Moviola [54, 117], the Behaviour window of P A C V I S [162, 163],
and Annai's Performance Monitor and Analyser ( P M A ) Evolution Time-line
Display [189, 190], are useful, facilities such asfilteringare typically more
powerful and allow programmers to focus on particular program behaviours.
Filtering and subsequent display by event-time diagrams can be achieved
in a number of ways. For example, the Parallel Program Event Monitor's
(PPEM's) Causality History Diagram [15] allows events to befilteredaccording to event type, node and process id, and time. The gorge tool of the graze
framework [136] allows any combination of events, intervals, and threads to
be displayed.
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• Display Abstraction: An alternative to filtering, which hides events deemed
unnecessary from display, is to amalgamate individual behaviours into smaller
numbers of more significant behaviours. This is achieved in two ways: at the
process level, which shortens displays on the process axis, and at the event
level, which shortens displays in the time axis.
Abstraction at the process level is demonstrated by Taylor [173] with process
clustering. Conceptually simple, process clustering involves grouping processes whose interactions are unimportant. Clustered processes in event-time
diagrams are represented visually as single entities, where ideally only those
events interacting with processes external to clusters need to be displayed.
Process clustering clearly reduces display complexity, although Taylor identifies that events ordered according to logical time must be dealt with carefully,
for the causal ordering of events can be confused by hiding events within
process clusters.
K u n z implements the second form of abstraction using convex abstract events
with the Poet tool [113], which also supports a form of process clustering.
Event abstraction occurs by collecting groups of primitive events, possibly
from multiple processes, into single abstract events.
K u n z introduces the notion of convex abstract events, where a set E of primitive events is convex if and only if: Va, b e E : a-+c-^b=>c£E.

Kunz's

definition of convex abstract events makes them easier to detect and easier to
timestamp than arbitrary event sets. Determining precedence between convex
event sets is simplified.
Poet employs logical time event-time diagrams where convex events are represented using open vertical rectangles stretching over all participating processes. W h e r e rectangles are incident on participating processes,filledsquares
are drawn. Arrows representing communication events enter and leave abstract events as normal, noting that multiple arrows enter and leave abstract
event formed from multiple send and receive events.
Convex abstract events can hide the causal ordering of events, and as with
process clustering preserving event precedence is important [34]. Poet addresses this by allowing programmers to visually identify event successors
and predecessors.

Event-time diagrams are c o m m o n message passing parallel program analysis tools.
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Although primarily designed for performance analysis, they are also employed for
correctness debugging, and event-time diagrams remain a c o m m o n method for visualising and conveying program behaviour. Unfortunately, event-time diagram
displays are easily congested, even for only a moderate number of processes.
S o m e screenshots of event-time diagrams can be found in sections 3.3.1-3.3.4.

Communication Animations
Although not as common as event-time diagrams, communication animations also
facilitate program understanding, again typically for performance analysis reasons.
Standard communication animations represent processes as icons, usually circles
or squares, where icons are placed in a two-dimensional display, often in a circle
formation by default. A s trace data is processed, either on-line or post-mortem,
a sequence of images representing snapshots of program state are constructed and
presented to the programmer consecutively in a movie-like fashion, or animation.
Communication events are typically animated by lines connecting participating process icons, often annotated by arrows to indicate the direction of information flow.
Communication animations can be likened to presenting a sequence of cross-sections
of event-time diagrams, and are often presented concurrently with event-time diagrams for the purpose of highlighting inter-process interactions at any given instant
in time. T h e main advantage communication animations have over event-time diagrams is the ability to place processes anywhere in two-dimensions, which helps to
alleviate clutter and allows for meaningful process arrangements. T h e main disadvantage of communication animations compared to event-time diagrams is that they
lack the ability to convey program communication behaviour over a long period of
time using a single image.
After event-time diagrams, communication animations are perhaps the second most
c o m m o n form of conveying communication behaviour to programmers. There are a
number of variations on communication animations, m a n y of which are similar to
the variations seen with event-time diagrams. Communication animation variations
include:
• Animation Speed: Handling time in communication animations is not as
straight forward as it is for event-time diagrams, particularly with respect
to post-mortem performance analysis. W h e n investigating program performance it is important to accurately convey communication durations, except
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accurately reflected event durations can be indistinguishable to human users,
where long periods of time for computers are short by h u m a n standards. A n imations that faithfully reflect real time m a y also consist of long periods of
inactivity followed by short bursts of intense activity. T o cope with these
issues, different communication animations handle time in different ways. For
example, Visputer [122, 195] allows programmers to choose between continuously advancing time in a manner reflecting real time, or to advance time
interactively by single-stepping events.
Issues also arise with respect to on-line animations, where it is sometimes
unclear whether animations should be updated with every event, or after set
intervals. T h e former is more accurate, but runs the risk of being unable
to keep up to date during periods of intense activity. VIPER's animation
view [161] allows programmers to choose between the two.
• Animating Process States: Animating additional process state information is easy to incorporate. ParaGraph's animation view [66, 68] achieves
this by changing process icon colours according to whether they are busy,
idle, sending, or receiving. Process states are also animated by the Machine
View [153, 154].
• Displaying Additional Event Information: As with event-time diagrams,
we often wish to investigate the properties of specific events in more detail.
For communication animations this is usually achieved by textually presenting
all relevant trace information for programmer-selected nodes and messages.
For example, using Radar [116] programmers are able to investigate message
contents by selecting messages of interest.
With respect to investigating process states, on selecting process icons the visualisation system Cable [193] displays information including process names,
host names, process type names, port names, process creators and terminators, and process states (dormant, active, or waiting).

In the case of

Panorama's Processor M a p view [123, 124, 125], selecting processors causes
symbolic debugging windows to be opened, which allow states to be investigated in detail.
• Display Arrangement: The ability to place process icons anywhere in a twodimensional field is one of the key advantages of communication animations.
In particular, process icons can be arranged to reflect any logical relationship
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between processes. For example, processes logically arranged according to a
mesh topology can trivially have this arrangement reflected in communication
animations. B y better reflecting underlying process relationships, communication animations are easier to understand and also scale better with respect
to the number of processes.
Few tools support different process topologies, and of those that do, topology
support tends to be limited. ParaGraph's hypercube view [66, 68] provides a
number of predefined node arrangements, each of which is representative of
a network that can be physically embedded in the hypercube topology. T h e
M o n a tool, part of the Jade monitoring environment [86], also provides some
support for process topologies, where programmers are able to rearrange and
save otherwise automatically determined process icon placements.
• Reducing Display Complexity: As with event-time diagrams, the presence
of m a n y processes and m a n y events can make communication animations seem
overwhelming and difficult to fully grasp. Different techniques exist to address
this, including the well known approach of event filtering, as supported by
P P E M ' s message animation [15].
As with event-time diagrams, process grouping techniques can be used to
reduce display complexity. V I S T O P [12, 13, 16, 17, 183] handles event groups
by allowing programmers to restrict attention to specific groups whilst hiding
the interactions of other groups. This is particularly viable when processes
can be grouped by purpose.
As demonstrated by Bugnet [184], process grouping and eventfilteringtechniques can also be successfully combined.
• Variations for Indicating Communication Events: Most communication animations indicate the transmission of messages between processes by
drawing or highlighting lines between the participants. Although less common, variations of this theme exist.
For example, Topol, Stasko, and Sunderam's Conch message passing view [176],
constructed with P O L K A , arrange process icons in a circle. W h e n a message
is sent from one process, a circle whose size reflects the size of the message
moves from the sending process to the centre of the circle. W h e n a process
subsequently receives that message, the message moves from the centre to
the receiving process. This form of message animation conspicuously leaves
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unreceived messages in the centre of the circle.
Another alternative is to dismiss the notion of process icons and instead animate communication events using a matrix, where one axis indicates the
sender, and the other axis indicates the receiver. This system is implemented
by Sarukkai, Kimelman, and Rudolph [158], where the row indicates the sending process, and the column the receiving process. Communication between
processes is shown by solidifying a box at the appropriate coordinates, which
is later hollowed out at the conclusion of communication.

Communication animations are a useful mechanism for relating program behaviour.
Unfortunately, communication animations have been underexploited with respect
to conveying process topology characteristics, despite being well suited to the task.
Screenshots of communication animations appear in sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.7.

Combined Communication Animations and Event-time Diagrams
Both event-time diagrams and communication animations have been identified as
c o m m o n mediums for conveying parallel program behaviour. Given the relationship
between communication animations and event-time diagrams, a natural extension
of the two is to merge them into a single, static, three-dimensional visualisation.
This is realised in the tools V O G U E [97] and the more recent VisuaLinda [98].
The principle is relatively simple, and involves extending an existing two-dimensional
communication animation to three dimensions, where the third axis is used to represent time. Alternatively, w e can achieve the same result by extending an existing
two-dimensional event-time diagram to three dimensions, where the third axis allows the topological relationship between processes to be better represented. In
other words, an event-time diagram is combined with a process relationship diagram, the face of most communication animations, with the result being a single
three-dimensional image for which the xy-plane is used to represent the relationship
between processes, and the z-axis is used to represent time.
D u e to the complex nature of three-dimensional visualisations, V O G U E and VisuaLinda allow programmers to navigate the display to better understand behaviour
from different perspectives. Node states are indicated using different colours as
normal.
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Other Visualisations
The interest in parallel program visualisation has also resulted in a number of
other approaches being investigated, some of which are listed here. For example,
Sarukkai and Beers [156] describe visualisations related to m e m o r y management,
in the context of tracking data structure evolution. Included in the visualisations
they describe are techniques not only for showing allocated m e m o r y structure, but
also for depicting both m e m o r y leaks and invalid m e m o r y accesses.
The possibilities offered by Virtual Reality have also been explored with respect
to parallel program debugging. Virtual Reality offers a number of advantages over
more c o m m o n media, not least of which is the capacity for improved scalability.
S o m e of the potential offered by Virtual Reality is demonstrated by the M O S T
environment (Monitoring and Steering environment) [150], which implements an
activity tunnel display. T h e activity tunnel operates by representing the m e m o r y
content of processes as stripes, or bands, arranged on a three-dimensional tube,
where colour is used over time to convey m e m o r y access patterns. T h e activity
tunnel also displays inter-process communication events by connecting the corresponding message buffers of sending and receiving processes respectively. M O S T
also implements support for data visualisations.
Virtual Reality is also used as the basis for a semantic zooming-based visualisation
approach suggested by Summers, Greenfield, and Smith [172]. In the suggested
approach, processes are represented using cubes arranged on a two-dimensional
plane, with communication events between processes shown as arcs traversing a
third dimension. Summers, Greenfield, and Smith suggest a number of approaches
for handling display complexity, including the use of translucent states and the
ability to display varying levels of event detail depending on the current view point.

Aural Enhancement
Although not common, sound is a viable method for enhancing parallel program
understanding. Constantly observing a visual display for potentially small discrepancies can be tiring, especially for long running programs. Alternatively, by
employing sound it is possible to detect changes in patterns without requiring programmers to pay explicit attention. Such is the advantage of alarms — an alarm is
immediately obvious whereas aflashinglight needs to be looked at to be noticed.
Francioni and Rover [55] describe a method whereby sound mappings are presented
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alongside ParaGraph's processor view. Francioni and Rover suggest assigning processors to a relatively small number of groups, where each group is associated with
an individual note. Whenever a processor communicates with another processor in
the same group, the sound is sent to one channel, whereas when communication
crosses group boundaries, the sounds for both the send and receive are directed to
different channels. In this w a y programmers can listen to inter- and intra-group
communication without having to pay explicit attention to the display. Francioni
and Rover also suggest methods of auralising performance data.
T h e Virtual Reality approach employed by M O S T [150] also supports sound output,
and also implements support for speech recognition (sound input) in order to assist
in steering the debugging approach.

3.2.5 Execution Replay and Checkpointing
Execution replay, or record and replay mechanisms, are a common debugging approach used to address issues arising from nondeterministic parallel program behaviour. T h e premise behind program replay depends on the principle of equivalent executions, where two executions of a parallel program are equivalent if the
behaviour of their corresponding processes are equivalent.
Multiple executions of nondeterministic parallel programs often result in different
(non-equivalent) executions, which complicates the debugging cycle as reproducibility is compromised. Since most nondeterminism in parallel programs is caused by
uncontrolled inter-process interactions and timings, by forcibly controlling these
interactions w e can force deterministic behaviour and in doing so facilitate the debugging cycle.
Controlling inter-process interactions and removing nondeterminism is the premise
behind execution replay techniques. Program replay involves two phases, a record
phase and a replay phase. The record phase involves executing and tracing the target parallel program such that enough trace data is collected to sufficiently describe
all nondeterministic choices. T h e replay phase uses the data collected during the
record phase to re-execute the target parallel program such that all nondeterministic choices are forced to the same behaviour as the original recorded execution. For
example, if a process A in the record phase receives a message from some process B
as a result of a wildcard receive statement, then the replay tool will ensure that during replay process A will always receive a message from process B at that position,
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no matter the use of the wildcard receive statement. B y doing so, otherwise uncontrolled event interleavings are controlled, and consecutively replayed programs will
exhibit the same behaviour and errors. Using program replay tools, programmers
are able to identify and deterministically analyse executions exhibiting questionable
behaviour.
Program replay techniques do not completely address issues regarding nondeterminism. Most notably, no matter how much care is taken the recording phase can
cause the probe effect. Nonetheless, program replay is a useful technique for program analysis and can be used in conjunction with most other parallel program
debugging tools and approaches. M a n y examples of program replay facilities for a
variety of environments are found throughout the literature [24, 70, 82, 86, 87, 102,
117, 121, 125, 152].
Replaying from scratch long running parallel programs can be tedious. A n alternative is presented with checkpointing techniques. Checkpointing involves periodically
capturing the state of a program, which helps to avoid the need to completely reexecute programs for analysis — execution is simply be rolled back to the necessary
checkpoint. For long running programs checkpointing offers clear advantages, although checkpointing is far more likely to result in the probe effect than record and
replay techniques. Bugnet [184] implements a combination of checkpointing and execution replay functionality, as does D P D (a Distributed Program Debugger) [167].

3.2.6

F o r m a l Approaches

Formal approaches to specifying- the behaviour of parallel programs have been
considered, and include both P A R F O R M A N (PARallel F O R M a l ANnotation language) [5] and E B B A (Event-Based Behavioral Abstraction) [9]. P A R F O R M A N
is a specification language that can be used to construct models of intended or
faulty program behaviours, which can then be compared to actual behaviours in
terms of event traces. E B B A is conceptually similar to P A R F O R M A N , although
functionality differs in several key respects.
Formal specifications of program behaviour have also been used in conjunction with
visualisation techniques in the Panorama debugger [164]. Panorama implements an
event-time diagram, and allows items to be selected in order to display corresponding source code and specification information.
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3.3 Previous and Related Work
The previous section provides an overview of a variety of parallel program debugging
approaches and related tools, with particular emphasis on mechanisms used to
convey program understanding. In order to convey a better understanding of a
number of the current practices in the parallel program debugging community, in
this section several well known and mature parallel program debugging and tracing
projects are identified in greater detail. In addition, tools of direct relevance to the
research presented in this thesis are introduced, namely topology- and pattern-based
debuggers.
As most trace libraries target performance analysis, a number of the tools described
likewise target performance analysis. The emphasis in this section is on M P I related
tools and environments, although other environments are also addressed.

3.3.1 mpich
The mpich implementation of MPI [60], under continued development at the Laboratory for Advanced Numerical Software (Mathematics and Computer Science
Division, Argonne National Laboratory), is shipped with three distinct profiling
libraries, A L O G , C L O G , and S L O G . T h e A L O G format is an ASCII text format,
C L O G is a binary (smaller), moreflexible,updated version of A L O G , and S L O G is
a scalable format designed to facilitate trace visualisation in a manner not requiring the entire reading of potentially large trace files. A L O G , C L O G , and S L O G
all employ the M P I profiling interface. S L O G actually consists of two different formats, S L O G - 1 (state-based logging format), and S L O G - 2 (drawable-based logging
format). S L O G - 2 is a project under development. Since they are defined for use
with performance analysis tools, complete trace files up to the m o m e n t of program
exit are often not produced in the event of program failure.
The mpich distribution also ships with several performance visualisation tools, upshot [71], Jumpshot-2 [194], and Jumpshot-3 [187]. These performance visualisation
tools read A L O G , C L O G , and S L O G - 1 traces respectively, and are each capable of
producing event-time diagrams, depicting process states as horizontal bars on the
time axis, with communication between processes represented by lines connecting
bars. Jumpshot-3 is the most modern of the three tools, and scales well with respect
to tracefilesize, a benefit of employing the S L O G - 1 format.
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A screenshot of Jumpshot-3's Time Lines window is shown infigure6.

Figure 6: A screenshot of Jumpshot-3's Time Lines window.

3.3.2

Vampir

Vampir (Visualisation and Analysis of MPI Programs) [109, 138] is a popular commercial tool developed by Pallas G m b H , and is designed to provide versatile performance visualisation and analysis of M P I programs. Vampir accepts trace data
generated by Vampirtrace. Vampirtrace is designed to incur low overhead, and uses
the M P I profiling interface.
Vampir is capable of presenting programmers with numerous performance visualisations, including event-time diagrams, communication volume summaries showing
traffic between pairs of processes, and pie charts detailing time spent in different
sections of code. Pallas G m b H also provide versions of Vampir and Vampirtrace
specifically targeting the C o m p a q Alphaserver/SC series of parallel systems, and
specifically targeting the N X series of N E C vector supercomputers.
Although originally intended for performance analysis, Vampir is sometimes employed for correctness debugging. S o m e of Vampir's visualisations are presented in
figure 7.
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Figure 7: A screenshot of various visualisations provided by Vampir, including the
Global Timeline window, the Global Activity Chart window, the Parallelism View
window, and the Summary Chart window.

3.3.3 MPICL, PICL, and ParaGraph
MPICL [185], which is continuing to be developed by Worley at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, is an M P I extension to the Portable Instrumented Communication
Library (PICL) [186]. PICL is a library that provides a message passing interface
on a variety of multiprocessors. P I C L programs produce timestamped trace data,
including processor busy/idle times, and simple user-defined events. M P I C L trace
data uses the same ASCII text format as PICL, but is extended to also handle
M P I routines. M P I C L is designed for performance analysis, and does not output
traces reliably in the event of program failure. M P I C L employs the M P I profiling
interface.
M P I C L and P I C L tracefilesare displayed by the post-mortem performance analysis
program ParaGraph [66, 67, 68], developed primarily by Heath and Finger. ParaGraph has not been worked on for some years. ParaGraph provides a large number
of performance displays and animations, from processor utilisation displays through
to topology-consistent communication animations. The latter includes ParaGraph's
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hypercube and animation displays, where processes can be arranged according to
one of a selection of regular process topologies. The former, ParaGraph's hypercube
display, supports a wide range of regular process topologies, where communication
events corresponding to physical hypercube links are drawn in a different colour
to events corresponding to logical, virtual links — this allows programmers to determine h o w well their computation can be embedded within a physical hypercube
network of processors. ParaGraph's animation display is a more typical communication animation; the ring and mesh topologies are explicitly support, where
custom user-defined process arrangements are also possible. A screenshot of some
of ParaGraph's displays is shown in figure 8.
SPfiCETIHE DIHGRW1

Figure 8: A screenshot of some of ParaGraph's displays, including its spacetime
diagram display, its hypercube display, and its animation display.

3.3.4 Monitoring and Debugging Environment (MAD)
M A D [102, 104] is an advanced, ongoing project at the Department for Graphics
and Parallel Processing at Johannes Kepler University, Linz, Austria. It is designed to assist programmers in both error detection and performance tuning of
M P I programs, with special emphasis on the n C U B E 2 architecture.
M A D consists of several components, including N O P E (NOndeterministic Program
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Evaluator) [108], ATEMPT (A Tool for Event ManiPulaTion) [101, 105, 107], and
tools for visualising array data.
T h e N O P E component of M A D is responsible for monitoring and trace generation.
Unlike most M P I trace libraries, N O P E does not use the M P I profiling interface.
N O P E is suitable for both correctness and performance debugging, most notably
providing partially ordered logical clock information and source code line numbers
and file names. Trace data is also buffered at run-time, where the detection of
abnormal program exit causes buffers to beflushedto disk, thereby ensuring a degree of robustness even under adverse execution conditions. N O P E also implements
record and replay functionality, and also provides the possibility of automatic event
manipulation with an eye toward overcoming the completeness problem. Facilities
are also described for removing monitoring overhead [100].
A T E M P T is a tool that employs event-time diagrams, or event graphs [105], for
both performance and correctness debugging. Unlike purely performance-based
event-time diagrams, which only present data according to real time, A T E M P T ' s
time axis can also order events according to logical time. A T E M P T also provides
mechanisms to abstract events, and allows events to be analysed and manipulated
with the goal of detecting race condition candidates. A T E M P T is also able to
indicate the presence of other possible errors, including isolated sends and receives
and mismatched sender and receiver message sizes. T h e logical event graph model
employed by A T E M P T also makes it suitable for setting distributed breakpoints
and other debugging activities. A screenshot of A T E M P T is presented infigure9.

Figure 9: A screenshot of A T E M P T . Note the ability to employ logical time, and the
fact that errors such as unmatched receives are highlighted (consider the rightmost
message line).

Other components of MAD include CDFA (Control and Data Flow Analyser) [106]
and M U C H (Multiprocessor Class Hierarchy) [103]. T h e former generates program
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structure visualisations, and the latter helps users to model different hardware architectures.

3.3.5

Pablo Performance Analysis Environment

The Pablo Research Group, a part of the Department of Computer Science at
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, is actively developing tools for
the performance analysis of parallel programs. T h e Pablo scalable performance
analysis toolkit [148] includes several tools, including SvPablo [41], an advanced
performance analysis tool that correlates performance data against program source
code. SvPablo provides a hierarchy of displays, including colour-coded performance
displays, high level routine profiles, and performance related source code click back
capabilities. SvPablo supports a wide variety of applications and approaches, and
is not limited to message passing programs. A screenshot of SvPablo is presented
infigure10.
Project Instrument View

GenCallGraph

Help

Project Description: Red Black SOR In C using MPI

Performance Contexts:
Example; no Instrumentation
Origin ZO00-1BR10K processors- Bo!

Source Files:
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llvlPI Send
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Q View Line Data

Figure 10: A screenshot of the SvPablo tool. Performance data is correlated directly
against the source code, where further information is available by selecting items of
interest appropriately.

A s input, SvPablo accepts performance files created from run-time performance
data merged and converted to the Pablo Self-Defining Data Format ( S D D F ) [6].
S D D F is a specification for a generic data file format. Prior to any particular
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data record instance occurring, a definition of the format of that data record (the
data record descriptor) must first appear, which ensures that subsequent parsing of
data record instances can be handled. This allows developers to work with a welldefined data format, whilst still allowing data content to be customised. S D D F files
are stored as either ASCII text (portable), or binary data (not guaranteed to be
portable). S D D F has been adopted as the standard format for storing P V M trace
data [96].
A component of the Pablo Performance Analysis Environment supports the generation of S D D F tracefilesfor M P I programs via the M P I profiling interface where, as
with most performance-based trace libraries, events are buffered in m e m o r y prior
to being written to disk, and are consequently at risk of being lost in the event of
program failure. Utilities also exist to convert P I C L traces to S D D F format.

3.3.6 X-based Compound Event Recognition Tool (XCERT)
XCERT [174], developed by Thistlewaite and Johnson at the Australian National
University, is a topology-based debugger initially designed for the Fujitsu AP1000.
X C E R T , which supports the mesh topology, parses and analyses L E R P log files
from which simplified process traces are obtained via the introduction of compound
events and count tags. C o m p o u n d events are collections of atomic and other compound events that when expanded represent consecutive sequences of trace events
occurring on single processes — compound events do not span multiple processes.
Count tags are used to identify the number of repetitions of compound events at
corresponding positions in the trace.
X C E R T employs statistical measures to determine compound events. T h e measures are weighted towards identifying larger sequences of compound events first.
As compound events are identified, they are substituted across all process traces.
X C E R T is also able to identify equivalence classes of processes by using reduced
task signatures — task traces using compound events where the count tag is ignored — where processes with identical reduced task signatures belong to the same
equivalence class.
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Belvedere

Belvedere [74, 75], designed by Hough and Cuny at the University of Massachusetts,
is an early example of a pattern-oriented debugger. Operating on the event stream
generated by a multiprocessor simulation supported by the Simple Simon Programming Environment [39], Belvedere is capable of animating user-defined abstract
events, such as "when all even processes swap values," as supported by Bate's and
Wileden's Event Definition Language [10]. In order to animate user-defined events,
Belvedere identifies low level participating events which are then animated simultaneously in a communication animation according to the given flow of time. Userdefined events typically involve related events occurring across several processes
within a logically short period of time. Processes can also be visually arranged in
a manner consistent with the underlying topology.
B y viewing abstract events programmers are conveyed a clearer understanding of
program behaviour. T o further assist understanding, Belvedere also supports the
use of perspectives, which help to avoid superimposing overlapping abstract events.
Figure 11 is an example of the kind of view presented by Belvedere.
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Figure 11: A snapshot of a Belvedere-like animation (artificially constructed).

3.3.8

Ariadne

Developed at the University of Massachusetts by K u n d u and Cuny, the Ariadne debugger [38, 111, 112] allows programmers to specify expected program behaviours
which are subsequently compared to actual program behaviours. The Ariadne Visualization Engine ( A V E ) is responsible for visualising the output of Ariadne. Ariadne
has not been developed for several years.
The modelling language employed by Ariadne involves a three level hierarchy of
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chains, p-chains, and pt-chains. Chains are specifications consisting of sets of consecutive events that must be matched in order. Chains generally correspond to
single instances of fundamental operations. Chains can span multiple processes
where matching migrates from one process to another.
Building upon chains, p-chains compose and associate chains with sets of processes.
P-chains describe the concurrent execution of a set of chains.
Completing Ariadne's modelling language, pt-chains allow the logical and temporal composition of p-chains. Pt-chains are patterns over p-chains that represent
sequences of concurrent events over time.
A V E visualises matches and facilitates debugging by providing a scalable treestructured spreadsheet-based query interface. Using A V E , programmers can investigate the match tree, and in doing so identify reasons for mismatches and near
misses.
A V E and Ariadne can be used to specify globally consistent breakpoints that exploit
the definition of abstract events.

3.3.9 TotalView
Developed by Etnus Inc., TotalView [46, 109] is a popular commercial symbolic
(and visual) debugger that supports numerous parallel programming languages and
models, including M P I and P V M . In addition to incorporating sequential program
symbolic debugger functionality, including the ability to handle multi-threaded applications, TotalView understands and implements debugging functionality specific
to the parallel programming paradigm. For example, two of TotalView's displays,
the M P I Message State W i n d o w and the Message Queue Graph, allow programmers to understand the state of interprocess communication, thereby facilitating
the identification of possible deadlock and bottleneck scenarios. TotalView also
has facilities to visualise array data, and is capable of handling breakpoints in the
multi-process environments of parallel programs.
Figure 12 is a screenshot of TotalView's primary display, the process window.

3.3.10 Paradyn
Paradyn [134], developed at the University of Wisconsin, is an example of an advanced high level approach to performance debugging. Capable of handling a variety
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Figure 12: A screenshot of TotalView's Process Window. The subwindow shows
the value of the variable named rank.

of platforms and environments, Paradyn does not, like m a n y other environments,
statically obtain performance data. Instead, Paradyn dynamically generates machine specific instrumentation code in a manner aimed at reducing intrusion and
maximising efficiency — as programs run, Paradyn dynamically inserts and customises the necessary measurement code.
Paradyn provides facilities that automatically assist the identification of performance issues in parallel programs. For example, Paradyn's Performance Consultant [26] automatically searches for bottlenecks in the source code by issuing instrumentation requests to collect data for predefined performance hypotheses. The
performance hypotheses, based on Paradyn metrics and fixed thresholds, are used
to guide the Performance Consultant's search for performance bottlenecks, where
hypotheses are dynamically compared to observed behaviour. Instances where observed behaviour is poorer than the given thresholds are considered bottlenecks.
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3.3.11 Automated Instrumentation and Monitoring System
(AIMS)
AIMS [191] was developed at the NASA Ames Research Center under the sponsorship of the U S High Performance Computing and Communication Program. T h e
goal of the project was to provide a suite of software tools for the measurement and
analysis of the performance of Fortran and C message passing programs using the
N X , P V M , or M P I communication libraries. T h e A I M S project has been inactive
for several years.
As part of the A I M S software suite, xinstrument, monitor, and (optionally) pc
are used in conjunction to generate trace files that are analysed post-mortem by
A I M S ' visualisation and analysis toolkit.
The xinstrument tool is responsible for instrumenting source code prior to compilation and linking against the monitor library, which is responsible for the actual
tracing. During execution, trace events are buffered, and only written to disk either
at the conclusion of the program, or when buffer space is exceeded. T h e pc utility is
used (post-mortem) to compensate for timing perturbations introduced by tracing.
Generated trace data can be analysed by a variety of performance analysis views,
including statistical analysis as presented via Tally, Xisk, a tool that aims to identify
and explain the causes of performance failures in terms of the target program's data
structures and procedures, and the event-time diagram Over V I E W . Over V I E W implements advanced functionality such as the ability to colour process bars according
to the executing procedures, and the ability to colour communication events according to the communicated data structures.

3.4 Summary
Although parallel processing enjoys obvious speed advantages over sequential approaches, efficiently and correctly coordinating multiple processes using the mature
and proven message passing paradigm can be very difficult. Parallel programming
is complicated by numerous factors, including nondeterminism and the probe effect.
As such, standard sequential program debugging approaches are often inadequate.
Of particular interest is the ability of debugging tools to facilitate program understanding. Conveying parallel program behaviour is important for a variety of
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reasons that essentially relate to program complexity. Compared to sequential programs, parallel programs involve several orders of magnitude more debugging information, both as a result of having to deal with multiple sequential errors, and as
a result of having to understand process interactions. T h e magnitude of debugging
information generated by parallel programs undermines the ability of programmers
to obtain a clear understanding of program behaviour, a necessary prerequisite to
identifying poorly performing or incorrect code.
Parallel program debugging has been investigated by a plethora of research efforts
and tools. O n e area of parallel program debugging significance is trace data generation and visualisation methods, a source of a number of behavioural debugging
techniques. For example, event-time diagrams and communication animations are
examples of c o m m o n trace-based debugging tools that convey program behaviours.
Unfortunately, they both suffer from potential display complexity, particularly in
the presence of large numbers of processes and periods of intense communication.
Moreover, existing trace libraries are wide and varied, and more often than not
support performance analysis in preference to correctness debugging.
B y defining the underlying structure of m a n y parallel programs, topology knowledge
offers m u c h debugging potential. Although plenty of research has been poured into
parallel program debugging, very little attention has been devoted to topologybased debugging, with X C E R T being the only truly representative example. Other
debuggers that incorporate topology knowledge tend to only do so "incidentally,"
and do not exploit logical topology constants.
The goal of this thesis is to further message passing debugging techniques by identifying topology-oriented trace-based debugging approaches. The first step in doing
so is to explore the possibilities offered by standard debugging mechanisms, which
is achieved in the next chapter with the introduction of D E P I C T (DEbugger of Parallel but Inconsistent Communication Traces) [78, 79]. B y implementing D E P I C T ,
several challenges are identified, including the limits imposed by existing trace library facilities, and the problems associated with attempting to embed topology
knowledge.
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Chapter 4
Experiences with DEPICT
T h i s chapter introduces the prototype topology-based debugger D E P I C T (DEbugger of Parallel but Inconsistent Communication Traces) [78, 79]. D E P I C T operates on automatically identified patterns of trace events, or "loops" of
trace events, so named for the fact that their representation resembles programming
language loop constructs. These loop-like patterns of trace events are used to compare process behaviours, where processes exhibiting logically identical behaviour
are grouped and collectively visualised. Programmers compare actual (displayed)
patterns of behaviour against expected (usually correct mental) patterns of behaviour at a high level, and in doing so quickly gain insight into unexpected process
groupings. B y employing automatic analysis techniques, and by requiring marginal
programmer input, D E P I C T is easy to use in the debugging of a program.
D E P I C T was deliberately designed to test the possibilities offered by topology-based
debugging when using standard trace facilities and embedded topology knowledge.
B y doing so, D E P I C T not only demonstrates the advantages offered by exploiting
topology knowledge, it also highlights a number of limitations, particularly those
imposed when customisable user-defined inputs are not supported. Experiences
with using D E P I C T form the basis for the development of the behavioural debugging framework presented in later chapters of this thesis.
D E P I C T is discussed in three parts. Firstly, in section 4.1, D E P I C T ' s implementation is described, and example debugging sessions provided. Secondly, in section 4.2,
an analysis is presented of the benefits and advantages offered by D E P I C T . Thirdly,
in section 4.3, the limitations exposed by D E P I C T are identified. Section 4.4 summarises this chapter.
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4.1 DEPICT
DEPICT is a high level, post-mortem trace-based MPI debugger written in C++
with a Tcl/Tk graphical interface. D E P I C T is a proof of concept tool specifically
designed to demonstrate the advantages offered by topology-based debugging. Although D E P I C T targets M P I programs, other message passing environments could
equally be supported.
D E P I C T exploits the fact that topology-based programs are expected to exhibit
regular, periodic communication patterns. D E P I C T also exploits the fact that (correct) topology-based programs commonly employ subsets of processes that exhibit
logically similar behaviour. B y visualising equivalent classes of processes, D E P I C T
provides high level views of program communication behaviour. D E P I C T goes beyond simple trace data visualisation by analysing and abstracting the trace further,
making its representation closer to the underlying program constructs.
Programmers can compare DEPICT's output against their o w n expectations of
program behaviour, where discrepancies represent regions of concern. Since programmers are familiar with their o w n code, they can correlate displayed anomalies
against the source code, and in doing so identify the probable source of error. Note
that it is possible for programmers to formulate incorrect mental models of program
behaviour, in which case D E P I C T would serve to correct the misunderstanding.
In order to determine what can be afforded by current practices, D E P I C T was
designed to employ standard debugging facilities (namely existing trace facilities).
O f particular interest was the desire to see what can be achieved without requiring
significant effort from the applications programmer.
D E P I C T is described in several sections. Firstly, section 4.1.1 overviews D E P I C T ' s
components, after which implementation details are discussed in section 4.1.2. Examples using D E P I C T are provided in section 4.1.3.

4.1.1 DEPICT's Components
DEPICT's two key interfaces include its behaviour summary display, and its process
comparison utility. The behaviour summary display allows programmers to gauge
the correctness of overall program communication structures, and the comparison
utility can inform programmers of the exact differences between behaviourally different processes. In line with the debugging approach advocated by this thesis,
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D E P I C T does not analyse source level program behaviour, but instead analyses
observable trace-based semantics.
D E P I C T ' s components are described below. They include the trace file interpreter,
the topology handler, the group identifier, and the graphical user interface.

Trace File Interpreter
MPI programs analysed by DEPICT are traced using MPICL (see section 3.3.3),
the output of which is read post-mortem by the trace file interpreter. Several factors
contributed to the decision to employ M P I C L , namely:

• the information traced by MPICL readily supports DEPICT's fundamental
requirements,
• MPICL's trace format is human readable ASCII text, simplifying the design
of the trace file interpreter, and
• MPICL uses the MPI profiling interface, making it portable to a number MPI
implementations (see section 2.4.5).
Several factors also work against MPICL, most notably that it is designed for postmortem performance analysis, not post-mortem error debugging, and as such only
produces complete trace files when all processes successfully execute MPI_Finalize.
This is clearly unsatisfactory as it excludes the analysis of programs that catastrophically fail mid-way through execution. Although this limitation can be addressed,
M P I C L remains a representative and easy to use (both by programmers and by
debuggers) example of trace library functionality.
Further consequences regarding trace file facilities are discussed in section 4.3.1.

Topology Handler
Given point-to-point communication trace information (provided by the trace file
interpreter), and the topology n a m e (provided by the programmer), the topology
handler is responsible for topology identification, where specific process topology
characteristics are determined. For example, given communication trace data that is
expected to conform to a mesh topology, the topology handler would be expected to
determine the actual number of rows and columns employed, and the corresponding
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position of each process within the mesh. Collective communication events are not
used to support topology identification.
In choosing to m a k e the task of the programmer simpler, the topology handler
explicitly supports process topologies using embedded knowledge —

programmers

are not required to provide topology definitions to D E P I C T . Using the available
data, the topology handler determines the dimensions of the specified topology,
and provides an abstract interface for the group identifier and the graphical user
interface.
For itsfirstrole, the topology handler makes the reasonable assumption that process
rank numbers are used in a logically consistent manner. For example, in a standard
mesh, process rank 0 is always expected to correspond to the first row and column,
rather than some arbitrary position. Note that, for performance reasons, M P I
routines such as MPI_Cart_create provide options to allow process rank number
reordering, in which case traced MPI_C0MM_W0RLD ranks m a y appear to be employed
erratically. Although doing so affects relative process timings, in this situation
it is recommended that trace libraries be configured to disable such optimisation
features.
A s part of providing an abstract interface for the next two components, the topology
handler explicitly converts the destination and source ranks of sent and received
message events respectively so as to employ topology-consistent, relative addresses.
For example, instead of employing rank numbers explicitly, it m a y be the case that
a mesh process might send a message to a process located "two rows north, one row
east." Since it is not clear whether the programmer is using a relative or absolute
addressing scheme (where rank numbers are explicitly employed), or a combination,
no assumption is made, and the absolute addresses are not discarded. Instead, on
an event-by-event basis, D E P I C T (later) automatically deduces which of the two
addressing schemes are employed. This would also be necessary for any topologies
that might support multiple logical names for any single physical communication
channel.
Note that the use of relative destination and source addresses such as "two rows
north" do not translate to standard topology constants such as NORTH. Instead, any
programs correctly employing these types of relative addresses in truth form n e w
types of topologies, with new logical constants. Nevertheless, D E P I C T supports relative addressing mechanisms in order to provide some flexibility given the difficulty
associated with explicitly embedding support for individual process topologies.
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As a proof of concept tool, D E P I C T explicitly supports the mesh and torus topologies, where processes are numerically ordered first by row number, and then by
column number (row-major order). D E P I C T is also equipped to handle other process ordering schemes, although this capability has not been exercised.

Group Identifier
The group identifier is responsible for determining sets of processes that exhibit
logically identical or similar behaviour. Although not described, it is in this component where point-to-point communication events are determined to use either
absolute or relative addresses, or if it remains unclear, possibly both.
Firstly, the group identifier splits the trace input into separate trace streams, one
for each process. Subsequently, cycles of repeated patterns of events, or compound
events, are identified. Note that compound events do not span multiple processes.
Process traces are then reconstructed where patterns of repeated behaviour are
represented using low level loop-like constructs. For example, consider the possible collection of raw trace events for a single process in figure 13 (a), and the
corresponding loop-like representation shown figure 13 (b). Note that these "looplike constructs" reflect event level repetitions of behaviour, not source level loop
constructs, although there is often a close relationship between the two.

RECV
SEND
RECV
SEND
RECV
SEND
RECV

from east
to west
from east
to west
from east
to west
from south

repeat
R E C V from east
S E N D to west
until three iterations pass
R E C V from south

(a) Trace events. (b) Corresponding loop-like representation.

Figure 13: Example loop-like representation of some simple trace events for a single
process.

T h e group identifier classifies processes into groups where two processes are assigned to the same group if and only if their reconstructed traces are similar. T w o
traces are similar if they appear identical when the number of loop-like construct
iterations (and sub-loops) are ignored. Therefore, processes executing statements a
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variable number of times based upon their position in the topology (which occurs
in "wavefront" algorithms, for example) are assigned to the same group.
T h e group identifier (deliberately) does not m a k e allowances for boundary effects.
For example, the northernmost processes of a mesh cannot send messages further
north, which implies their communication patterns are likely different to other mesh
processes. It might be desirable to be able to optionally adjust for boundary effects,
to see h o w a torus approximates a mesh, for example.
T h e fundamental algorithm employed for identifying repeated patterns of behaviour,
and thereby group identification, is discussed in more detail in section 4.1.2, and is
later formalised as a loop identification algorithm in chapter 7.

Graphical U s e r Interface

The graphical user interface uses the abstract interface provided by the topology
handler and the results from the group identifier to display processes in a manner
consistent with the identified topology, where equivalent processes (ones belonging
to the same group) are displayed in the same colour, and vice versa.
This behaviour s u m m a r y display presents programmers with views of overall program characteristics. If the view provided is dissimilar to the programmer's mental
model, and assuming the mental model is correct, then there must be a communication error present. T h e inconsistent processes indicate where in the source code
programmers canfirstdirect their attention.
Using the graphical user interface, programmers can also request textual displays
of the execution history for any single group. This single group display directly
reflects automatically identified loop constructs.
T h e graphical user interface also provides a comparison utility, where the changes
required to convert one group trace to another are identified. This display is similar
to the single group display, except that text can also be coloured red or blue, which
is used to represent event insertion and event deletion, respectively. T h e comparison
utility assists programmers in identifying the specific differences between different
process behaviours. Section 4.1.3 includes an example of this display.
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DEPICT's Underlying Details

Pertinent implementation details and algorithms used by DEPICT's components
are described in this section. T o simplify descriptions, most efficiency measures are
not described.

Trace File Interpreter Details
The trace file interpreter reads the given MPICL trace and converts it to an appropriate internal format prior to passing it to the topology handler.
In order to focus on the "interesting" aspects of program behaviour, D E P I C T deliberately analyses only those events that can affect the global state of inter-process
relations, in particular communication events.

Topology Handler Details
The topology identification algorithm is an important component of the topology
handler, and is simplified by the assumption that process rank numbers are employed naturally. Topology identification for situations where process rank numbers
are not naturally employed is investigated in chapter 6.
B y w a y of input, the topology identification algorithm accepts the topology name,
the total number of participating processes, and an adjacency matrix of point-topoint communication events. T h e topology n a m e is provided by the programmer,
and the other two inputs are determined from the tracefile(as stored by the trace
file interpreter). T h e adjacency matrix is organised by rank number.
Knowing the topology type and the number of processes, a list of ideal candidate
topology instances is generated. Candidate instances are ones that employ the same
number of processes. Instances are represented as ideal communication adjacency
matrices.
T h e program's communication adjacency matrix is then compared to the ideal candidate matrices, where the closest candidate is deemed the correct topology. Closeness is measured by h o w m a n y communication channel edit operations are required
in order to ensure that the program conforms to the candidate topology. In other
words, the candidate that causes the program to use the fewest non-standard edges
is determined to be the correct topology.
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T h e algorithm returns the dimensions of the topology, where ties can be broken by
the programmer.

Group Identifier Details
The group identifier uses one of DEPICT's core algorithms, the trace reduction
algorithm, which is responsible for converting process traces from their initial form
to compact loop-like forms. T h e group identifier essentially treats event traces on
a per-process basis.
Prior to employing the group identifier it is unclear whether individual point-topoint communication events of the program being debugged were programmed with
respect to an absolute or relative addressing scheme. In the group identifier, for two
events to be "matched up" across different processes, often only one of a relative or
absolute addressing scheme is possible, thus clarifying any uncertainty. Omitting
detail, the group identifier resolves addressing scheme issues on an event-by-event
basis.
T h e group identifier includes three phases, namely:

1. the identification of identical process execution histories, where cycles of
events are not handled,
2. the compaction of process execution histories using the trace reduction algorithm, and
3. the identification of process groups.

In general, two events are considered logically "identical" if their parameters and
event type (such as MPI_Send and MPI_Recv) match. In the case of point-to-point
events, either the relative addresses must match, or the absolute addresses must
match. Without topology knowledge, this ability to compare events for logical
equivalence is compromised.

• Phase 1 — Identical Trace Identification: Identical traces are identified for efficiency and aesthetic reasons, the latter so that the presentation
of a group trace to the programmer (which displays the variable number of
iterations of loops) is more concise.
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Determining identical traces is straightforward: events in different processes
are compared on a one-to-one basis. Pairs of processes whose events all match
are considered identical. Identified "raw groups" are passed to phase 2.
• Phase 2 — Trace Reduction: Each of the raw group traces are analysed for
patterns of events that repeat themselves consecutively at least once. Patterns
must consist of at least two events. Firstly, one trace is checked for repeating
patterns of increasing size, and then the next trace, and so on, until no more
patterns of length at least two remain.
Each time a pattern is found, instances of that pattern across all raw traces
are substituted with the representative compound event. C o m p o u n d events
can consist of atomic events, or other compound events. C o m p o u n d events
do not span multiple process traces, but instances of compound events can
exist in more than one process trace.
Once all compound events are exhausted, the traces are compacted. This
involves finding consecutive repetitions of atomic or compound events (repeating length one patterns): clusters of consecutive repetitions are replaced
with an iteration count, and the corresponding atomic or compound event.
This process is applied to all traces and all identified compound events; the
implementation is recursive.
Compacted traces realise the low level loop-like representation of traces, as
an iteration count attached to an event is akin to stating "the following loop
is executed TV times."
Compacted traces are then passed to phase 3.
• Phase 3 — Group Identification: To determine whether two compacted
raw group traces represent different instances of the same final group, they
are compared in a manner that ignores the iteration count. Internally this is
achieved by unrolling the "loops" once only (regardless of the iteration count),
and then comparing the traces on a one-to-one basis. If the unrolled traces are
identical, then the raw groups are considered similar, and the corresponding
processes are assigned to the samefinalgroup.
Groups are identified one at a time. Each time a final group is identified,
phase 2 is repeated on its original input, but with the identified raw groups
removed. Phase 2's original input is restored since the raw groups that remain
unidentified m a y not be represented as concisely as possible, and instead m a y
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employ compound events better suited to a different group. Recalculating
compound events resolves this complication.
The algorithm cycles between phase 2 and phase 3 until all raw groups (and
hence all processes) are assigned to afinalgroup, at which stage group identification is complete.

In chapter 7, this algorithm is restructured and formalised as a loop identification
algorithm.

Graphical User Interface Details
The graphical user interface includes a single important algorithm: the one used to
determine the changes required to convert one group trace to another.
The algorithm used is the Wagner-Fischer string distance algorithm [171]. T h e
Wagner-Fischer algorithm can be used to determine the smallest editing sequence
required to convert one string to another. There are three edit operations: insertion,
deletion, and substitution. T o suit D E P I C T ' s needs, the Levenshtein distance is
adopted, and the Wagner-Fischer algorithm is modified as necessary.
In D E P I C T ' s implementation of the Wagner-Fischer algorithm, characters are replaced by events, and iteration counts are ignored. If the algorithm determines
that a substitution is required, the corresponding events arefirstchecked to see if
they are both compound events. If not, the substitution is noted. If they are both
compound events, the algorithm is recursively called, and the events comprising the
two compound events are compared. In this way, only the parts of the compound
events that require editing are displayed. T o do otherwise incorrectly assumes that
the entire compound event requires substitution, when it m a y be the case that only
a few sub-events require editing.
Although represented internally as substitutions, substitution operations are instead
displayed using the equivalent insertion and deletion operations.

4.1.3 Using DEPICT to Identify Typical Errors
DEPICT has been used to debug a number of programs in which common programming errors have been deliberately introduced. Four tests are presented here, each
for a different program: a matrix multiplication program for the torus, a matrix
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multiplication program for the mesh, a linear sort program for the linear array (onedimensional mesh), and an odd-even transposition sort program, also for the linear
array. The algorithms employed by the programs are described elsewhere [135].
Due to MPICL's constraints, all programs exit normally; instead of failing catastrophically, programs simply return incorrect results. In most cases the introduced
errors are subtle and easy to overlook.
For grey scale reproductions of this thesis, screen shots have been manually annotated for clarity.

Matrix Multiply for the Torus

The matrix multiply for the torus was executed using 36 processes on a log
torus. Every process was expected to exhibit identical behaviour.
The program was incorrect due to a missing else statement, which caused the
easternmost column of processes to ignore incoming messages from the westernmost
column. Errors such as this can be (unintentionally) created with some ease.
Since all processes were expected to belong to the same group, DEPICT's behaviour
summary display, shown in figure 14 (a), clearly highlights the error: the easternmost column of processes have been assigned their own group, indicating different
behaviour. Using DEPICT's comparison query reveals the absent MPI_Recv (figure 14 (b) — D E P I C T has inserted the missing statement to highlight the difference
in behaviour).

Matrix Multiply for the Mesh

Like the matrix multiply for the torus, the matrix multiply for the mesh w
using 36 processes, although this time on a logical 6 x 6 mesh topology. This
particular matrix multiply program was chosen for the variety of different process
behaviours it exhibits, where:
• the northwest quadrant does not participate in the computation,

• the northeast and southwest quadrants send and receive messages in the v
tical and horizontal directions respectively, and
• the southeast quadrant sends and receives messages in both the vertical
horizontal directions.
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Figure 14: Screenshots of D E P I C T that show the incorrect behaviour of the matrix
multiply program when executed on a logical 6 x 6 torus topology. All processes are
expected to belong to the same group, except the final column of processes are missing
a receive statement.

Process position in the topology also dictates the number of times that certain loops
are executed, and boundary processes behave differently to the norm. Figure 15 (a)
shows DEPICT's output for a correct version of the program.
The error that was introduced to this program involves the use of MPI_ANY_SOURCE
with two MPI_Recv statements, resulting in a race condition that usually resulted
in incorrect results. This kind of error is often m a d e by novice programmers. T h e
incorrect code corresponds to the southeast quadrant of the mesh.
U p o n analysing the trace output, D E P I C T presented the display shown in figure 15 (b), from which it is clear that the southeast quadrant failed to execute
correctly. Displaying the summarised trace for the incorrect processes revealed a
relatively confusing jumble of events; since the execution history was erratic, D E P I C T failed to concisely summarise their behaviour. Nevertheless, D E P I C T correctly showed that the code governing the southeast quadrant of the program was
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Figure 15: Screenshots of D E P I C T that show both correct and incorrect behaviours
for the matrix multiply program when executed on a logical 6 x 6 mesh topology.

in error.

Linear Sort
This implementation of a linear sort algorithm has been tested using 18 processes
on the logical 1 x 18 mesh. In a correct implementation of this program, all but the
easternmost and westernmost processes exhibit identical behaviour. In addition,
the number of times the main loop is executed decreases the further east that a
process is located.
In this example, the incorrect implementation executed its main loop one fewer
iteration than required, as caused by an incorrect bound.
A s can be seen in figure 16, the second last process did not behave the same as
the other inner processes. Further investigation using D E P I C T ' s comparison tool
identified that thefinalprocess is not executing the primary loop at all, and that the
second last process executes the primary loop but once, when it should be executed
twice. These provide clear indications of an error in the bound of the main loop.
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Figure 16: Screenshots of D E P I C T ' s behavioural s u m m a r y display showing the
incorrect behaviour of the linear sort program w h e n executed on a logical 1 x 18 m e s h
topology. T h e bound on the main loop is in error, causing unexpected behaviour in
the second last process.

This error only manifested itself for some types of input data, although D E P I C T
always highlighted the inconsistency, even when the output was correct for the
given input. This is because the communication patterns were always modified by
the error, even if the returned result was sorted correctly. Since D E P I C T analyses
communication patterns instead of program output, D E P I C T always identifies these
types of errors.

O d d - e v e n Transposition Sort

A n implementation of an odd-even transposition sort algorithm has been tested
using 18 processes on the logical 1 x 1 8 mesh. A s implied, the behaviour of processes
in an odd-even transposition sort is dictated by whether their rank is odd or even.
Boundary effects also apply, so easternmost and westernmost processes are expected
to behave differently.
T h e odd-even transposition sort program was incorrect in that the logical position
of the easternmost process is shifted west, causing the true easternmost process to
not participate. A s can be seen infigure17, the last two columns of the display
indicate the problem. Further investigation identified that the second last column
is acting as though it were the last column.
A s with the incorrect linear sort program, this error only manifested itself for particular input data, although D E P I C T was always able to identify the inconsistency,
even for correct outputs.
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Figure 17: Screenshots of DEPICT's behavioural summary display showing the
incorrect behaviour of the odd-even transposition sort program when executed on a
logical 1 x 18 mesh topology. The error is highlighted by the unusual behaviour of
the second last process.

4.2

Advantages Highlighted by DEPICT

Although DEPICT requires no special programmer effort, it already highlights some
of the possibilities offered by exploiting topology knowledge.
Specifically, topology knowledge is clearly shown to be useful for a (constrained)
class of debugging purposes. In each of the tests described in section 4.1.3, D E P I C T was able to provide insight regarding the source and type errors. Given that
none of the test programs crashed, and that the errors were subtle in nature, it is
plausible to believe that programmers might easily have overlooked them. Even so,
D E P I C T clearly indicated the presence of errors, regardless of actual output, since
the high level communication semantics were shown to be incorrect. D E P I C T can
be employed to verify the correctness of communication patterns for programs that
(misleadingly) seem otherwise correct, and by doing so clearly demonstrates that
topology-based debugging offers significant potential.
D E P I C T operates by automatically identifying loops of events on a process-byprocess basis, which results in more compact trace data representations. These
loop-like representations of trace data are beneficial in terms of presenting trace
data to the programmer, and also facilitate the comparison of process behaviours.
Without topology knowledge, the ability to summarise and relate process behaviours
to one another at a logical level is greatly hampered, if not impossible.

4.3

Limitations Exposed by DEPICT

Whilst DEPICT demonstrates the potential offered by topology-based debugging,
it also exposes a number of limitations. Those limitations are discussed in detail
in this section, and essentially fall into three areas: trace data generation and
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interpretation, topology handling, and behavioural analysis techniques.
T h e limitations discussed in this section are used as the basis for m u c h of the
behavioural debugging framework introduced later in this thesis.

4.3.1 Trace Data Issues
Although MPICL is convenient to use and provides sufficient information for basic
correctness debugging purposes, by targeting performance analysis, a number of
desirable features are absent.
The most notable of these is the need for reliable trace data even in the event of
program failure. Without trace data guaranteed to the m o m e n t of program crashes,
associated correctness debugging techniques are limited to a restricted domain of
errors.
A second characteristic found to be lacking regarded the generation of certain trace
data. For example, as they are of little relevance to performance analysis, m e m o r y
addresses for function parameters, including buffer addresses, and source code references (such asfilenames and line numbers), are not traced by M P I C L . Although
not essential to D E P I C T ' s intended functionality, the absence of certain trace data
limits potential enhancements.
Although different trace libraries have different strengths and weaknesses, most
target performance analysis and specific problems, and as a result limit their applicability to other tasks. Understandably, no trace library is expected to satisfy the
requirements of every debugger, including D E P I C T .
Whilst not so m u c h a limitation as an observation, D E P I C T has, like most other
trace-based debuggers, explicitly embedded support for its associated trace library,
M P I C L . A s a result, for D E P I C T to be adapted to different trace libraries, or to
different message passing libraries such as P V M , significant changes are required.
This is clearly inconvenient, and the fact that trace libraries essentially represent the
same underlying knowledge, that of message passing program execution histories,
suggests that a more flexible approach is desirable.
These trace related issues are addressed in chapter 5 by the first component of
the behavioural debugging framework. Responding to the need for sufficient trace
data, a set of trace library requirements, and an associated XML-based trace library
tracempi [80], are both introduced. T o address the observation that embedding
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trace library knowledge is inflexible, and in order to generalise the behavioural
debugging framework, trace specifications are also introduced.

4.3.2 Topology Handling Issues
The ability to accurately and correctly handle topology knowledge is essential to
the success of topology-based debugging. If a topology-based debugger is unable to
handle an arbitrary topology, then its usefulness is automatically limited.
In an attempt to provideflexibilitywith embedded topology knowledge, D E P I C T
makes allowances for different process ordering schemes, and incorporates relative
point-to-point addressing schemes that operate beyond the bounds of standard regular process topology definitions. However, these approximations are not ideal, and
do not properly address individual programmer requirements.
Experience with D E P I C T suggests that explicitly embedding topology definitions
is insufficient and contrary to the goal offlexibletopology support. Although embedding topology knowledge spares programmers from having to manually provide
topology definitions, doing so severely hampersflexibility.Programmers are capable
of writing programs that conform to any of a potentially infinite number of possible process topologies, any of which might employ custom irregularities to support
their computation. Attempting to embed topology support for an arbitrary range
of needs is impractical.
A second cause of concern with D E P I C T ' s implementation is the assumption that
process rank numbers can always be m a d e to naturally m a p to topology coordinates.
Although usually the case for M P I programs, not all message passing libraries, including P V M , support this requirement — some message passing libraries numerically label processes using mechanisms that result in different identifiers from one
execution to the next. Combined with the lack of message passing library topology
support, the task of topology identification requires more thorough consideration.
These topology related issues are addressed by the second component of the behavioural debugging framework in chapter 6, where a topology specification language is introduced, and where the task of topology identification is investigated in
more detail. In the case of the latter, although several topologies have structures
that seem well suited to identification, including the ring, mesh, and hypercube
topologies, two other topologies, the torus and the butterfly, prove more challenging to identify. However, the belief is that they will prove tractable.
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4.3.3

Behavioural Analysis Issues

DEPICT operates on the ability to automatically group processes by their behaviour. T o achieve this, D E P I C T employs an underlying automatic loop identification technique, where process behaviours are summarised into loop-like structures,
which facilitates comparison.
Although automatically identifying loops is convenient in that it enables several
debugging techniques with little cost in effort, experience with D E P I C T shows that
it suffers from several shortcomings.
O n e limitation is that the actual source level loop constructs can only be approximated; although identified loops often closely reflect actual loops, which is a desirable characteristic, loop identification accuracy cannot be guaranteed. For example,
consider the pseudo-code and corresponding pseudo-trace for a single process in figure 18 (a) and (b). Although to us the transition from trace data to source code
is clear, for debuggers like D E P I C T that function independently of source code,
the transition is not clear. Using D E P I C T ' s approach, figure 18 (c) shows the resulting automatically derived event loop, which clearly does not m a p directly to
the corresponding pseudo-code. Although automatically identified loops are not
always correct reflections of the original source code, D E P I C T demonstrates that
valid behaviours can still be derived for analysis during the debugging process. Although the possibility of misrepresentation still exists, the inclusion of source code
references in the trace data increases the likelihood of correctly identifying event
loops.
T h e most restrictive problem D E P I C T exposes is that automatic loop identification
is more severely limited when trace data lacks regularity, which occurs as a result of
conditional execution and non-deterministic operations, including wildcard receives.
Irregular traces are often generated by programs whose communication patterns
vary according to the input data (data-driven communication patterns). Although
the source code is clearly structured, communication events can look irregular from
an external (trace-based) perspective. For example, consider the pseudo-code and
corresponding (possible) pseudo-trace data for a single process in figure 19. In this
example, attempts to automatically identify loops will fail to find a satisfactory
representation of the pseudo-code. Given that the trace data for other processes can
easily exhibit different patterns of events, process behaviours cannot be effectively
correlated.
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Recv(SOUTH)
i= 0
repeat
Send (NORTH)
Recv(SOUTH)
i = i+l
until i = = 3
(a) Pseudo-code.

RECV
SEND
RECV
SEND
RECV
SEND
RECV
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from south
to north
from south
to north
from south
to north
from south

(b) Pseudo-trace.

repeat
R E C V from south
S E N D to north
until three iterations pass
R E C V from south
(c) Corresponding automatically identified pseudo-loop.

Figure 18: Example of the transition from source code, to corresponding trace data,
and finally to the associated automatically identified loop.

B y only employing automatic loop identification, D E P I C T is restricted to programs
that are expected to exhibit consistent, regular patterns of communication. Even
so, a further limitation is that that any given set of processes should include at
least one correctly behaving process. Should all processes feature identical errors,
then all process behaviours will look identical, in which case programmer attention
is not directly drawn to any potential fault.
Without identifying techniques appropriate to a wider application domain, truly
effective topology-based debugging techniques will remain restricted to a smaller
subset of problems. T h e third component of the behavioural debugging framework,
described in chapter 7, addresses the need for more extensible behavioural analysis
techniques. In addition to formalising the automatic loop identification algorithm,
chapter 7 introduces loop specifications and error specifications. Together, loop
specifications and error specifications form a contractual approach to debugging,
where programmers specify expected and undesirable patterns of behaviour.
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Recv(SOUTH)
i=0
repeat
if some condition
then
Send(NORTH)
e n d jf
Recv(SOUTH)
i = i +l
until i == 3
(a) Pseudo-code.

RECV from south
north
RECV from south
RECV from south
RECV from south

SEND to

(b) Irregular pseudo-trace.

Figure 19: Example of how source code can result in irregular trace data.

4.4 Summary
By presenting high level summaries of process behaviours, DEPICT shows that
topology knowledge offers valuable debugging possibilities beyond the simple promise
of topology-consistent visualisations and the ability to identify misdirected c o m m u nications. D E P I C T achieves this by exploiting the fact that topology knowledge
provides us with the ability to logically compare communication events from different physical localities. Without topology knowledge, events cannot be viewed in
their proper logical context.
It is important to emphasise the role played by topology knowledge. First impressions suggest that traced source code references, namelyfilenames and line
numbers, might be sufficient to relate events from different processes, and therefore
automatically identify loops of behaviour. However, this is not the case, as parallel
library calls m a y be nested within custom utility functions, in which case the originating (important) source code references are lost. In effect, traced source code
references for individual routines may always end up being identical, and therefore
of little use. Without topology knowledge, automatic loop identification becomes
prone to error, and other advantages are lost, including the use of logical constants
instead of arbitrary numerical identifiers.
In addition to demonstrating the potential offered by topology knowledge, D E P I C T
also highlights a number of areas that require further investigation, including the
need for adequate trace data, the need for an effective scheme for handling topology knowledge, and the need for further behavioural analysis techniques that can
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address a wider problem domain. These areas are investigated in future chapters.
The experience gained by analysing the limitations of D E P I C T has been used to
formulate the behavioural debugging framework presented in this thesis. The first
component of the framework deals with trace data, and is introduced in the next
chapter.
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Chapter 5
Obtaining Trace Data
I t has been established that most parallel program complexity is related to the
presence of multiple concurrently executing interacting processes. Considering
most parallel programs are implemented using parallel libraries such as M P I and
P V M used in conjunction with otherwise sequential programming languages, w e can
narrow the connection of parallel program complexity d o w n from the presence of
multiple processes to the use of parallel library routines. T h e functions provided by
parallel libraries are the added layer of complexity on otherwise sequential programs.
It follows that by focusing debugging attention on parallel library interactions we
are likewise focusing debugging attention on the observable parallel semantics of
program execution, not the sequential aspects that are often best debugged using
traditional sequential program debugging techniques.
A n important component of the behavioural debugging framework presented in this
thesis is the ability to obtain sufficient trace data in a reliable fashion. Program
tracing is a well established mechanism for tracking parallel library routine interactions, and by doing so over time, the provision of adequate trace data allows us
to construct complex debugging views of program behaviour. A s indicated in the
previous chapter, experiences with D E P I C T highlight the importance of employing adequate trace facilities well suited to correctness debugging. Experience also
suggests the value of seeking a generic approach to debugging, preferably one that
allows debuggers to incorporate trace data generated across a broad spectrum of
message passing languages and trace formats.
These two trace related items are addressed in this chapter. T h efirst,the ability to
generate sufficient trace data reliably, is addressed in section 5.1 with the identification of a set of trace library requirements that are used as the basis for the design of
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the X M L (Extensible Markup Language)-based M P I trace library, tracempi [80].
The motivation for adopting X M L is also explained. Section 5.2 addresses the second trace related item, the ability to interpret trace data in a generic fashion, by
introducing trace specifications [76]. Section 5.3 summarises the chapter.
Collectively, the content of this chapter represents thefirstmajor aspect of the behavioural debugging framework presented in this thesis, as highlighted infigure20.
Trace Library
Requirements

: Trace
Library
(tracempi)

Step One: Generate
and Interpret Trace
Message'
Passing
Concepts

Trace
Specification

T
Interpreted
Trace

,--'' to step two...

Figure 20: Summary of the trace related aspects of the behavioural debugging
framework. T h e ability to obtain trace data, and likewise represent it generically, sets
the tone for the remainder of the framework.

5.1

Generating Trace Data

Based on experiences with D E P I C T , in this section a number of trace library requirements are identified to support both correctness and performance debugging.
A new M P I trace library, tracempi, which represents a partial fulfilment of the trace
library requirements, is also presented. A significant part of this research involves
the decision to store trace data in X M L [18] with an associated X M L Schema [47].
X M L is a portable, well understood, well supported, markup language used in industries ranging from aeronautics and physics to hospitality and travel. Although
X M L is commonly referred to as a markup language, it is more accurate to describe
it as a meta-markup language, as it allows for the creation of markup languages
that encode data in a discipline specific manner.
A n important aspect of the trace library requirements, and of tracempi in particular, is the ability to trace as m a n y aspects of the execution as possible. Tracing
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everything has the effect of not constraining one's view on h o w debugging should
be performed. This is an essential aspect of the debugging approach devised in
this thesis, where programmers require flexibility in h o w they can reason about
parallel program behaviour via trace data. Without a restriction on the available
data, there is no restriction on what a developer can choose to do with it. Also,
as tracempi employs X M L , the infrastructure for parsing a trace is already there.
These factors will encourage developers to develop their o w n tools that employ the
tracempi format, or similarly developed formats, and thus encourage the growth
of a diverse family of tracefilebased visualisers, debuggers, and analysers.
The implementation of tracempi with respect to the trace library requirements
demonstrates the feasibility of reliably generating trace data suitable to the remaining behavioural debugging framework components.

5.1.1 General Trace Library Requirements
Despite extensive research into parallel program debugging techniques that operate
on trace data, most trace libraries target specific applications. There is a consequent
lack of general purpose trace libraries, and in particular existing trace libraries are
inflexible, and serve to constrain the potential offered by the debugging approach
used in this thesis.
In order to identify desirable general purpose trace library characteristics, a set of
trace library requirements are identified. Although the content of this section is
somewhat MPI-centric, particularly as a result of the M P I trace library, tracempi,
the described trace library requirements are deliberately general, and applicable
to most environments. Discussion also focuses on post-mortem trace collection,
although collecting trace data at run-time does not significantly affect the described
functionality.
Note that some requirements are not completely compatible with other requirements, and also note that some requirements are only specified in broad terms as
they are difficult to specify. For completeness, a number of requirements related to
performance analysis are also described.
T h e trace library requirements are described in detail below, and include the requirements of:

• ease of use,
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• minimisation of intrusion,
• consistent trace generation,
• configurable trace generation,
• configurable trace collection,
• detailed trace data,
• tracing overhead,
• clock synchronisation,
• tracing source code references,

• tracing partially ordered logical clocks,
• flexible trace format, and
• multiple trace files.

Ease of Use
As most users expect software tools to provide results quickly, they are generally
unwilling to invest time in learning their use. T h e effort required to obtain trace
files should therefore be minimal. Trace libraries should require only minimal code
changes to subject programs, and should have a simple interface. T h e M P I profiling
interface is k n o w n to be supportive of this objective.

Minimisation of Intrusion
All trace libraries must minimise program intrusion in order to minimise the probe
effect, for reasons m a d e clear in section 3.1.4. Trace libraries must avoid changing
program semantics, and should introduce only minimal overhead during execution.
To minimise overhead, as m u c h work as possible should be deferred until after
execution; for example, it is often desirable to determine globally unique group
identifiers, or communicators in M P I terms, and although this can be performed
during tracing with the use of additional hidden communication, it is preferable to
leave such responsibilities to tools interpreting or parsing the raw trace data.
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Frequent disk I/O is usually responsible for most intrusion. T o alleviate this, trace
data is often buffered in memory, and only written to disk storage w h e n necessary.
Instead of writing in m a n y small bursts, a smaller number of larger disk writes occur,
which m a y allow the operating system to perform them more efficiently. Ideally the
internal buffer size is large enough such that only one disk write is needed at the
conclusion of tracing, although for long running programs this is unlikely to be
possible. Note that whilst performing infrequent but large disk writes is generally
preferred to the low but constant overhead introduced by frequent small writes, it is
arguable that in some cases infrequent large writes m a y cause an apparent greater
degree of "bursty" intrusion.

Consistent Trace Generation
To be useful for correctness debugging, traces must be complete through to program
termination, abnormal or otherwise. If trace data is buffered in memory, it must
be written to disk prior to program completion regardless of the circumstances.
This will usually involve catching a signal in the instance of abnormal program
termination.
Although catching signals and writing trace buffers upon detection of abnormal
program termination is usually sufficient, it is insufficient when traced programs
perform illegal m e m o r y accesses, in which case the trace buffers themselves might
be corrupted. Therefore, the option of not buffering trace data in m e m o r y must be
provided. Errors such as abnormal program termination should be indicated in the
trace.

Configurable Trace Generation
It should be possible to disable trace data generation at a number of levels, including
for individual M P I routines, for trace library features that are not always relevant,
and for other trace library functionality that m a y incur a significant overhead of
any form.
Note that specific aspects of execution must always be traced, as no trace data
should be absent if doing so compromises tracefileintegrity. For example, with
respect to M P I , communicator creation and datatype creation information should
always be logged — if communicator creation data is absent, determining which
processes are expected to participate in collective operations is not possible.
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Configurable Trace Collection

At times, programmers may be unsure what level of detail they require, so they may
choose to trace everything possible, but m a y not wish to analyse it all immediately.
To support this, the aspect of the trace library that is responsible for incorporating
the trace data from multiple nodes, or the trace collection utility, should retrieve
only the desired level of detail. Should this prove insufficient, programmers should
be able to re-collect the data at an increased level of detail without having to
re-execute the program.
For example, programmers might prefer to retrieve only communication related
trace data, except for the fact that errors m a y be caused by the incorrect use of
non-communication routines. If the programmer is unsure what the cause is in
advance, but the program is long running, it is beneficial to generate the trace only
once, and it is convenient to restrict initial attention to those aspects of the program
most likely in error, namely communication routines.

Detailed Trace D a t a

Existing libraries do not trace all possible aspects of execution. Unfortunately,
whilst it is easy to discard data at run-time, it is impossible to retrieve discarded
data post-mortem. T o address this, the option of tracing everything should remain
available. More specifically, it should be possible to trace all entry and exit parameters to all parallel library routines, report the addresses of pointer arguments,
return codes, buffer addresses, and to some level of detail the contents of buffers.
With respect to M P I , via the profiling interface it is a simple matter to disable the
tracing of execution aspects that programmers consider mundane, or when intrusion
is an issue.

Tracing O v e r h e a d

For performance analysis, each trace record should be accompanied by a value
indicating the time consumed by the trace library in generating that trace data.
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Clock Synchronisation
Trace records should be accompanied by an associated entry and exit time. The
times reported by the different processes should be synchronised as accurately as
possible.

Tracing Source Code References
The associated source code line number and file name should accompany trace
records where the compiler permits it.

Tracing Partially Ordered Logical Clocks

Partially ordered logical clocks [49] are useful with respect to correctness debugging
(see section 3.2.3). For example, where clock skew adjustment is inadequate they
assist in determining actual event orderings and they can be used to enumerate
alternate possible event orderings, possibly in combination with execution replay
techniques (see section 3.2.5).

Flexible Trace Format
It is very important that the trace file format be architecturally independent, flexible, and well defined. Since the requirements of all developers are too difficult to
predict, the ability of the trace format to adapt to new requirements is particularly
important.

Multiple Trace Files
Whilst most trace libraries store traces in a single file, this is unwieldy for large
traces, particularly if only the events at the end of execution are of interest. Instead,
it should be possible to represent the trace either as a singlefile,or across multiple
mostly autonomousfiles.T h e trace should be split into multiplefilesbased upon
time, and ideally according to a "happens before" relationship, although this m a y
not always be feasible.
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5.1.2 The Role of X M L and X M L Schema
One of the more esoteric but important trace library requirements is that of a
flexible, well-defined trace format. T h e combination of X M L and X M L Schema is
well suited to addressing this requirement.
X M L is used in m a n y modern areas of computing to represent data both for storage
and as a m e d i u m for communicating information between programs. X M L provides
a well-defined markup syntax that specifies h o w and where items such as tags and
elements appear. X M L does not pre-specify what elements and tags appear, as
these are specified by the program.
X M L documents are custom designed to suit the target application. It is the responsibility of the target application reading an X M L document to apply meaning
to the data contained within.
X M L is clearly specified, well structured, architecturally independent, and h u m a n
readable. X M L is also well supported on a variety of architectures, with libraries
to read and manipulate X M L documents becoming increasingly c o m m o n for an
increasing range of programming languages.
X M L is an entirely suitable syntax for parallel program traces. It is very general,
capable of handling more demanding requirements than just trace data, it can be
extended for unforeseeable future uses with relative ease, and third party developers
wishing to interpret XML-based tracefilescan do so using existing standard X M L
manipulation libraries.
X M L satisfies theflexibletrace format requirement m a d e of trace libraries. X M L
documents can also contain comments and processing instructions that target specific applications. Since X M L is so flexible, it is also suited to dividing a trace into
multiplefiles— for example, we could specify an indexfilesuch that it contains
some basic trace information, with references to other tracefilefragments.
The use of X M L Schema can further specify the content and markup of X M L documents. Schemas are used to specify the allowed content and structure of X M L
files. W h e n an X M Lfileindicates it is using a schema, it indicates that it conforms
to the definitions within that schema. Schemas indicate what tags and elements,
and their frequency, are allowed in correspondingly valid X M L documents. Using
schemas we can essentially specify what records can occur in trace files, the data
that must accompany the occurrence of each record, and the datatypes of the accompanying data. For example, a schema for an M P I trace file could specify that
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a time attribute is associated with a FinalizeEntry element, which employs the
X M L Schema base type of double (afloatingpoint number).
A schema aware X M L parser relieves applications from checking the content of
X M L files. In the context of using X M L as a tracefileformat, applications using
schema aware parsers need not ensure elements are valid trace elements, or that
traced parameters are of the correct type, as that is the schema aware parser's
responsibility. However, applications m a y wish to check that processes are, for
example, still passing correct values to M P I routines.
Schemas are not limited to basic datatypes such as integers, doubles, and lists of
integers. With respect to M P I , w e could indicate that traced parameters indicating
message source ranks should appear as one of the following: a basic integer, the
enumerated value MPI_ANY_SOURCE, or the enumerated value MPI_PROC_NULL. This
has the effect of increasing the readability of trace files.
In addition, schemas are themselves h u m a n readable X M Lfiles.Their specification
also makes them somewhat self-documenting; it is fairly clear what the content of
conforming tracefilesis allowed to be.
X M L Schema also facilitates extensibility. It is a simple matter for third party
developers to add definitions to schemas, and doing so would not adversely affect
earlier schema-conforming X M Lfiles.Applications unaware of the n e w data can
choose to discard it.
Although X M L is not the most space efficient means of storing large amounts of
data on disk, it is becoming one of the most accepted means of doing so. Using
X M L as a tracefileformat also helps to encourage uptake by third party developers.
The appropriateness of using X M L as a means of representing data has also resulted
in it being adopted by other aspects of the behavioural debugging framework.

5.1.3 The tracempi Library
Using the trace library requirements as a baseline, an XML-based trace library for
M P I programs k n o w n as tracempi [80], or the tracempi library, has been developed
to demonstrate the feasibility of generating adequate trace data in a reliable fashion for the trace-based behavioural debugging framework presented in this thesis.
Supporting the tracing of all M P I 1.2 A P I routines in the C programming language,
the tracempi library consists of a trace generation component, where temporary
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binary trace data is written, and a trace collection component, where the binary
data is read and output as X M L .
Since tracempi uses the M P I profiling interface, to configure their program for
a standard trace, programmers need only link it with tracempi without any code
modification. This is because, as the M P I standard requests, tracing is at the default
level after MPI_Init has been called. Greater control of tracempi is afforded via
calls to MPI_Pcontrol using appropriate definitions obtained through the inclusion
of a header file. A s introduced in section 2.4.5, MPI_Pcontrol is a routine specified
by the M P I standard specifically for the purpose of providing a mechanism whereby
programmers can interface with profiling packages. In the absence of a profiling
package, MPI_Pcontrol is a null routine.
T h e tracempi library has been successfully tested on a number of M P I programs.

Trace Generation
After the program has been linked with the tracempi library, it is executed in the
normal manner. During execution, trace data is written to temporary disk storage
at each processing node. This data is written as raw binary data to minimise file
size and processing overhead, and thus minimise trace generation overhead.
T h e temporary storage of binary data is not expected to be analysed by third party
tools or programmers, as it is only intended for use by the tracempi library, or
more specifically the trace collection component.

Trace Collection
After either successful or unsuccessful program termination, programmers must run
the trace collection program collect, itself an M P I program. During its execution,
collect reads each of the temporary binary tracefiles,amalgamates and sorts the
trace data, and generates the target X M L tracefile.B y collecting the trace data
subsequent to program execution, intrusion is minimised.
For clarity, the relationship between trace generation and trace collection is shown
infigure21.
Considering the main disadvantage of XML-based tracefilesis their potential size,
collect is able to automatically compress X M L traces on the fly. So as to not
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Figure 21: S u m m a r y of how tracempi is first used to generate local (binary) trace
data, which can later be retrieved and amalgamated into a single X M L trace file using
collect.

adversely affect trace data accessibility, commonly available stream-based compression and decompression libraries support this approach. In our experiments, trace
files produced by the tracempi library can often be compressed to as little as 1 5 %
of their original size. Compressing and decompressing X M L tracefilestakes roughly
4 0 % longer when compared to using plain-text X M L trace files.
Compared to other trace formats, generating and parsing X M L trace files is expected to be slower, particularly due to the need to recognise relatively lengthy
tags that delimit the actual data. This concession is balanced by the advantages
associated with X M L , as already discussed.

Trace Format
A preliminary schema, tracempi. xsd, has been defined, against which tracempi
traces are valid. T h e schema file tracempi. xsd is too large to reproduce in this
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thesis.
As M P I routines are traced prior to invoking the requested M P I functionality and
after the actual M P I routine has completed, for every M P I 1.2 A P I routine there
is a corresponding entry and exit record in the schema, denoted by _I and _0 for
in and out respectively. T h e schema also defines supporting type definitions, and
supporting trace data records. Support records, denoted by _S, are used to indicate
fundamental data including the creation of communicators and datatypes. T h e
generation of support data cannot be disabled.
As an example of a schema definition, consider the definition for the MP I-Gather
entry record as shown in figure 22. In English, this definition indicates that the
Gather-I X M L element consists of an ordered sequence of elements including:

• the rank of the receiving process, root (an integer),
• the number of items in the send buffer, sendcnt (an integer),
• the datatype of the send buffer items, sendtype (a defined datatype datatype),
• an optional pair of elements (that appear together or not at all), the number
of items for any single receive (recvcnt, an integer), and the datatype of
receive buffer items (recvtype, a custom datatype datatype),
• the communicator, comm (a custom datatype communicator),
• the optional element sendbuf _A (a custom datatype named addressOrBottom),
which m a y optionally be accompanied by the element recvbuf_A (also of type
addressOrBottom), and
• the set of attributes as defined by Entry Event.

The elements of Gather_I directly correspond to the information traced upon entry to the MPI_Gather routine. Note that some of the elements are optional, the
primary reason for which is the fact that MPI-Gather, as with m a n y other M P I
routines, includes parameters that are only significant under specific circumstances
— the tracempi library only traces significant data. For example, note that the
elements recvcnt and recvtype are optional since they are only significant at the
root process. Also, sendbuf _A and recvbuf _A are collectively optional (in that they
occur within the same optional sequence) since they represent m e m o r y addresses
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<complexType name="Gather_I">
<sequence>
<element name="root" type="int"/>
<element name="sendcnt" type="int"/>
<element name="sendtype" type="trc:datatype"/>
<sequence min0ccurs="O">
<element name="recvcnt" type="int"/>
<element name="recvtype" type="trc:datatype"/>
</sequence>
<element name="comm" type="trc:communicator"/>
<sequence minOccurs="0">
<element name="sendbuf_A" type="trc:addressOrBottom"/>
<element name="recvbuf_A" type="trc:addressOrBottom"
minOccurs="0"/>
</sequence>
</sequence>
<attributeGroup ref="trc:EntryEvent"/>
</complexType>

Figure 22: Example tracempi. xsd schema definition, Gather_I, which specifies the
markup of trace data generated on entry to MPI_Gather.

that are optionally traced, as decided by the application programmer. Additionally, recvbuf _A is optional within an already optional m e m o r y address block as it
is significant only at the root process; if recvbuf _A does appear, it must appear
alongside sendbuf _A, since sendbuf _A is not optional within the sequence in which
it appears.
Consider the above schema definition, and an MPI program written in C that
makes the call MPI_Gather(&sendbuf, 1, MPI.INT, ferecvbuf, 1, MPI_INT, 0,
MPI_C0MM_W0RLD), 2.002455 seconds after MPI.Init concluded, and in process rank
0. T h e tracempi library would intercept this call, where interception is possible
by linking the target program against the tracempi library. This causes the target program to directly call the trace library routines, which in turn invoke the
actual M P I routines. This is a standard mechanism for tracing M P I programs,
as introduced in section 2.4.5 with figure 5. During interception the trace library
stores corresponding entry and exit data in temporary storage. Later, the program
collect retrieves these records and produces the X M L for the entry record as presented infigure23 (the corresponding exit record is not shown). T h e relationship
between trace generation and trace collection has been shown earlier in figure 21.
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DATA

<Gather_I rank="0" time="2.002455">
<root>0</root>
<sendcnt>K/sendcnt>
<sendtype>INT</sendtype>
<recvcnt> K/recvcnt>
<recvtype>INT</recvtype>
<comm>C0MM_W0RLD</comm>
<sendbuf_A>3221222972</sendbuf_A>
<recvbuf_A>134692432</recvbuf_A>
</Gather_I>
Figure 23: Example tracempi XML trace record, Gather_I, which conforms to the
schema definition of figure 22.

It is worth noting that whilst it is neither easier nor harder to use a schema to specify trace records than it would be to explicitly assume a trace format (as has been
done in the past), the schema makes the trace format clearer, and also eases the development of a trace parser. Defining the schema by hand for over 100 M P I routines
was relatively tedious, which suggests that employing a higher level specification
language to automatically generate schema definitions would be worthwhile.

5.1.4 Current Status of tracempi
The tracempi library supports most of the trace library requirements described
herein, including:
• the ease of use requirement, as supported by the MPI profiling interface,
• the minimisation of intrusion requirement, which although subjective is supported by the separation of trace generation from trace collection, where trace
generation involves the use of binary data and optional buffering schemes,
• the consistent trace generation requirement, where trace data buffering can
be completely disabled,
• the configurable trace generation requirement, where programmers can arbitrarily enable or disable the generation of trace data for specific M P I functions
based on wildcard enabled string matching techniques, but where the generation of certain records such as communication creation records cannot be
disabled,
• the source code reference requirement, and
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• the flexible trace format requirement, as supported by the use of X M L and
X M L Schema.
In addition, other trace library requirements are close to being fully supported,
including:
• the detailed trace data requirement, where all function parameters including
arrays and corresponding m e m o r y addresses are traced, but as yet the content
of message buffers are uninvestigated,
• the tracing overhead requirement, where all overhead is logged except for the
time required to flush data to disk,
• the clock synchronisation requirement, which is supported by the calculation
of clock discrepancies at the commencement of tracing, but not recalculated
at the conclusion of tracing to adjust for any clock skew introduced over time,
and
• the partially ordered logical clocks requirement, which is currently correct for
all M P I routines with the exception of non-blocking point-to-point c o m m u nication operations. Logical clock data is stored in separate trace records,
distinct from the data to which they relate.
The configurable trace collection and the multiple trace files requirements are not
addressed by tracempi. However, for the purpose of demonstrating the ability to
generate adequate trace data in a reliable fashion, tracempi is more than sufficient.

5.1.5 Possible Extensions to tracempi
Beyond implementing full support for the specified trace library requirements, a
number of enhancements are possible for tracempi, the most notable of which
is the possibility of exploiting the repetitive nature of parallel programs to further
reduce trace data size and m e m o r y requirements. It is expected that m a n y M P I A P I
routine calls will essentially be repeats of earlier calls. Thus, instead of duplicating
trace data in the tracefile,repeated records could instead reference prior records,
from which their data would be inherited. B y doing so, trace size is expected to
drop significantly. T h e computational effort involved in determining such references
could be significant, and there would need to be a mechanism for discarding obsolete
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references so as to avoid buffering in m e m o r y otherwise unique records during the
matching process. Since collection is performed post-mortem, and thus intrusion is
not an issue, there is leeway with respect to the computational and space complexity
of this approach.
T h e tracempi library also targets correctness debugging to a greater extent than
performance analysis. This could be balanced by extending tracempi to logging
additional performance related measures, including those available via P A P I (the
Performance Application Programming Interface) [19].

5.2 Trace Specifications
Although tracempi provides sufficient trace data, the behavioural debugging framework presented in this thesis also aims to be trace format and message passing library independent. Although there are syntactic and semantic differences between
M P I , P V M , and other message passing libraries, their core functionality is identical
— they support the message passing paradigm. Therefore, w e can reasonably expect that for the most part the debugging functionality of any given tool need not
be restricted to any single message passing library or trace format. Even so, most
debugging tools, including D E P I C T , at best target a restricted number of message
passing paradigms and trace formats, typically embedding knowledge of both, and
consequently limiting theirflexibility.Unfortunately, the immediately obvious alternative, that of embedding knowledge of a variety of message passing paradigms
and trace formats, is clearly a large task.
In order to support the goal of trace format and message passing library independence, there must be a methodology that in some way supports the interpretation
of data from a myriad of sources. This role isfilledby trace specifications [76]. T h e
purpose of trace specifications is to allow debuggers to uniformly represent trace
data sourced from a variety of trace libraries, in a manner independent of individual
message passing environment characteristics. Note that trace specifications do not
facilitate tracefileparsing (tracefileformats are not abstractly specified) — debuggers must still be able to parse trace data at a low level, although the definition
of another specification type, a trace parsing specification, would go a long w a y to
removing this limitation. T h e primary advantage offered by trace specifications is
the promise of message passing library independence.
To support the process of abstract trace interpretation, where no message passing
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library is specifically favoured, a small set of core message passing concepts have
been adopted. Trace specification aware tools need only be aware of the semantics
of the message passing concepts in order to be able to handle the semantics of most
message passing libraries.
N o approach is without disadvantages, and in the case of trace specifications, it
is the very use of abstraction. W h e n abstraction is employed, it is inevitable that
some degree of domain specific power will be lost. Care has been taken to ensure
that little to no data is lost in the translation process.
T h e trace specification approach introduced here, which is discussed in the next five
parts, is designed to support the remaining components of the behavioural debugging framework. T h e main alternatives to trace specifications arefirstdiscussed,
which is followed by a specification of the general structure required of trace files
in order to facilitate their interpretation. T h e core message passing concepts are
then described, which is followed by a discussion of the actual trace specification
grammar. T h e discussion of trace specifications is concluded with an overview of
the expected internal representation of trace data.

5.2.1 Alternatives to Trace Specifications
Two primary alternatives to trace specifications exist in order to handle trace data
from a variety of sources. T h efirstinvolves standardising trace formats. Although
the advantages of adopting a standard trace format are clear, encouraging developers to adhere to a given standard is non-trivial. Standardising trace data also
does little for existing tools already employing custom trace formats, which further casts doubt on the likelihood of any standard trace format being universally
adopted. Identifying a standard capable of addressing the diverse needs of both
tool developers and different message passing libraries is also non-trivial.
T h e second alternative is to provide trace-to-trace conversion tools, where the conversion of trace data in one format to another is supported. T h e advantage of this
approach is that tools can be developed in conjunction with custom trace formats,
where the provision of trace format conversion tools implicitly supports the use of
other custom trace formats. Although there already exists some informal work in
this area, given the number of existing trace formats, the ability to handle the conversion of trace data from any one format to another is a large task and is subject to
maintenance issues as additional trace formats are devised. T h e development issues
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associated with this task are further compounded by the fact that trace formats are
often poorly documented.
B y instead choosing to adopt trace specifications, the paradigm shifts from parsing
tracefilesinto domain specific knowledge to parsing trace files into an abstract
representation of parallel library interactions. Trace specifications offer the ability
to convert trace data from a variety of sources into a standardised internal representation, and feature several advantages over the two listed alternatives.
Firstly, by only needing to be written once per trace library, trace specifications
offer a more scalable mechanism for supporting existing trace formats than does
the task of maintaining a trace conversion utility. Secondly, whereas a trace-totrace conversion tool would need to be centrally administered, trace specifications
for individual trace libraries can be supported by the .trace library designers themselves, although trace-to-trace conversion tools have the advantage of not requiring
debuggers to be aware of the syntactic markup of trace data.
Trace specifications are also easily updated to reflect changes in corresponding message passing library functionality. Most changes to message passing libraries usually
only take the form of additional routines designed for programmer convenience. A d ditional programmer convenience functions rarely require the definition of additional
abstractions, or message passing concepts. Consequently, the only changes required
at the trace specification level are changes reflecting the existence of additional trace
records. Whereas traditional parallel tools might require logical code modifications
to address trace format changes, the logical functionality of debuggers employing
trace specifications can be left unchanged — the only modifications required are
changes to the h u m a n readable trace specification.
Although specialising and focusing on specific trace formats offers advantages of
speed and efficiency, and allows debuggers to exploit the available trace data to the
fullest, trace specifications offer a great deal of flexibility.

5.2.2 Basic Trace File Structure Required by Trace Specifications
The grammar describing trace specifications expects a fundamental trace file structure, for which conformingfilesare referred to as interpretable trace files. Interpretable trace files consist of collections of distinct, non-overlapping trace records
— trace records can be parsed sequentially and atomically, one record at a time
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Trace records correspond to the occurrence of program events of various sorts, from
low level information such as entry and exit from parallel library routines, to high
level information such as the creation of new process groupings, or communicators
in M P I terms.
Trace records consist of three types of data: a mandatory label, any number of
attributes, and any number of elements. Trace records have a simple structure,
with no nesting or hierarchy of attributes or elements. Trace record labels identify
trace records, and are unique with respect to their functionality. Attributes and
elements convey information regarding trace records, the main difference between
the two being that named attributes only appear once in any given record, whereas
named elements can appear m a n y times. Attributes are typically used to identify
system dependent values such as process identifiers and time, whereas elements
are typically used for more library or parameter related data, such as message
destination values and m e m o r y addresses.
Consider the example trace record presented infigure24 for an MPI_Send entry event
generated by the tracempi library. This trace record, labelled Send_I, includes the
named attributes rnk, tm, and ovhrd, and has the named elements cnt, type, dest,
tag, comm, and buf _A. Although tracempi explicitly records attribute and element
names, not all trace libraries do so, where instead the relative positioning of data
identifies its purpose. In the absence of explicitly named attributes and elements,
the parser must assign default numeric-based names by way of input.

<Send_I rnk="0" tm="0.019101834" ovrhd="0.000008000">
<cnt>K/cnt>
<type>INT</type>
<dest>K/dest>
<tag>0</tag>
<comm>W0RLD</comm>
<buf_A>3221222056</buf_A>
</Send_I>
Figure 24: Example tracempi trace record, Send_I, which was generated on entry
to MPI_Send.

Trace specifications only associate meaning with trace data. They do not allow the
syntactic markup of tracefileformats to be arbitrarily specified, which is a task
better addressed by a future type of specification, trace parsing specifications.
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5.2.3

Message Passing Concepts

To support trace specifications, 22 fundamental message passing concepts (or primitives) have been identified, as hierarchically displayed infigure25 where leaf elements represent actual concepts. Message passing concepts can be thought of as
actions upon the parallel state space of parallel programs, where concepts generally
occur as a result of non-local operations.

Figure 25: Hierarchical depiction of the core message passing concepts. Actual concepts are realised by the 22 leaf nodes on the right. Note that the concept ProcBlocks
is a meta-concept that operates on other concepts.

The coverage provided by the 22 message passing concepts is substantial, and adequately addresses the message passing related functionality of most message passing
libraries. T h e degree of coverage provided by such a small set of concepts is supported by the fact that the concepts do not have to model the numerous support
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functions that message passing libraries often implement. For example, compare
M P I , which provides in excess of 100 routines, to the substantially smaller set of 22
message passing concepts. Despite the apparent inconsistency, m a n y M P I functions,
including MPI.Wtime, MPI_Address, and MPI_Finalized, only affect local process
states, and have no significant effect upon the global state of the message passing
library. Moreover, M P I provides multiple methods to perform basic send operations, including MPI_Send, MPI_Rsend, MPI_Bsend, and others. Although additional
routines are provided for reasons of convenience and efficiency, they do not create a
need for additional message passing concepts. Conversely, not all message passing
libraries are expected to provide functionality equivalent to all 22 concepts.
Concepts are associated with sets of relevant information, or parameters. T h e 22
concepts and associated important parameters are summarised in table 1. S o m e
parameters found in the specification, namely arbitrary identifier values used for
internal cross referencing, are omitted from the summary, as they have no bearing
on the state space of message passing programs.
Although most concepts and their associated parameters are self-explanatory, there
are three important design considerations. The first relates to the handling of
collective operations, the second relates to the adoption of user-defined context and
data objects, and the third regards the ProcBlocks concept.
Although collective operations are essentially collections of point-to-point concepts,
the given collective concepts are not defined as collections of point-to-point routines.
T h e reason for this is simplicity, as it was found that defining collective operations
as collections of individual concepts quickly became unwieldy, complex, and, more
importantly, difficult to reason with using other components of the behavioural
debugging framework.
User-defined data and context objects have been adopted for reasons of flexibility.
Although message passing libraries share the concepts of communication contexts
and the transferal of data, implementations of these notions vary considerably. S o m e
libraries specify context using groups and one or more tags, whereas other libraries
employ only tags. T h e specification of data is more dissimilar, with data varying
from packed buffers of arbitrary data through to explicit user constructed datatypes.
Considering the degree of differences across context and data representations, the
decision to adopt a generic user-defined specification approach is reasonable, particularly since objects can still be compared to one another in terms of equality
and inequality, and can still be investigated as supported by other aspects of the
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Table 1: S u m m a r y of the 22 core message passing concepts. Descriptions include
most of the parameters associated with each. For brevity, omitted parameters include
the internal reference names assigned to all Begin concepts, and the internal references
to named Begin concepts made by the associated End concepts. All communication
concepts can also be m a d e hidden, in which case they are not visible outside internal
debugger mechanisms, and are only created for ProcBlocks concepts — they are
otherwise "imaginary."

Concept
SendBegin
SendEnd
SendEndCancelled
RecvBegin
RecvEnd
RecvEndCancelled
BarrierBegin
BarrierEnd
OneToManyBegin

DneToManyEnd
ManyToOneBegin

ManyToOneEnd
ManyToManyBegin

ManyToManyEnd
GrpIntraDef
GrpInterDef

GrpJoin
GrpLeave
GrpDelete
ProcAdd
ProcRemove
ProcBlocks

Usage
C o m m e n c e a message send. Parameters: dest (integer), context (userdefined), and data (user-defined).
Finish sending a message — does not imply message has been received.
Cancel sending a message.
C o m m e n c e a message receive. Parameters: src (integer), context (userdefined), and data (user-defined).
Finish receiving a message. Parameters: src (integer), context (userdefined), and data (user-defined).
Cancel receiving a message.
Synchronisation operation start. Parameters: grp (integer).
Synchronisation operation end.
Start of the current process' participation in the collective operation
involving communication from one source to multiple destinations. Parameters: grp (integer), root (integer), context (user-defined), dataln
(user-defined), dataOutList (root only, user-defined list).
Conclude a OneToMany operation for the current process.
Start of the current process' participation in the collective operation
involving communication from multiple sources to one destination. Parameters: grp (integer), root (integer), context (user-defined), dataOut
(user-defined), datalnList (root only, user-defined list).
Conclude a ManyToOne operation for the current process.
Start of the current process' participation in the collective operation
involving communication from multiple sources to multiple destinations.
Parameters: grp (integer), context (user-defined), dataOutList (userdefined list), datalnList (user-defined list).
Conclude a ManyToMany operation for the current process.
Create an intra-process group. Parameters: members (integer list).
Create an inter-process group formed from two intra-groups. Intergroups facilitate communication between distinct intra-groups. Parameters: local (GrpIntraDef reference), remote (GrpIntraDef reference).
A d d a process to the given group. Parameters: grp (integer), sub_group
(string "local" or "remote"), proc (integer).
Remove a process from the given group. Parameters: grp (integer),
sub_grp (string "local" or "remote"), proc (integer).
Delete a group. Parameters: grp (integer).
A d d a set of processes to the system. Parameters: ids (integer list).
Remove a set of processes from the system. Parameters: idsAndReasons
(integer and string pair list).
Indicate that the current process blocks based on the progress of all or
some subset of the referenced concepts. This is a meta-concept that describes how other concepts affect the progress of the system, and is not
expected to be visible to programmers. Parameters: name (ProcBlocks
reference), require (string "ALL", or integer), blocksOn (concept reference list), active (Boolean).
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behavioural debugging framework.
T h e third and most significant design consideration is the inclusion of the ProcBlocks
concept. T h e ProcBlocks concept is a meta-concept that allows trace specification
designers to specify the blocking nature of individual routines at a high level, which
can then be used by debuggers to check for errors such as deadlocks.
T h e ProcBlocks concept is itself m a d e up of any number of references to other concepts, namely communication Begin concepts, or other ProcBlocks concepts. B y
associating communication concepts with the ProcBlocks concept, debuggers can
extrapolate blocking behaviour using a priori knowledge of h o w messages can interact with each other according to the given context objects. Referenced ProcBlocks
concepts simply imply a recursive definition of blocking, and referenced SendBegin
concepts suggest synchronous send operations.
With the use of the requirefield,it is also possible to indicate that only some
(arbitrary) subset of referenced concepts need to be satisfied for a routine to unblock. Note the strength of this approach when combined with recursively referenced ProcBlocks concepts. Consecutive (ordered) dependencies would be indicated by consecutively associating multiple (active) ProcBlocks concepts with the
given routine.
Note that different message passing libraries and routines can implement the collective communication concepts in different ways, implying different types of dependencies. T o address this, instead of referencing collective communication concepts
directly, multiple (more descriptive) hidden point-to-point communication concepts
can be created and referenced to describe blocking behaviour more accurately. This
ability also extends to modelling other potentially blocking operations, including
MPI's communication creation routines.

5.2.4 Trace Specification Grammar Overview
Appendix A presents the complete trace specification grammar.
Trace specifications consist of collections of rules. In general, individual rules are
associated with one or more named trace records, and by doing so define h o w the
associated records should be interpreted. During parsing, debuggers look up interpretation rules in response to n e w trace records in order to correctly and abstractly
update internal debugger state information. Given that interpretable trace files
consist of distinct trace records, only one rule is applicable at any time.
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Rules associate message passing concepts with trace records. Trace records often consist of arrays of data, conditional data, and empty data, and although two
trace records m a y correspond to the same message passing routine, their behaviour
m a y be dependent on parameters or previous library routine invocations. T o support these, the trace specification g r a m m a r provides a rich set of programming-like
constructs, including conditional statements, temporary reference variables, mechanisms to manipulate attributes and elements, and methods to create persistent
user-defined objects. T h e ability to create persistent objects is particularly important as it allows distinct rules to relate information a m o n g one another, which is
often required when trace records contain once-off information required by unassociated rules.
Rules consist of sets of required fields and a single action block. Required fields
include associated trace record names, trace record numerical process identifiers
(mapped to values increasing from 0), and line number andfilenames. Action
blocks are far more general than required fields, and are used to specify concept
instances (including concepts describing blocking behaviour), and are also used to
add and remove user-defined objects. Actions blocks also allows programmers to
arbitrarily associate trace or other raw data with internalfieldsfor later searching
and analysis.
Rules belong to one of nine different rule types. Rule types affect internal debugger
representation of data, as discussed in section 5.2.5, and also determine the set of
appropriate requiredfields.T h e nine rules are described in table 2.
Figure 26 presents an example rule for handling tracempi Send_I, Bsend.I, Ssend_I,
and Rsend.I trace records. B y convention, tracempi record names suffixed with _I
correspond to entry (or "in") records, and as a consequence, the presented rule is an
In rule. T h e Targets requiredfieldinforms debuggers of the conventional names by
which the corresponding records are to be known, in this case the M P I equivalent
names. T h e process identifier requiredfield,Pid, is assigned the value of the rnk
trace record attribute. Similarly, other required fields are assigned corresponding
trace record attribute values. Unlike the other requiredfields,the LogicalTime
field is assigned the value of a previously created user-defined object, as tracempi
presents logical clock information in distinct trace records handled by a different
rule. Following the requiredfieldsis the action block, wherein the creation of userdefined objects describing the context and data of the send operation occurs, objects
that are subsequently used in the creation of a SendBegin concept. T h e creation
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Table 2: S u m m a r y of the nine trace interpretation rules, each of which are used to
handle different types of trace records.

Rule
PreProcess

PostProcess

Temporary

In
InOut
InOutError
Out
OutError
Support

Usage
Fired once prior to trace parsing, this rule is used to set up temporary initial
state information and user-defined objects. Only one instance of this rule is
permissible.
This rule is fired after trace parsing, and is used to clean up temporary state
information and user-defined objects. Only one instance of this rule is permissible.
Temporary rules are employed for trace records that effect translation state
information, such as user-defined objects, but otherwise do not directly correspond to tangible debugging state information.
In rules are used to handle trace records corresponding to the entry to parallel
library routines which are yet to return control to the calling environment.
InOut rules are used to handle trace records describing both the entry and exit
from parallel library routines.
A s InOut rules, except for cases where library routines end in failure.
These are the converse of In rules, and are used to handle trace records describing exit conditions from parallel library routines.
A s with Out rules, but for cases where library routines end in error.
These rules are used to handle trace records not corresponding to parallel
library entry or exits, but which do convey useful information. For example,
the tracempi library generates support records describing the creation of M P I
communicators.

of the SendBegin object also uses information stored in an object created earlier
named StrCat(commid,EVal(comm)) (the concatenation of the string "commid"
and the trace element value " c o m m " ) , which is used to identify the global communicator used by the send operation. T h e global communicator value is used in
conjunction with GrpOffsetAt to translate the local destination rank EVal(dest)
to a global MPI_COMM_WORLD-based rank.
The entire process is conceptually simple, and can be summarised as: associate the
required fields with the appropriate trace record values, and create a SendBegin
concept.

5.2.5

Internal Debugger Representation of Trace Data

Trace specifications enable debuggers to abstractly interpret trace files with little
to no message passing library specific knowledge, but they do not identify h o w
debuggers should internally store interpreted trace data — it is largely a matter for
developers to decide h o w trace data should be internally represented. Nevertheless,
in order to facilitate other aspects of the behavioural debugging framework, it is
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<In>
<Names>Send_I, Bsend_I, Ssend_I, Rsend_K/Names>
<Targets>HPI_Send, MPI.Bsend, MPI_Ssend, MPI_Rsend</Targets>
<Pid>AVal(rnk)</Pid>
<SourceFile>AVal(f1)</SourceFile>
<SourceLine>AVal(In)</SourceLine>
<Time>AVal(tm)</Time>
<LogicalTime>OVal(clock,clock)</LogicalTime>
<Actions>
<0bject name="context">
<Field name="tag" type="int">
EVal(tag)
</Field>
<Field name="comm" type="int">
OVal(StrCat(commid,EVal(comm)), id)
</Field>
</0bject>
<0bject name="data">
<Field name="cnt" type="int">
EVal("cnt")
</Field>
<Field name="type" type="object_name">
StrCat(type,EVal(type))
</Field>
<Field name="buf_addr" type="int">
EVal(buf.A)
</Field>
</0bject>
<SendBegin name="last">
<Dest>
GrpOffsetAt(OVal(StrCat(commid,EVal(comm)), id), EVal(dest))
</Dest>
<Context>context</Context>
<Data>data</Data>
</SendBegin>
<DelObj name="context"/>
<DelObj name="data"/>
</Actions>
</In>

Figure 26: Example trace specification rule for interpreting tracempi send entry
records. The blocking nature of MPI_Ssend is not described in this example.
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convenient to present an abstract internal storage structure.
T h e representation described here follows on naturally from the trace specification
grammar. T h e internal trace representation revolves around fundamental units of
data called events, where events result from interpreting trace records. Depending
on the rule type, by applying rules to trace records, internal events m a y or m a y not
result, generally the former. Consequently, internal trace data consists of collections
of events, ordered according to partially ordered logical clocks or physical time. The
characteristics of events are directly inherited from the parent interpretation rules,
and include a n a m e as extracted from the required rule field Targets, fields as
extracted from other required rulefields,and collections of zero or more concepts
and raw data values (the latter due to RetainData statements) as determined by
the content of action blocks.
Concepts and associated data can also be unified. For example, pairs of matching
begin and end concepts can be represented as single concepts at the time of their
conclusion, in which case theirfieldswould be inherited from both contributors.
Even so, it is expected that for analysis, it m a y sometimes be preferable to search
on distinct begin and end concepts.
Internal events are divided into four categories. These categories, and the rules
resulting in events belonging to each category, are described in table 3. O f the
event categories, only In and InOut events are expected to be useful for programmer
specific analysis.
Table 3: Summary of the four internal event categories that can be used to internally
represent trace data interpreted via trace specifications.

Event category Usage
In
These are events for which an In rule has occurred, but no subsequent Out
or OutError rule has occurred. In rules and Out rules are matched on a
per-process basis.
InOut
These events correspond to matched In and Out rules, and single InOut rules.
InOut events occur as a result of complete error free invocations of parallel
library routines.
InOutError
These events correspond to matching In and OutError rules, or single
InOutError rules. InOutError events correspond to erroneous parallel library routine calls.
Support
These events are created by Support rules, and do not directly correspond
to parallel library invocations, but are instead side effects of parallel library
routine invocations.

Under the described internal representation of interpreted trace data, little trace
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information is lost or discarded — only data relating to the use of temporary rules
is lost. In all other cases internal events are created that are able to contain all
original trace record data, plus additional data not least of which is in the form of
concepts. This system allows debuggers to reason logically about well understood
message passing concepts that are encapsulated in events with well understood fields
such as process identifier numbers and time. This internal representation system
also allows physical trace data to be reasoned with logically, as supported by other
components of the behavioural debugging framework.

5.3 Summary
With the ability to aid both correctness and performance debugging, trace data is
an important parallel programming asset. A s demonstrated in chapter 4 by D E P I C T , trace data provides a convenient conduit for the analysis of parallel program
behaviour, a benefit of focusing on parallel library interactions.
Trace data forms the foundation of the behavioural debugging framework. Contractual and behavioural debugging operates by allowing programmers to specify
and investigate the behaviour of parallel programs based on expected and observed
interactions with the parallel library. Investigation of parallel program behaviour
is directly related to the routines and functionality provided by the underlying
message passing library.
T h e research presented in this chapter supports trace dependent debugging in two
ways. Firstly, tracempi supports the generation of trace data sufficient for the task
of detailed program behaviour analysis. All M P I 1.2 routines are traced, short of
message buffer contents being tracked all function parameters are fully logged, and
care has been taken to ensure consistent and correct trace data generation even
under adverse conditions, an especially important correctness debugging consideration. For practical reasons, tracempi is also designed with respect to a set of trace
library requirements, m a n y of which are applicable to both correctness and performance debugging. In conformance with the important criteria offlexibletrace
format, tracempi also employs X M L and is associated with an X M L Schema definition. With the advent of X M L and its increasing acceptance as a standard form
of representing m a n y types of data, it is the logical choice to use as the format for
parallel program trace data.
Trace specifications are the second significant contribution that supports the trace
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dependent nature of the behavioural debugging framework. Trace specifications
allow trace data from a variety of sources to be interpreted and internally stored
in a c o m m o n format. Trace specifications allow the framework to be generic and
independent of specific message passing libraries and trace data formats, although
the requirement holds true that trace libraries must be able to log sufficient trace
data reliably, as tracempi does. T h e general nature of trace specifications help
to show the applicability of this debugging approach to environments beyond just
M P I and P V M . More importantly, although developers implementing the debugging
approach are free to bypass trace specifications, they facilitate support for multiple
trace formats.
T h e identification of core message passing concepts has m a d e trace specifications
viable. Although the core message passing concepts are an abstraction, they simplify the task of coding debuggers by limiting debugger attention to aspects that
fundamentally define message passing parallel programs. Importantly, the core message passing concepts are an encapsulation of the message passing parallel program
actions that influence parallel state information.
T h e trace specifications presented here are well suited to the behavioural debugging
framework discussed in this thesis. Virtually no relevant data is lost in the interpretation process, allowing programmers to continue to reason about most aspects
of program behaviour. Despite the fact that the core message passing concepts are
an abstraction of a wider range of specific message passing behaviours, concepts are
always associated with parent trace events, which has important consequences. For
example, consider a SendBegin concept associated with the M P I routine MPI_Ssend
— although the concept itself is an abstraction of the send operation, the relationship with the generating message passing library send routine is maintained.
Trace specifications are not the only method of accepting trace data, and for some
debuggers it m a y be more important to sacrifice extensibility andflexibilityfor
the advantages offered by focusing on a single trace format. T h e trace specification mechanism adopted in this chapter is also only one of a number of possible
interpretation approaches, but as described is well suited to the correctness-based
approach used in this thesis. To handle tasks such as performance-based debugging,
additional extensions m a y be required, particularly considering the logical nature
of the underlying concepts and interpreted trace structure.
Trace specifications allow trace data to be defined independent of trace format
and message passing library characteristics. W h a t trace specifications do not do
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is specify h o w underlying trace data should be parsed —

DATA

this task is left to the

debugger. A s a result, the definition of a means of specifying trace data formats
would represent a significant extension to the generality of the current debugging
approach. These specifications, or trace parsing specifications, would enable debuggers to parse trace data regardless of format, whether binary or text, in preparation
for using trace specifications. The variety of existing trace data formats will complicate the development of a comprehensive grammar for trace parsing specifications.

Chapter 6
Obtaining Topology Knowledge
T h e

ability to exploit logical process topology knowledge during debugging is

the premise on which this thesis is based. Topology knowledge enables several
debugging possibilities, including the ability to automatically identify misdirected
communications, and the ability to correctly portray inter-process communication
relationships using topology-consistent visualisations. Importantly, topology knowledge also allows us to concisely relate process behaviours, which serve as the basis
for the behavioural analysis techniques introduced in chapter 7.
Despite the advantages offered by topology-based debugging, and despite the fact
that most parallel programs employ some form of process topology, topology-based
debuggers are rare. For example, for the two most popular message passing environments, M P I and P V M , no true topology-based debuggers have been developed.
This lack partly stems from inadequate topology support at the library level. Rather
than being able to cleanly employ topology knowledge via message passing library
function calls and logical constants, in most cases programmers are forced to explicitly encode topology knowledge using standard programming constructs. As a
result, trace libraries fail to reflect topology knowledge in any way. T h e consequences of this have already been mentioned with respect to D E P I C T in chapter 4:
topology-based debuggers are faced with the additional task of topology identification, where numerically labelled processes need to be correctly mapped to logical
topology coordinates, preferably with only minimal programmer guidance. D E P I C T also exposed the need for effective,flexibleapproaches to handling different
process topologies.
This chapter addresses the task of acquiring and representing logical process topology knowledge. Firstly, in section 6.1, aflexiblegrammar is introduced for specifying
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process topologies with varying levels of regularity and associated logical textual
identifiers. Secondly, in section 6.2, the feasibility of topology identification under adverse conditions is demonstrated. A s u m m a r y of the chapter is presented in
section 6.3.
A s indicated in figure 27, the ability to reason with and integrate topology knowledge into the debugging process forms the second major component of the behavioural debugging framework employed by this thesis.
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Figure 27: S u m m a r y of the aspects of the behavioural debugging framework that
relate to obtaining topology knowledge. The remainder of the framework is dependent
on the ability to represent and integrate topology knowledge with trace data.

6.1

Topology Specifications

In order to be successful, topology-based debuggers must be able to address a
wide variety of logical process topologies. The m o m e n t a topology-based debugger
is unable to handle a given topology is the m o m e n t it becomes of no use to the
programmer. Flexibility is essential, and although embedding topology knowledge
promises convenience and efficiency, experience with D E P I C T suggests that doing
so is inflexible and impractical given the potentially limitless number of topology
variations. The task of predicting exact programmer requirements is complicated
by the fact that programmers frequently apply irregular yet definable characteristics to otherwise regular process topologies. Given the impracticality of embedding
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topology knowledge, it is necessary to support programmer-defined topology definitions. This can be achieved by employing the topology specification approach [76]
presented in this section.
Topology specifications are discussed in several parts. Discussionfirstfocuses on
the primary features offered by topology specifications. This is followed by example
topology specifications and an overview of the topology specification grammar. T h e
relationship between topology specifications and the need for topology identification
(introduced in detail in section 6.2) is then discussed, which is followed by an
indication of other potential topology specification applications.

6.1.1 Topology Specification Features
Although loosely based on the topology definition grammar adopted by the virtual process topology environment (see section 2.4.4), at some cost in complexity,
topology specifications operate differently and feature several important advantages,
most notably the ability to incorporate a large degree of irregularity. For example, the addition of irregular topology characteristics such as "master" processes
to otherwise regular topology definitions is straightforward. Indeed, there is no requirement that topologies exhibit any regular characteristics whatsoever. T h e need
to handle irregular process topologies is identified in section 2.3.1.
Topology specifications are also able to associate more than one logical n a m e to any
individual physical communication channel. B y default all communication channels
are labelled numerically by destination process identifiers. Beyond this, topology
specifications allow more meaningful labels to be added to communication channels,
with no restriction on the number of labels attached to each link. This allows for
the fact that any single link can be employed under different logical circumstances.
T h e ability to reuse topology specifications as sub-topologies in different topology
specifications is another important feature that improves topology reuse and eases
topology specification writing. This facility is primarily intended to facilitate the extension of otherwise regular or standard topologies in small ways without requiring
the complete redefinition of the original topologies. W h e r e necessary sub-topologies
can be nested and extended to any degree of complexity.
T h e final significant topology specifications characteristic is the facility for specifying visual process arrangements for debugging and visualisation purposes. Topology
specifications allow process placements to be specified with respect to one-, two-,
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and three-dimensional coordinate systems. No bounds are placed on the numerical
coordinate values processes can assume in each system. Instead, it is expected that
debuggers will determine bounding boxes on thefly,and perform scaling dynamically.
Topology specifications do not allow the placement of processes with respect to
sub-topology processes to be specified. Instead, programmers are expected to be
able to manually manipulate entire sub-topologies as single entities, placing them
with respect to each other and individually scaling them as necessary —

this is

simpler than requiring programmers to specify process placements for all processes,
including sub-topologies. Sub-topologies can also be treated as visual units of abstraction, where programmers m a y wish to hide the display of processes belonging
to sub-topologies in order to better focus on other process behaviours.

6.1.2

Topology Specification Examples and Grammar
Overview

Figures 28 and 29 present example topology specifications that illustrate the features
described in section 6.1.1. Figure 28 is a simple mesh topology specification, and
figure 29 reuses the mesh topology definition by adding a single "master process,"
thereby resulting in the "master-mesh" topology. Figure 29 is accompanied by a
3 x 3 instance of the master-mesh topology.
The ability to handle irregular process topologies is clearly demonstrated with the
master-mesh topology. T h e master-mesh topology specification also demonstrates
topology re-use by employing the SubTopology keyword, where for this example
the mesh sub-topology employs the necessary number of processes beginning with
process 1 (topology specifications work with numerical labels commencing from 0
— see section 6.1.3).
Specifying visual process arrangements is demonstrated by the simple mesh topology using the keyword 2dPlace. Here, all processes labelled M(r,c) are naturally
mapped to the coordinates (c ,r) on the two-dimensional plane. It is the debugger's
responsibility to determine the corresponding bounding boxes. T o highlight this,
an equivalent mapping to the two-dimensional plane can be achieved by specifying
the coordinates as (Div(c,2) ,Div(r,2)) (where Div is the division operator) —
the relative positioning between processes remains identical.
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<Topology name="Mesh" dims="Row,Col" size="Mult(Row,Col)">
<Constraint cond="GtEq(Row,1)"/>
<Constraint cond="GtEq(Col,1)"/>
<SizeEffect dim="Row" effect="increases"/>
<SizeEffect dim="Col" effect="increases"/>
<Enumerator>
<Enum name="r" from="0" to="Row"/>
<Enum name="c" from="0" to=nCol'7>
<Label name=MM(r,c)" proc="Add(Mult(r,Col),c)"/>
</Enumerator>
<Channel name="EAST" proc="M(r,c)" neigh="M(r,Add(c,l))"
where="Lt(Add(c,l),Col)"/>
<Channel name="WEST" proc="M(r,c)" neigh="M(r,Sub(c,1))"
where="GtEq(Sub(c,1) ,0)"/>
<Channel name="NORTH" proc="M(r,c)" neigh="M(Sub(r,1),c)"
where="GtEq(Sub(r,1) ,0)"/>
<Channel name="S0UTHM proc="M(r,c)" neigh="M(Add(r,1),c)"
where=MLt(Add(r,l),Row)"/>
<Group name="R0W" procs="ExpandList({ M(r,c) }, c, 0, Col)"/>
<Group name="C0LM procs="ExpandList(-[ M(r,c) }, r, 0, Row)"/>
<2dPlace proc="M(r,c)" x="c" y="r"/>
</Topology>
Figure 28: Example topology specification for the mesh. The topology specification
for the mesh defines two input dimensions, Row and Col, which correspond to the
number of rows and columns respectively in resultant topology instances.

Also note that channel and group labelling is always performed in the context of individual processes. For example, the column of processes in the master-mesh topology that communicate with the master do so using the label T0_MASTER, whereas
the master communicates back using the labels T0_SLAVE(0) ... TCLSLAVE(r-l),
where r is the number of rows. Names for outgoing channels need not match the
names of corresponding incoming channels.
A summary of topology specification keywords and their usage is presented in table 4. The full topology specification grammar is presented in appendix B. Example
topology specifications for c o m m o n process topologies are presented in appendix E.
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<Import file="Mesh.top'7>
<Topology name="MasterMesh" dims="Row,Col" size="Add(l,Mult(Row,Col))">
Constraint cond="GtEq(Row,1)"/>
<Constraint cond="GtEq(Col,1)"/>
<SizeEffect dim="Row" effect="increases"/>
<SizeEffect dim="Col" effect="increases"/>
<Label name="MASTER_PR0C" proc="0"/>
<SubTopology name="SubMesh" start="l" sub_topo="Mesh(Row,Col)"/>
<Channel name="TO.MASTER"
proc="SubMesh.M(*,0)" neigh="MASTER_PR0C'7>
neigh="SubMesh.M(r,0)"/>
<Channel name="TO_SLAVE(r)" proc="MASTER_PROC"
<2dPlace proc="0" x="0" y="0'7>
</Topology>
(a) The master-mesh topology specification.

(b) A 3 x 3 instance of the master-mesh topology specification
(MasterMesh(3,3)). Mesh nodes are labelled MT>C, where r is the
row number, and c is the column number. For brevity, the master
node is labelled MM, although technically the specification uses the

label MASTER.PROC.

Figure 29: Example topology specification for the master-mesh, and a 3 x 3 instance
of the master-mesh. Like the mesh topology specification of figure 28, the mastermesh topology specification defines master-mesh topologies in terms of the two input
dimensions, Row and Col.
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Table 4: S u m m a r y of topology specification keywords and their usage.

Keyword
Import
Topology
Constraint
SizeEf f ect
Constant
Enumerator

Label
SubTopology
Channel

Group
ldPlace

2dPlace
3dPlace

6.1.3

Usage
Indicates anotherfilewhich contains relevant topology definitions.
Starts a topology definition, with specified name, dimensions, and size.
Indicates the numeric range of values for which dimensions are valid.
Indicates the effect increasing topology dimensions has on topology size.
Associates an identifier with a fixed value.
Allows a range of values to be associated with identifiers using Enum, where all
subsequent lines within the scope of the Enumerator with matching identifiers
are expanded into multiple lines, each with an instance of one of the values.
Associates process identifiers with topology labels that must be unique on a
process-by-process basis.
Instantiates a sub-topology, which sets process labels and channels for a range
of processes starting from a given process.
Conditionally assigns descriptive labels to unidirectional communication channels. N o two channels of the same n a m e are allowed to both leave or both
enter the same process.
Assigns descriptive labels to groups of processes. N o process should belong to
two different groups with identical labels.
Associates processes with one-dimensional coordinates, for visualisation purposes. N o restrictions are placed on coordinate values. Instead, debuggers
can derive bounding boxes and scale coordinates as necessary. Sub-topologies
are assigned their o w n bounding boxes by the debugger. Programmers are
expected to be able to graphically manipulate bounding boxes as required.
A s ldPlace, except in two dimensions.
A s ldPlace, except in three dimensions.

Topology Specification Relation to Topology Identification

A n important characteristic of topology specifications is the explicit association
m a d e between numeric task identifiers (labelled from 0) and logical process descriptors. T h e numbering system for numeric task identifies immediately follows
on from trace specifications, where processes are associated with numeric identifiers
likewise commencing from 0. There are two important consequences of this system.
Firstly, it capitalises on the fact that programmers are usually familiar with the
concept of process identifiers, which serves to m a k e the task of logically associating
numerically labelled processes with topology coordinates easier. Secondly, it follows the M P I model of using numerical processes rank values that increment from
0. Therefore, for M P I programs that employ MPI_C0MM_W0RLD communicator rank
values naturally, the task of mapping process identifiers to topology coordinates, or
topology identification, is often explicit by default. Other numerical task labelling
models, such as P V M ' s , can cause a need for more involved topology identification
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techniques.
Topology specifications also include mechanisms to explicitly describe valid dimension values and the relationship between dimension values and topology size. This
is demonstrated infigures28 and 29 of section 6.1.2 with the use of the Constraint
and SizeEffect keywords, and the size attribute of the Topology keyword. In doing so, exact topology dimensions are not required by debuggers that employ topology identification techniques. Instead, debuggers can efficiently construct sets of
candidate topology dimensions that result in the requisite number of processes. D e buggers can correlate candidate expected topology communications with observed
communication patterns, the results of which can be used to deduce actual topology dimensions — this process m a y include requiring programmers to resolve exact
topology dimensions from a small subset of choices. Without advanced knowledge
of the effects of altering topology dimension values, debuggers are forced to guess
candidate dimension values.
Topology identification issues are addressed in detail in section 6.2.

6.1.4 Other Applications of Topology Specifications
Beyond allowing debuggers to exploit topology knowledge, topology specifications
can also be used to provideflexibleprocess topology support at the source code level.
Although a similar scheme is already implemented by the virtual process topology
environment (section 2.4.4), topology specifications can be introduced at a librarybased level without the need for additional topology server processes. Topology
specifications already have other clear advantages over the specification language
employed by the virtual process topology environment, not least of which is the
ability to handle irregularity.
A consequent benefit of introducing topology support at the source code level is the
ability to explicitly integrate topology knowledge with existing trace libraries. B y
doing so, the task of topology identification could be rendered redundant.

6.2 Topology Identification
Existing message passing libraries, including MPI and PVM, fail to provide adequate topology support. A s a result, trace data likewise fails to employ topology
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related constructs. Processes are numerically labelled instead of being directly labelled using logical topology constants. Given that numerical labels by themselves
are inadequate for topology-based debugging, it becomes necessary for debuggers
to manually incorporate topology knowledge; arbitrary numerical values must be
replaced by logical topology constants. However, this task of topology identification
is complicated by the fact that the relationship between numerical identifiers and
their corresponding logical values is not always k n o w n a priori — there is no guarantee that numerical identifiers will be employed by programmers in a consistent,
predictable fashion.
Although w e can define a wide variety of process relationships using topology specifications, w e must also be able to identify topologies when process identifiers do
not m a p naturally to the underlying topology. Given input trace data, this can be
achieved by building up, post-mortem, adjacency matrices of communication events.
Each adjacency matrix represents a weighted, directed communication graph; nodes
identify individual tasks, and edges represent message passing. N o w the problem
is to identify the topology of the graph represented by the adjacency matrix. To
ease this problem, the weighted, directed graph, can be reduced into an unweighted,
undirected version, such that edges identify processes that have ever communicated.
Topology identification is complicated by the fact that adjacency matrices often represent incorrect topologies; an adjacency matrix directly reflects any communication
errors. Correctly identifying topologies reflecting errors without explicit information can be difficult. In fact, for degenerate cases, the problem is NP-complete:
unless P = N P , identifying topologies can require exponential time with respect to
the number of processes. Fortunately, degenerate cases are rare in practice.
T o demonstrate the feasibility of identifying process topologies under varying circumstances, three related generic topology identification algorithms were developed
and investigated [77]. A s base cases, perfectly regular (when uncorrupt) topologies
were used during testing. Results suggest that for varying levels of corruption, determining the ring, mesh, and hypercube topologies is tractable, whereas the torus
and butterfly topologies are more difficult.
Topology identification is discussed in several parts. A general approach to topology
identification, and several complicating factors, is first introduced. This is followed
by a description of the three algorithms, and a subsequent description of the test
topologies. Test results are then presented, and their consequences discussed.
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6.2.1 Identifying Unknown Graph Topologies

In environments without explicit topology information, to develop a topology-based
debugger necessitates the need for a topology recognition scheme. This requires
knowledge of existing topologies. Let the set of topologies (represented as graphs)
T denote the topologies known by the debugger, and let G be the graph that
represents the topology of the unknown program.
In the absence of errors, the problem reduces tofindingthe graph H e T that is
identical to the graph G. In other words, to find the graph H that is isomorphic to
G; two graphs are isomorphic if and only if there exists a 1-1 mapping between the
vertices of the two graphs such that pairs of adjacent vertices in one graph are only
mapped to pairs of adjacent vertices in the other. Naively, this can be achieved by
considering every graph in T until one isomorphic to G is found.
In practice, allowance must be m a d e for the presence of errors in the graph H.
For example, H m a y represent a mesh with several edges missing; the ability to
identify corrupt topologies is required. T h e concept of the distance between two
graphs addresses this requirement. Let the distance between two graphs G and H
be represented by d{G,H),

where d{G,H)

> 0. Larger graph distances suggest

greater structural differences.
To identify the topology of a graph G, the required task is to find the graph H € T
such that d(G, H) is minimised. In doing so, the known topology that is closest
to the unknown graph (that is, has the smallest distance to the unknown graph)
is identified as being the executed program's intended topology. This compels the
need for an effective distance measure.
A number of distance measures exist, including the edge rotation distance [32, 48],
the edge shift distance [85], the edge move distance [14], and others [30, 31]. For
topology identification, a suitably robust distance measure is defined by Balaz et
al. [8] and Johnson [84]. Balaz et al. describe this measure using maximal c o m m o n
subgraphs. A graph G' is a subgraph of G, G' C G, if it can be obtained by deleting
subsets of G's vertices and edges. W e say that G' C G is a c o m m o n subgraph of G
and H when there exists a subgraph H' C H such that G' is isomorphic to H'. A
maximal c o m m o n subgraph of a pair of graphs is a c o m m o n subgraph that includes
the largest possible number of edges.
The distance d(G, H) is defined as the number of edges that cannot be matched
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in the construction of the maximal c o m m o n subgraph of G and H, plus the difference in the number of nodes between the two graphs. It can be shown that this
distance measure is a metric by proving the properties of positive semi-definiteness,
symmetry, and the triangular inequality.
The distance d(G, H) can be restated by considering a distinct mapping between
the vertices of G and H where the number of pairs of adjacent vertices in one graph
that are mapped to non-adjacent pairs of vertices in the other is minimised. The
number of unmatched edges in such a mapping, plus the difference in the number
of vertices, is also the distance d(G, H). This distance measure is effectively an edit
distance between two graphs; the distance d(G, H) is the number of edit operations
required to transform G to H (or vice versa), where edit operations are defined in
terms of inserting and deleting nodes and edges.
This distance measure is appropriate since it provides an absolute measure on the
number of manipulations required to transform a corrupt topology into a correct
topology. The measure is both simple, and its value cannot change dramatically
in the presence of relatively small structural changes. As an example, the distance
between the two graphs in figure 30 is three, two for the unmatched edges, plus one
for the difference in the number of nodes.

Figure 30: A pair of graphs with distance three, as caused by the absence of Pz and
its two incident edges in the second graph.

Furthermore, a mapping that minimises the number of mismatched edges describes
h o w the vertices of the unknown graph G correspond to the uncorrupt, closest topology H eT. Unfortunately, the maximal c o m m o n subgraph problem is well known
to be NP-complete. Unless it is proven that P = N P , exhaustive procedures that
identify maximal c o m m o n subgraphs require, in the general case, exponential time
in the size of the problem. Given exponential time requirements are impractical,
the use of non-exhaustive, potentially inaccurate, approaches are required.
In the next section, three polynomial time algorithms are described, none of which
use topology specific information when calculating graph distances. Test results
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suggest the feasibility of topology identification in the absence of explicit information.

6.2.2 Topology Identification Algorithms
When a programmer resorts to a debugger to assist in the development of a program,
any delays are expected to be minimal. If the programmer perceives delays as
being unreasonably long, then they are likely to cease using the debugger. W i t h
respect to identifying the topology of a parallel program, it is essential to use fast,
polynomial time algorithms whose ability to identify topologies is acceptable. Given
that identifying the m i n i m u m distance between two arbitrary graphs is NP-hard,
this task is not expected to be trivial.
Three related polynomial time algorithms that attempt to determine the m i n i m u m
distance between a pair of graphs are presented here. These algorithms are generic
in that they use no topology specific information, and as a partial consequence
of this, they are not always successful; for example, results indicate that for the
butterfly, they always fail tofindthe correct distance. However, embedding topology
knowledge is not feasible for the same reasons identified earlier in section 6.1. For
reasons offlexibilityit is instead important to be able to derive topology knowledge
from topology specifications. Developing topology specific identification algorithms
to address the shortcomings of the current generic algorithms should be dismissed in
favour of improving the present algorithms, the potential of which is demonstrated
by their success on several other topologies, in particular the hypercube. Result are
discussed in section 6.2.4.
In addition to the following polynomial time algorithms, simulated annealing and
tabu search approaches were also investigated, with preliminary tests requiring running times in excess often minutes for a single pair of (over 100 node) graphs. Unless
further research reduces these times, these approaches are too slow for debugging
purposes.
Rather than trying to find the distance between two graphs by logically trying to
find the maximal c o m m o n subgraph, the polynomial time algorithms approach the
problem by trying tofinda mapping from the unknown graph to the known topology
that minimises the number of mismatched edges. Each of the three polynomial time
algorithms proceed using the same fundamental steps.
Given the pre-labelled topology H (labelled {0 ... n - 1}, where n is the number of
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vertices), and the unlabelled graph G, each algorithm m a p s the vertices of G to H
one at a time. This is achieved by labelling the vertices of G {0... n — 1}, in that
order; vertices of the two graphs that are identically labelled are considered to be
m a p p e d to one another. Every time a vertex of G is about to be labelled with the
next label i, a list L of candidate vertices (drawn from the unlabelled vertices of G)
is generated. The vertex to be labelled i is drawn randomly from L. The distance
is then taken to be the sum of all pairs of adjacent vertices in G that are mapped
to pairs of non-adjacent vertices in H, plus any difference in the number of nodes.
Note that as input to each algorithm, the graph H is pre-labelled. The logic for this
is the expectation that mapping the nodes of G to H in an order consistent with
H's natural topology-based ordering is likely to improve the frequency of correct
distances being determined. Section 6.2.3 specifies h o w each of the test topologies
are pre-labelled. For implementation purposes, to achieve a pre-labelled graph
it is only necessary for the graph to be presented to the program in the correct
vertex order, which rules out the need for coding specific topology information. If
node labelling cannot be pre-generated (such as with two unknown graphs), then H
should be labelled such that the subgraph induced by any set of vertices {0 ... m - 1 } ,
where m < n, is connected (where possible). A subgraph induced by a set of vertices
V

C V is the graph consisting of V, where those vertices connected by edges in

the original graph are connected in the induced subgraph. A connected graph is
simply one where there exists a path between all distinct pairs of vertices.
The three algorithms differ in h o w the list L is generated.

The Minimise Mismatch Algorithm (MIN)
Each time a vertex in G is labelled, the MIN algorithm minimises the number
of mismatched edges between the two subgraphs induced by the mapped vertices.
This is achieved by, at each step, generating the list L such that it contains only
those vertices that cause the least increase in unmatched edges between the mapped
vertices.

The Improved Minimise Mismatch Algorithm (I-MIN)
The MIN algorithm is relatively naive; it is always the case that the vertex labelled
1 in G is randomly chosen from all the vertices of G. This happens since a subgraph
consisting of one vertex has zero edges; therefore, there can only be zero unmatched
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edges after the veryfirstlabelling.
I-MIN uses a more intelligent scheme by realising that if vertices of differing degrees
are m a p p e d to one another, then eventually a number of unmatched edges must be
introduced. I-MIN tries to avoid this by pruning the list L. Initially L is generated
identically to M I N . L is then pruned such that the difference in degree of those
vertices in L to the target degree in H is minimised.

The Different Improved Minimise Mismatch Algorithm (DI-MIN)
Like the I-MIN algorithm, the DI-MIN algorithm initially generates L in the same
way M I N does. However, D I - M I N prunes L by considering not the degree of the
vertices that could be mapped to one another, but by considering the degrees of
neighbouring vertices.
Consider the case where the label i is about to be assigned to a vertex of G, and
L has been generated as per the M I N algorithm. Let H' be the subgraph induced
by the vertices labelled {i... n} of H, and let G' be the subgraph induced by
the unlabelled vertices of G. Let s denote the s u m of the degrees of the vertices
neighbouring the vertex i G H'. The unlabelled vertices of G that are kept in L
are those vertices whose sums of neighbouring degrees in G' are as close to s as
possible.
Instead of minimising the immediate difference in degrees, D I - M I N minimises the
difference between the sums of the degrees of neighbouring nodes.

6.2.3 Topology Identification Test Topologies
The algorithms of section 6.2.2 have been tested on five common topologies: the
128 node ring, the 11 x 11 mesh (121 nodes), the 11 x 11 torus (121 nodes), the
4-dimensional butterfly (80 nodes), and the 7-dimensional hypercube (128 nodes).
In each case only the traditional perfectly regular versions of these topologies are
investigated. T h e purpose of this section is to briefly describe each topology, and
to specify their pre-labelling.
Most of these topologies, together with examples of their use, are described by
Leighton [119]. Topology specifications for each of these topologies also appear in
appendix E.
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The Ring
The n nodes of an n-node ring, {0... n — 1}, were pre-labelled such that a vertex
v is connected to vertices v + 1 and v — 1, with circular wraparound.

The Two-dimensional Mesh
In the tests, the vertices of an n x m mesh, where n > 1 and m > 1, were labelled
first by row number, and then by column number. Specifically, a vertex aij, with
row number i and column number j, is pre-labelled i x m + j, where 0 < i < n and

0 < j < m.
The Torus
As the torus is identical to the mesh with the exception that wraparound links are
present, it was also pre-labelledfirstby row number, and then by column number.

The Butterfly
A r-dimensional butterfly consists of (r + l)2r nodes, with r2r+1 edges. Every node
of a butterfly is identified by a level number i, and a row number w, where each
row is represented as a r-bit binary number. There are 2 r rows, and r +1 levels in a
butterfly. For two nodes to be connected, their levels must differ by one, and they
must either occupy the same row, or their row numbers must differ in precisely the
i'th bit.
The butterfly was pre-labelledfirstby row number, and then by level number.
Assuming rows are numbered 1... T, and levels are numbered 0 ... r, a node of row
w and level i was labelled (w — 1) x (r + 1) + i.

The Hypercube
A r-dimensional hypercube consists of 2r nodes, and r2r_1 edges. Each node of a
hypercube is represented by a r-bit binary string. A pair of nodes are connected if
and only if their binary strings differ in exactly one bit. Thus each node is connected
to r other nodes.
Hypercube nodes were pre-labelled according to the r-bit binary strings.
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6.2.4 Topology Identification Tests
The algorithms of section 6.2.2 have been tested on a number of corrupt and uncorrupt topologies. Although the algorithms are generic in that they use no topology
specific information, they exhibit acceptable performance on the ring, mesh, and
especially the hypercube topologies. Results demonstrating both the feasibility and
challenging nature of topology identification for a number of cases are presented in
this section.

Test Graphs and Methodology
Artificially corrupted graphs were deliberately used for testing. By using synthetic
corruption, the creation of a variety of similarly corrupt graphs is simple, a degree
of control over corruption type is afforded, and it is trivial to track an accurate
upper bound on distance.
Three types of corruption were considered: edge deletion, edge insertion, and node
deletion. In the tests, these types of corruption were performed randomly. For
example, edges that were deleted were deleted randomly. This does not typically
reflect the corruption w e expect to find in real problems; real problems are far more
likely to exhibit regular errors than random ones. T h e detection of structured errors
is expected to be easier than detecting random errors. Also note that the deletion
of nodes represents a severe form of corruption that is expected to be very rare,
and any successful topology identifications in spite of this form of corruption can
be viewed positively.
In the presence of increasing degrees of corruption, graphs are increasingly likely
to cease resembling their original topologies. If this happens, no distance measure
is likely to help identify the correct topology. However, in m a n y respects it is
likely that the presence of small numbers of errors, such as the misdirection of a
single message, are more difficult for programmers to recognise, especially since they
are more likely to pass unnoticed — obvious errors tend to have obvious causes,
whereas subtle errors tend to have subtle causes. With this in mind, tests were not
performed on graphs with excessive quantities of corruption; tests were performed
on increasingly corrupt graphs to see h o w well the algorithms hold u p in the presence
of increasing numbers of errors.
For each of the topologies identified in section 6.2.3, tested graph corruption types
included:
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• an uncorrupt type,
• 20 corruption types where between one and 20 edges were deleted,
• 20 corruption types where between one and 20 edges were inserted, and
• five corruption types where between one and five nodes were deleted.

There were five instances for each of these corruption types.
The algorithms compared all graph instances against their correct respective topologies. Each algorithm was executed 100 times on each instance. The results across
allfivegraph instances for any single corruption type have been averaged. Consequently, each data point observed in the following section represents an average of
500 runs.
All algorithms were coded in the C programming language, where the nauty package [127] was used for graph manipulation. Tests were performed on an Intel Celeron
300 M H z running the Linux operating system.

Topology Identification Test Results
Results are referred to in terms of algorithm accuracy, where for the purposes of
this thesis, an algorithm's accuracy (as a percentage) represents the likelihood that
for a single execution of the algorithm, the correct distance between a given pair
of graphs is returned. The accuracy of algorithms varies depending on topology
and the corruption present. A non-zero accuracy for some pair of graphs implies an
algorithm could be run repeatedly until a correct result is found. For example, if an
algorithm's accuracy for a pair of graphs is 1 0 % , then executing that algorithm 50
times results in 99.5% probability that the correct distance is identified at least once.
It is important to realise that although on average an algorithm m a y typically have
a non-zero accuracy for a particular corruption type, it is possible for particular
instances of that corruption type to cause an algorithm to always fail; specific
examples can cause accuracies to drop to 0%. Nonetheless, the accuracy measure
is useful for gauging average algorithm effectiveness.
None of the algorithms required much C P U time; for the test instances, the average
execution time never exceeded 0.1 seconds. Execution times are summarised in
table 5. Times are in C P U seconds, and exclude the time required to input the test
graphs. Selected results are plotted infigure31.
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Topology
128 node Ring
11 x 11 Mesh
11 x 11 Torus
4-dimensional Butterfly
7-dimensional Hypercube

MIN
0.083
0.071
0.071
0.021
0.084

I-MIN
0.087
0.075
0.075
0.023
0.089
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DI-MIN
0.100
0.081
0.080
0.027
0.091

Table 5: Average execution times (in C P U seconds) for the three topology identification algorithms on several different test topologies. These values exclude the time
that was required to read the test topologies.

The first apparent observation is that for the tested topologies, at some cost in speed
the I-MIN and D I - M I N algorithms were more accurate than the M I N algorithm.
Moreover, the hypercube topology is the only one for which M I N performed well
in the presence of corruption (seefigure31 (c) and (d)). T h e ring is the only other
topology for which M I N had a non-zero accuracy; with no corruption, it was 1 0 0 %
accurate, but the presence of as few as two errors (such as two edge deletions) was
sufficient to drop the accuracy to 0%. Given the the initial randomness of M I N ,
these results are unsurprising.
Excluding the hypercube and ring topologies, all algorithms exhibited an accuracy
of 0 % in the presence of node deletion. For the ring topology, only the I-MIN
algorithm demonstrated any degree of performance when nodes were deleted, and
even then the accuracy was typically below 1 0 % . O n the hypercube with node
deletion corruption, the DI-MIN algorithm maintained the highest accuracy (see
figure 31 (d)); after the deletion of four nodes, and 27 incident edges, the accuracy
was 9.6%.

A t this point it is clear that the algorithms perform poorly in the

presence of node deletion. This can be understood by realising that not only are
nodes removed, but multiple incident edges are also removed, with a consequent
impact on topology structure.
Even in the presence of edge deletion or insertion, the accuracy of I-MIN and DIM I N were relatively high against the 11 x 11 square mesh, the 128 node ring, and
the 7-dimensional hypercube. Figure 31 (a), (b), and (c) shows the results on
each of these graphs in the presence of edge insertion; results for edge deletion
were comparable. There was no substantial difference between the performance
of I-MIN and DI-MIN; I-MIN appears marginally more accurate on the ring, and
D I - M I N more accurate on the hypercube. For the ring and mesh, the accuracy
of I-MIN and DI-MIN fell below 1 0 % after the insertion of eight random edges.
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11 x 11 Grid - Performance under edge insertion corruption

128 node King - Performance under edge insertion corruption
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(a) T h e ring topology with edge insertion
corruption.
7-dimensional Hypercube - Performance under edge insertion corruption
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(b) T h e mesh topology with edge insertion
corruption.
7-dimensional hypercube - Performance under node deletion corruption
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(c) T h e hypercube topology with edge insertion corruption.
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(d) T h e hypercube topology with edge
deletion corruption.

Figure 31: Performance of the topology identification algorithms on some of the
corrupted test topologies.

Performance on the hypercube was significantly better; even after the addition of
20 erroneous edges, an accuracy of over 9 0 % was maintained. This implies that
executing, for example, the DI-MIN algorithmfivetimes to compare a pre-labelled
uncorrupt 7-dimensional hypercube to the same hypercube with 20 corrupt edges is
sufficient for there to only be a 0.001% chance of failing to find a correct mapping
between the two graphs.
Unfortunately, performance was poor for both the torus and butterfly topologies.
Only the D I - M I N algorithm ever succeeded with the torus, and even then, after
the insertion of only three corrupt edges, the accuracy was as little as 2.6%. N o
algorithm ever succeeded on the 4-dimensional butterfly.
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The varied performance of the algorithms for different topologies can be explained.
In each algorithm, each time a vertex is labelled, it is randomly drawn from a list of
candidate vertices. With some topologies, such as the hypercube, each candidate list
m a y include equally correct choices: no matter which vertex is selected, a correct
mapping is still possible. However, as with the butterfly, the list can include a
number of vertices, of which only relatively few can result in correct mappings; if
at some stage an incorrect vertex is chosen, then the algorithm reports an incorrect
distance.
The tested algorithms were very simple, and incorporate little intelligence and no
backtracking facilities. B y including a small amount of backtracking into the algorithms as they stand, particularly in the early labelling stages, results are expected
to be more consistent and improved. The cost in terms of extra computational time
is expected to be relatively insignificant given the already small computational costs.

6.2.5 Topology Identification Test Results Consequences
At present, topology identification has already been demonstrated as being feasible
for parallel programs utilising meshes, hypercubes, or rings with arbitrary numerical
process labellings. Consider an example where a programmer is designing an algorithm that employs the hypercube topology. A number of problems are appropriate
for the hypercube topology, including image transformations, H o u g h transforms,
template matching, and scalable matrix multiplication algorithms [147]. T h e algorithms presented in this chapter, in particular I-MIN and DI-MIN, are already
sufficient to indicate:

• whether a hypercube is flawless (a correct mapping is found),
• if a hypercube is significantly corrupt (a correct mapping cannot be found),
or
• that the hypercube has several errors (a correct mapping indicates which
ones).

It is essential to realise that no additional work on behalf of the programmer is
required; topology detection can be automated without additional program instrumentation. T h e only input requirements are a list of k n o w n topologies, in the form
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of topology specifications, and trace data, such as tracempi's. T h e known topologies can then be compared to the u n k n o w n topology derived from the trace data,
where the topology with the smallest distance identifies it. Even though not technically required, it is expected that programmers will be able to n a m e topologies in
advance and thereby ease topology identification.
The limiting factor of the presented algorithms is that they are demonstrably unable
to address all topologies, including the torus and butterfly topologies. Consequently,
it is possible that topologies might be misidentified, perhaps in subtle ways, and
programmers subsequently mislead by incorrect information. T h e effect on the
debugging process caused by graphs with distance greater than zero is a subject
requiring further research.
Fortunately, the simplicity of the algorithms leaves room for significant improvements. There are also several other factors to consider, including:
• the investigated tests are for worst case scenarios involving completely arbitrary process mappings —

in practice, w e can expect to be able to exploit

at least some form of natural mapping from process identifiers to topology
coordinates (this is particularly true for M P I programs, where in most cases
w e can expect a direct mapping to already be established), and
• m a n y of the problems with topology identification are due to the regularity of
the test topologies, where initial choices can (misleadingly) seem to be equally
valid — in reality the practice of introducing irregularity into topology definitions should ease topology identification. Irregularities are likely to introduce
general characteristics, such as nodes with different degrees, for which smart
algorithms should be able to exploit in order to reduce the search space. For
example, if a torus topology was extended to include an additional process
connected only to thefirstregular torus process, then that additional process
is distinguished from normal processes by its degree of one, and represents an
exploitable starting position for topology identification.
The described topology identification approach and associated topology identification algorithms demonstrate the feasibility of identifying process topologies under
adverse conditions, although improvements are needed. In addition to seeking improvements to the algorithms themselves, the development of run-time topology
identification techniques are also worth investigating. T h e current post-mortem
techniques are potentially frustrating for long running programs, and are not easily
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applied when run-time debugging is desired. Identifying topologies at run-time can
assist in matters such as observing errors as they occur.

6.3 Summary
The ability to debug a parallel program with topology knowledge, either explicitly
provided or not, is very useful. Topology information can be exploited in identifying communication errors. Topology knowledge also allows for topology-consistent
graphical displays.
T h e ability to obtain and realise topology knowledge is critical to the success of the
remaining components of the behavioural debugging. In this chapter, the ability to
incorporate topology knowledge with topology-based debuggers is addressed in two
ways.
Firstly, realising the need for aflexibleapproach to topology definitions, a gramm a r for topology specifications has been identified. Despite the fact that most text
books discuss process topologies in terms of perfectly regular examples, topology
specifications reflect practical circumstances wherein programmers deliberately introduce irregular characteristics. T h e fact that programmers are not limited to a
small subset of well known topologies further increases the need for topology specifications. O u r ability to embed topology knowledge for a virtually limitless range
of possibilities is clearly impractical.
This chapter also investigated the task of topology identification, where the need
for approaches capable of handling arbitrary numerical process labelling situations
is recognised. T o demonstrate the feasibility of topology identification, an approach
using the concept of distances between graphs has been specified in order to deduce
the topology of a program given a list of known topologies. Although in the worst
case calculating the graph distance is NP-hard, results demonstrate that w h e n considering only small amounts of corruption, the distance problem is tractable. B y
using only simple, generic algorithms, results demonstrate that it is already possible
to identify regular ring, mesh, and hypercube topologies, although more advanced
algorithms are required for the torus and butterfly topologies.
In environments such as M P I and P V M , where topology knowledge is not reflected
in trace data, there is sufficient evidence to suggest that the described approach
of identifying topologies with little explicit knowledge is plausible. Even though
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some topologies are more difficult to identify than others, various avenues for algorithm improvement remain open. Even so, for the popular M P I message passing
environment, topology identification is expected to be straightforward.
Given the number of programs employing topologies with regular characteristics,
and the potential offered by topology-based debugging, the research presented in
this chapter is an important step toward enabling topology-based debuggers.
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Chapter 7
Extracting Program Behaviour
T h e

earlier chapters of this thesis introduced techniques that allow raw trace

data to be translated into internal, message passing environment independent,
topology-consistent trace data. B y itself, topology-consistent trace data already
enables several debugging techniques, including the identification of communication
events that traverse undefined, and therefore illegal, communication channels, and
the introduction of topology-consistent visualisations. However, these debugging
techniques barely touch on the potential offered by topology knowledge.
Topology knowledge allows program behaviour to be reasoned with in terms of
the underlying algorithm. More importantly, topology knowledge allows process
behaviours to be summarised and related to one another. Given that parallel programs often consist of processes executing identical code, summaries and analyses
of high level (trace-based) parallel program behaviour can be both concise and powerful. T o allow debuggers to fully exploit this potential, techniques for reasoning
about program behaviour are required.
D E P I C T begun exploration of more powerful techniques for reasoning about program behaviour in chapter 4. To minimise programmer effort, D E P I C T employed
an automatic loop identification technique to extract and summarise program behaviour. However, experience with D E P I C T ' s approach to summarising process behaviours highlighted the need for moreflexibleand extensible analysis techniques,
ones applicable to a wider problem domain.
This chapter introduces three approaches to extracting and identifying high level
parallel program behaviours. T h efirstapproach is simply a formalisation of D E PICT's automatic loop identification algorithm, whereas the second two approaches
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are n e w and allow a powerful contract-oriented approach to debugging. T h e first
contractual debugging technique involves loop specifications, where instead of automatically identifying repeated event patterns, programmers inform debuggers of
expected event patterns. The second contractual debugging technique involves error specifications, where programmers specify undesirable event interactions. Of
the three approaches discussed in this chapter, the loop related techniques benefit
most from topology knowledge.
The three approaches are introduced across three main sections. Section 7.1 formalises the automatic loop identification approach. Subsequently, sections 7.2
and 7.3 define loop and error specifications respectively. As each approach is discussed, the basic debugging techniques that are enabled are also identified.
The behavioural analysis techniques introduced in this chapter represent the third
and final component of the behavioural debugging framework, which is the component that allows far more of the potential offered by topology-based debugging to
be exploited. An overview of how this component relates to the other behavioural
debugging framework components is highlighted in figure 32.
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Figure 32: S u m m a r y of the analysis related aspects of the behavioural debugging
framework. Based on the foundation provided by the earlier components of the framework, this component of the framework includes significant topology-based debugging
techniques.
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Automatic Loop Identification

Although topology knowledge is the key factor that allows us to logically compare
the behaviour of different processes, in order to do so effectively, w e must first be
able to summarise individual process behaviours. Understanding the nature of trace
data facilitates this task.
Section 3.2.3 identified that program tracing involves logging accesses to parallel
library routines. Given that source level loop constructs cause the most parallel
routine invocations, it follows that the bulk of trace data is generated due to loop
iterations. Parallel program processes also tend to execute logically identical code,
so it also follows that the trace data for different processes will often be logically
similar. This information can be exploited given that logical topology constants
such as NORTH and SOUTH allow us to logically compare message destination and
source addresses across physically distinct processes.
In situations where processes are expected to exhibit similar behaviour, a potential debugging technique involves comparing behaviours in order to identify and
report on dissimilarities for programmer investigation. However, since loops can be
invoked with different regularity due to differing topology localities (such as with
"wavefront" algorithms), it is inadequate to simply compare traces on an event-byevent basis. It is instead necessary to identify and then compare fundamental loop
behaviours independent of iteration counts. This can be achieved using automatic
loop identification.
T h e automatic loop identification algorithm described in this section is essentially
a more detailed version of D E P I C T ' s underlying algorithm, although described in
the context of loop identification instead of in the context of group identification.
Discussion of automatic loop identification commences with an introduction to the
actual algorithm. This is then followed by a brief discussion of its applications and
shortcomings.

7.1.1 Automatic Loop Identification Algorithm
Automatic loop identification involves transforming expanded process event histories (in the form of trace data) into collections of compact event loops, ready for
comparison. Although loops are identified and recognised on a per-process basis,
the identification of potential loops is not performed independently. Instead, in
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order to maximise the chance of identifying globally consistent loops (which is desired so as to ensure that process behaviours appear as similar to one another as
possible), all processes are considered simultaneously.
Automatic loop identification can be approached in two ways, either statistically
or algorithmically. In this section, the algorithmic approach that was employed by
D E P I C T is presented in detail; although using different terminology, a statistical approach to loop identification has already been implemented as part of X C E R T [174]
(see section 3.3.6).
T h e automatic loop identification algorithm is discussed in two parts: the basic
approach, and pattern identification criteria.

Basic Approach
Automatic loop identification operates on the ability to compare events from different processes for logical equality, where two events are considered logically identical
if their parameters and event type (such as MPI_Send and MPI_Recv) match. In
the case of point-to-point events, logical topology constants are used to represent
parameters such as source and destination. Note that communication channels are
sometimes associated with more than one logical identifier, and which one a trace
event refers to is often unclear, as trace data initially employs numerical identifiers,
which are always unique. Fortunately, this ambiguity can sometimes be resolved
during loop identification, as by comparing events from different processes, sometimes only specific logical identifiers end up being appropriate. This is similar
to D E P I C T ' s mechanism for resolving the use of absolute or relative addressing
schemes. Also note that as topology specifications are included in the behavioural
debugging framework, D E P I C T ' s use of relative addresses such as "send two rows
north" can be replaced by specific logical identifiers.
T o prepare for automatic loop identification, trace data is split into separate streams,
one for each process. Initially, each process (and associated process trace) is considered unfinalised, meaning a final event loop is yet to be assigned. T h e algorithm
completes when all processes arefinalised(assigned final event loops). T h e automatic loop identification algorithm includes two phases, namely:

1. the reduction of process execution histories using a trace reduction algorithm,
and
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2. the selectivefinalisationof processes.

Efficiency considerations are omitted from the following discussion. The two phases
are as follows:

• Phase 1 — Loop Identification: Firstly, each of the process traces are
analysed for patterns of events that repeat themselves consecutively at least
once. Patterns must consist of at least two events. Firstly one trace is checked
for repeating patterns of increasing size, then the next trace, and so on, until
no more patterns of length at least two remain. Patterns are initially sought
on thefirstunfinalised process.
Each time a pattern is found, instances of that pattern across all process traces
are substituted with the representative compound event. C o m p o u n d events
can consist of atomic events, or other compound events. C o m p o u n d events
do not span multiple traces, but instances of compound events can exist in
more than one trace. Substitution is performed across all processes in order
to maximise the chance of creating logically consistent event loop views.
Once all compound events are exhausted, the traces are reduced. This involves finding consecutive repetitions of atomic or compound events (repeating length one patterns): clusters of consecutive repetitions are replaced with
an iteration count, and the corresponding atomic or compound event. This
process is applied to all traces and all identified compound events; the implementation is recursive, as compound events can themselves consist of traces
in need of reduction.
Reduced traces represent automatically identified loops, or event loops, as
associating iteration counts with events is akin to stating "the following loop
is executed N times."
Reduced traces are passed to phase 2.
• Phase 2 — Selective Loop Finalisation: Processes are finalised in sets.
In order to do so, a mechanism is needed for comparing pairs of (unfinalised)
process event loops for similarity. This is achieved by unrolling the "loops"
once only (regardless of the iteration count), and then comparing the resultant
traces on a one-to-one basis. If the unrolled traces are identical, then the
two process' event loops are considered similar, meaning the corresponding
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processes can be said to exhibit the same behaviour, and can be represented
with the one event loop (although iteration counts can differ).
Sets of processes with similar event loops arefinalisedone at a time, and
always include (at least) thefirstunfinalised process. Each time a set of
identical processes isfinalised,phase 1 is repeated on its original input, but
without the finalised process traces. Phase l's original input is restored as
unfinalised processes m a y not be represented as concisely as possible, and
m a y in fact employ detrimental compound events (obtained from dissimilar
processes) in their current event loops. Recalculating phase l's c o m p o u n d
events from scratch resolves this complication.
This algorithm cycles between phase 1 and phase 2 until all event loops are
finalised for all processes, at which stage automatic loop identification is complete.

Pattern Identification Criteria
The most important aspect of the automatic loop identification algorithm is the
manner in which patterns are identified. For this reason, criteria applying to pattern
identification are explained in some detail below:

• Smaller patterns consisting of fewer events are identified before larger patterns. This ensures inner loops are identified first.
• Initially, patterns must include events representative of at least two (different)
basic parallel library function calls. Identifying patterns corresponding to
one function call complicates loop identification, as length one patterns are
c o m m o n and easily found (inappropriately) during substitution. B y reducing
traces as the last step of phase 1 of the algorithm, length one patterns are
neatly addressed.
• Patterns must repeat consecutively at least once within the stream on which
they occur. T o allow non-consecutive repetition introduces the likelihood of
identifying false loops, and quite possibly complicates the identification of
correct inner loops first.
During global substitution, where patterns are replaced by loops, it is not a
requirement that matching patterns on different streams repeat consecutively.
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O n the surface, it m a y seem thatfindingand replacing patterns of events in this way
could be superseded by employing regular expressions directly on the interpreted
trace data. However, the functionality offered by this form of pattern matching is
more suitable. For example, regular expressions look for longer patterns of data
before shorter patterns (whereas this approach advocates finding inner loops before
outer loops), and regular expressions are unlikely to be able to effectively employ
logical topology constants when relating events in different processes. Interpreted,
topology-consistent trace data is far more complex than plain text.

7.1.2 Automatic Topology Identification Applications
DEPICT is already representative of the basic debugging approaches enabled by
automatic loop identification. Briefly, the most obvious benefit is the ability to
concisely summarise event traces, allowing programmers a better grasp of the
trace data. M o r e importantly, automatic loop identification also allows process
behaviours to be logically compared, grouped, and presented to programmers as
high level visualisations of program behaviour.

7.1.3 Automatic Topology Identification Shortcomings
The shortcomings of automatic loop identification have already been exposed by
D E P I C T , and are described in section 4.3.3. A s a recap, the most significant limitation is the requirement that programs should be expected to exhibit consistent,
regular patterns of events, which is not always the case. T h e limitations imposed
by automatic loop identification are the primary cause for justifying loop and error
specifications.

7.2 Loop Specifications
Despite the fact that automatic loop identification enables several convenient debugging techniques, its scope of application is limited. Fundamentally, automatic
loop identification is limited to extrapolating program behaviour based on trace
data, where trace data can be likened to an incomplete representation of the source
code. Conversely, by employing explicit programmer knowledge in the form of loop
specifications [76], this limitation is bypassed.
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Loop specifications represent pre-specified knowledge of expected parallel library
interactions. C o m p a r e d to automatic loop identification, loop specifications e m ploy a more powerful form of loop-like constructs to facilitate the representation
of process behaviours. In particular, loop specifications are capable of representing
constructs such as conditional branches. Loop specifications are subject to fewer
limitations than automatic loop identification, although at the cost of convenience.
Overall, loop specifications enable a high level contract-based approach to parallel
program debugging. Discussion of loop specificationsfirstconcentrates on their underlying grammar. Following this, the debugging opportunities loop specifications
enable are investigated, and their associated drawbacks recognised.

7.2.1

Loop Specification Grammar

Loop specifications are feasible for the same reasons that automatic loop identification is feasible. Topology knowledge — combined with the fact that most
parallel programs employ processes that execute identical code — provides a powerful mechanism whereby similar process behaviours can be jointly summarised as
part of a single specification. With topology knowledge, programmers are able to
m a k e statements such as "this process sends NORTH," as opposed to cumbersome
numerical-based statements such as "process {4,5,6,7} sends to process {0,1,2,3}."
Although requiring loop specifications sounds arduous, loop specifications specifically target trace-based observable parallel library interactions, which despite their
complexity often only comprise a relatively small portion of the source code. Loop
specifications are also simplified by the fact that it is not necessary to specify all library interactions, as m a n y are purely local operations that do not affect the global
state of parallel programs, and are therefore of relatively little consequence during
the debugging process.
T h e syntax of loop specifications is directly inherited from earlier aspects of the
behavioural debugging framework, namely trace specifications and topology specifications. Figure 33 presents an example loop specification for a parallel image
feature extraction program based on the work by Shi, Ritter, and Wilson [166];
important lines (namely the ones including the Match keyword) are typeset in bold.
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<Import file="mesh-modified.top"/>
<MainLoop>
<Assert cond="Gt(WORLD.SIZE,l)/>
<Keep template="Concept()">
<Topology prev="*(*)" now="MeshModified(*) on_procs="all">
<LoopRef name="SETUP_PHASE_LOOP"/>
<LoopRef name= "COMPUTATIONJHASE_LOOP"/>
<LoopRef name="ACCUMULATI0N_PHASE_L00P'7>
</Topology>
</Keep>
</MainLoop>
<Loop name="SETUP_PHASE_LOOP" topo="MeshModified(*)">
<Choice>
<0ption>
<Repeat type="exactly" amount="Sub(Topo.Col,l)">
< M a t c h item="And(Concept(name = Send, context.tag = 1),
Event (name = MPI_Send))"/>
< M a t c h item= "And (Concept (name = Send, context.tag = 1),
Event(name = MPI_Send))"/>
</Repeat>
</0ption>
<0ption>
< M a t c h item="And(Concept(name
Event(name = MPI_Recv))"/>
< M a t c h item="And(Concept(name
Event (name = MPI_Recv))"/>
</0ption>
</Choice>
</Loop>

Recv, context.tag = 1),
Recv, context.tag = 1),

<Loop name="C0MPUTATI0N_PHASE_L00P" topo="MeshModif ied(*) ">
<Repeat type="exactly" amount="Sub(Topo.Col,l)">
< M a t c h item="Concept(name = Send, dest = T o p o . W E S T ) " / >
< M a t c h item= "Concept(name = Send, dest = T o p o . W E S T ) " / >
< M a t c h item= "Concept(name = Recv, src = Topo.EAST)"/>
< M a t c h item= "Concept(name = Recv, src = Topo.EAST)"/>
</Repeat>
</Loop>

Figure 33: Example loop specification for a parallel image feature extraction program. In addition to the MainLoop, this specification has been split across three
sub-loops. Important lines of the specification have been typeset in bold. This figure
is continued on page 158.
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<Loop name="ACCUMULATION_PHASE_LOOP" topo="MeshModified(*)">
<Repeat>
<Choice>
<Option>

<Match item="Concept(name = Recv, src = Topo.SOUTH)"/>
</Option>
<Option>

<Match item="Concept(name = Send, src = Topo.NORTH)"/>
</Option>
<Option>

<Match item="Concept(name = Recv, src = Topo.SOUTH)"/>
<Match item= "Concept(name = Send, src = Topo.NORTH)"/>
</0ption>
</Choice>
</Repeat>
<Choice>
<0ption>
<Repeat type="exactly" amount="Topo.Col - 1">

<Match item= "Concept (name = Recv)"/>
</Repeat>
</0ption>
<0ption>

<Match item= "Concept(name = Send, dest = Topo.MASTER)"/>
</0ption>
</Choice>
</Loop>

Figure 33: Example loop specification for a parallel image feature extraction program (continued from page 157).

The implemented version of the image feature extraction program employs a modified mesh-based logical process topology (mesh-modified topology), where the process at row and column position zero is able to communicate with all mesh processes, primarily for reasons of initial data distribution, and later data collection. This particular implementation of the image feature extraction algorithm
includes three phases of communication, an initial data distribution phase, a computation/communication phase which comprises the bulk of the algorithm, and a
concluding data collection phase.
All loop specifications begin with a single required loop, as defined using the
MainLoop keyword. In addition to this, programmers can specify and invoke additional sub-loops at any stage, as shown infigure33 with the named sub-loops
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SETUP-PHASE_LOOP, C0MPUTATI0N_PHASE-L00P, and ACCUMULATI0N_PHASE_L00P.
T h e fundamental loop specification operation is the event match, specified using
the Match keyword. Event matches are the key to actually specifying program
behaviour. During conformance testing, event matches are m a d e against single
items derived from the interpreted trace data, where items can match on concepts
within interpreted events, or on the encapsulating interpreted events themselves.
Once an event is matched, or a concept within an event is matched, matching
proceeds to the next event in the interpreted event stream, and, similarly, the next
match statement of the associated loop specification.
A n y degree of detail can be specified for event matching, from a plain matching of
any event or concept (no criteria specified), through to every event parameter and
contained concept being thoroughly specified. Event matches can also be logically
negated. Note that for conformance testing, the use of match statements that can
match arbitrary events or concepts should be minimised, as doing so can make
the specified control flow ambiguous. This is particularly true when such match
statements are used to specify conditional or repeated behaviours.
Using the Keep keyword, loop specifications also supportfilteringmechanisms,
where unimportant events can be disregarded in favour of more relevant events,
typically ones related to inter-process communication and synchronisation. Filtering is grammatically similar to event matching, except that instead of reflecting any
single item of data in the interpreted event stream, all matching items are filtered
in the appropriate scope.
To convey an understanding of theflexibilityof loop specifications, table 6 introduces the relevant keywords. T h e complete loop specification grammar is presented
in appendix C.

7.2.2 Benefits Offered by Loop Specifications
By specifying expected patterns of behaviour, loop specifications represent a valuable debugging aid, and facilitate a contractual style approach to verifying high
level parallel program behaviour. Loop specification deviations are immediately obvious, and by correlating deviations with the source code, programmers are guided
to the locality of likely errors. Programs can be checked for conformance against
loop specifications in an automated fashion, either on-line or post-mortem. Conformance checking loop specifications is, as a whole, possible using standard finite
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Table 6: S u m m a r y of loop specification keywords and their usage.

Keyword
Import
Topologyln
TopologyOut

MainLoop
Loop
Topology

LoopRef
If
Choice
Repeat
Assert
Match

Usage
Indicate other loopfilesor topology files used by the specification.
Indicate a given trace event is informing us directly of program topology characteristics. S o m e trace libraries m a y support topologies.
Indicate a given trace event is informing us that the current topology is no
longer in use (an earlier topology has been reverted to). S o m e trace libraries
m a y support topologies.
A required loop. T h e main loop is the entry point for loop specifications.
A sub-loop definition.
Indicate that a new (sub-) topology applies to the given scope of the loop
specification. Nested topologies are permitted. Topology changes must be
consisted with any present Topologyln and TopologyOut events.
Indicate that the loop specification is continued in the given sub-loop.
Conditional branching in the loop specification. If a given conditional holds
true, then program behaviour is expected to follow one path, else another.
Branching in the loop specification. Program behaviour is permitted to follow
any of a given number of branches.
T h e given block of the loop specification is repeated the indicated (possibly
arbitrary) number of times.
Ensure that a given characteristic holds true.
Specify a given trace event and/or concept is expected. If at any point a
Match statement cannot be satisfied, then the program does not conform to the
specification. Only one event is matched at any time. Multiple concepts can be
matched at the same time, as any single event can contain multiple concepts.
Matches can be specified according to any information maintained from trace
interpretation, particularly event and concept names and parameters. Match
statements can contain several additional keywords:
• Event. A trace event to match.
• Concept. A message passing concept to match.
• P2PConcept. A point-to-point message passing concept to match.
• CollConcept. A collective communication message passing concept to
match.
• GroupConcept. A group operation message passing concept to match.
• ProcConcept. A process control message passing statement to match.
• And, Or, XOr, Not. Boolean operations to manipulate match criteria.
• Invariant. Indicate that any specified matching event or concept details must be identical from iteration to iteration. Particularly applies
when wildcards are used as parts of match criteria.

Keep

Filter in matching events. Only events matching a given criteria, specified in
a manner similar to the Match keyword, are visible within the scope of this
statement.
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state automata theory.
Using the Topology keyword, loop specifications are also capable of handling dynamically changing process topologies. B y doing so, loop specifications cater to
parallel programs that employ multiple topologies to support different stages of
their computation. For example, a parallel program could switch mid-computation
from a logical torus topology supporting matrix computations, to a logical butterfly topology to support fast-Fourier-transforms. Instead of using a single meshmodified topology, the earlier loop specification for the image feature extraction
program could also have been modified to support changing topologies as implied
by the three different phases of computation. T h e feasibility of extending automatic
loop identification to handle changing topologies is uncertain at best, which makes
loop specifications superior in this regard.
In general, loop specifications do not suffer from the drawbacks inherent to automatic loop identification. B y being able to express arbitrary event patterns, in
particular ones with conditional branches, loop specifications are applicable to a
wider problem domain. Even so, automatic loop identification does continue to
offer some advantages, as indicated in the next section.
Loop specifications also promise the possibility of powerful visualisation techniques,
similar to and beyond the facilities of D E P I C T . Investigating these are left as future
work, as discussed in chapter 8.

7.2.3 Drawbacks of Loop Specifications
The primary shortcoming of loop specifications is the effort involved; compared
to automatic loop identification, which requires no programmer effort, providing
loop specifications requires some time and dedication. T h e positive trade-off for
this effort is that the debugging techniques enabled by loop specifications are more
powerful than those enabled by automatic loop identification. Furthermore, although loop specifications require some effort, they are invariably simpler than the
parallel code they represent. For example, including blank lines, the example loop
specification of figure 33 is 73 lines long, compared to the original program's 884
lines. O f those 73 lines, m a n y are simple overhead, with only 18 lines corresponding
to match statements. It is worth noting that the example could have been m a d e
more specific, and thus longer, or more general, and thus shorter.
Although not so m u c h a drawback as a trait, loop specifications are not a guaranteed
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mechanism for automatically identifying erroneous trace level behaviour. After all,
loop specifications can be written in a manner that correctly describe undesirable
trace event patterns. In these types of situations loop specifications can continue to
be of use by providing a mechanism for simplifying trace data, and relating specific
trace events back to the source code.

7.3 Error Specifications
Loop specifications have limited reusability, as by expressing expected program
behaviours, they tend to be program specific. Loop specifications also have a limited
concept of state, are unable to express undesirable behaviours, and are incapable
of relating events between distinct processes.
Error specifications [76] are designed to complement loop specifications by allowing undesirable patterns of related events to be specified. Error specifications can
be employed by debuggers to check interpreted trace data for matching patterns
of events, which can then be presented to programmers as errors requiring investigation. W h e r e loop specifications state expected behaviours, error specifications
state disallowed behaviours. Error specifications can be used to specify undesirable behaviours ranging from mismatched message sizes through to custom errors
employing user-defined events.
In a secondary manner, error specifications also enable a contract-based approach
to debugging. Unlike loop specifications, error specifications are also less dependent
on topology knowledge, although its provision is beneficial. A s with loop specifications, error specifications are discussed in three parts: the grammar, benefits, and
drawbacks.

7.3.1 Error Specification Grammar
Error specifications are supported by a verbose grammar, with individual event
matching mechanisms similar to those of loop specifications, although in a different
context. Unlike loop specifications, which identify sequences of expected events, error specifications are more open ended and identify collections of interacting events.
W h e r e loop specifications only view events from the perspective of a single process,
error specifications can consist of events spanning multiple processes.
Error specifications consist of a set of n a m e d events that together represent a series
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of pre-requisites. A t their simplest, error specifications might specify the existence of a few events with some specific parameter values. More complicated error
specifications might include collections of n a m e d events that are related to one another in a variety of ways, including by parameter values, dependencies, and logical
time relationships, such as precedes, follows, and is parallel to. Essentially, the error specification g r a m m a r includes mechanisms to indicate candidate contributing
event types, and constructs to specify required inter-event relationships. T h e structure of error specifications suggests that a backtracking style approach to testing
for error matches is appropriate.
Figure 34 is an example error specification that identifies undesirable Send and Recv
matches, as suggested by their proximity to some user-defined events. Specifically,
the error specification states that user-defined events with identity 1 and 2 should
not be related to each other via a Send operation transmitting a message NORTH in
a m e s h topology. T o achieve an effect similar to that identified infigure34 without
the use of error specifications is non-trivial, and would require programmers to
code appropriate print statements, the output of which would need either laborious
manual analysis, or analysis by user-coded scripts. Error specifications are both
more concise, and express problems in a manner consistent with the message passing
paradigm.
<Error name="MismatchedMesg"
severity="error"
desc="Mismatch"
topo="Mesh(*))>
<Match var="userl" item="Event(name
<Match var="user2" item="Event(name

UserDef, ident = l)"/>
UserDef, ident = 2)"/>

<Next var="send" from="userl"/>
<Prev var="recv" from="user2"/>
<Require
<Require
<Require
<Require
</Error>

cond="And(IsConcept(send), IsConcept(recv))"/>
cond="And(send.name = Send, recv.name = Recv)"/>
cond="And(send.dest = Topo.NORTH, recv.src = Topo.SOUTH)"/>
cond="PartnerOf(send,recv)"/>

Figure 34: Example error specification, MismatchedMesg, which is defined in terms
of two user-defined events and a related message being transmitted NORTH.

Far more involved error specifications are possible than the example shown in
figure 34, including the error specification shown in figure 35. In this example,
the conditions required for deadlock are described.

Note the use of the value
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DependsOnProc(blocker), which is essential to the definition. This value returns
any process for which the specified event depends on in some way. As a process
may depend on multiple other processes, the debugger is expected to employ backtracking techniques to investigate alternate dependencies.

<Error name="Deadlock"
severity="error"
desc="Deadlock_Scenario"
topo="*(*))>
<Match var="first_blocker" item="Event()"/>
<Require cond="BlockingEvent(first.blocker)"/>
<Require cond="Unexited(first_blocker)"/>
<Require cond="DepsNotSatisfied(first_blocker)"/>
<Require cond="IsEvent(first_blocker)"/>
<Copy from="first_blocker" to="blocker"/>
<Chained>
<Copy from="blocker" to="prev_blocker"/>
<Match var="blocker" item="Event()"/>
<Require cond="BTockingEvent(blocker)"/>
<Require cond="Unexited(blocker)"/>
<Require cond="DepsNotSatisfied(blocker)"/>
<Require cond="IsEvent(blocker)"/>
<Require cond="Eq(DependsOnProc(blocker), prev_blocker.pid)"/>
<Condition>
<Require cond="Eq(blocker.pid, first_blocker.pid)"/>
</Condition>
</Chained>
</Error>
Figure 35: Example error specification, Deadlock, which describes the cyclical dependency situation associated with deadlock. This error specification does not require
topology knowledge, but serves to demonstrate theflexibilityof the error specification
grammar. Note that approaches already exist that more efficiently identify deadlock
situations.

A list of keywords available for error specifications is presented in table 7. The
complete error specification grammar appears in appendix D. Note that although
different in application, loop and error specifications share a number of common
grammatical constructs. Given these similarities, it follows that it should be possible
to merge the two together, where resultant specifications would define both expected
loops and unwanted errors. The use of a single specification type is naturally more
appealing than two separate specification types, and functional benefits may also
be possible.
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Table 7: S u m m a r y of error specification keywords and their usage.

Keyword
Import
Error
Match

Copy
Choice
Next
Previous
Last
Chained

Require

Usage
Indicate topologyfilesused by the specification.
Start an error specification.
Identify a single event or concept, and assign the resulting match to a given
variable. Match statements contain the same keywords as found in the Match
statement in table 6, with the exception of Invariant.
Causes the state of one variable to be copied to another, creating the latter if
necessary.
Branching in the error specification. A n y one of the given branches can result
in the given error.
Given some event or concept, find the next event or concept in the same
process, and assign it to a given variable.
Given some event or concept, find the previous event or concept in the same
process, and assign it to a given variable.
Assign the most recently parsed event to a given variable.
Allows a sequence of events to be specified. For example, it is possible to specify
a sequence of matching Send and Recv's, each time in a different process, until
some specified condition is met.
Indicates that some conditions (usually on previously assigned variables) must
be satisfied. Require statements can include several domain specific Boolean
functions, appropriate to both on-line and post-mortem debugging, including:
• Before I After I Parallel. Binary functions that indicate whether
thefirstparameter logically precedes, follows, or is parallel to the second
parameter.
• PartnerOf I PossPartnerOf I LikelyPartnerOf. Binary functions
that determine whether two parameters are directly related to one another via communication or some other means, or are possibly related
(current observed events could result in partnership), or are likely related (short of an error occurring, current observed events should result
in partnership).
• DepSatisfier I PossDepSatisfier I LikelyDepSatisfier. Binary
functions that determine whether thefirstparameter does satisfy a dependency of the second parameter, or will possibly satisfy a dependency,
or is likely to satisfy a dependency.
• Unexited. Function that determines if an event is an In event (not yet
an InOut event) — see section 5.2.5.
• BlockingEvent. Function to determine if an event has or is blocked.

• IsConcept I IsEvent. Functions to determine whether a variable
refers to a concept or event.
• DepsSatisfied I DepsPossSatisfied I DepsLikelySatisfied |
DepsNotSatisfied. Functions determining whether an event has all
of its dependencies satisfied, or will possibly become satisfied, or will
likely become satisfied, or cannot currently be satisfied.
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7.3.2 Benefits Offered by Error Specifications
Error specifications facilitate debugger flexibility by allowing any of a wide range
of custom error definitions. B y employing error specifications, debuggers can automatically identify and report on questionable program behaviour — events contributing to errors can be highlighted, perhaps in modified event-time diagrams
or communication animations, and presented to programmers for further analysis.
Error specifications are akin to program invariants: no set of events can match any
error specification for the program to be considered correct.
Unlike loop specifications, which are typically program dependent, error specifications can be program dependent or independent. A s an example of the former,
error specifications employing user-defined trace events are often program dependent. A s an example of the latter, error specifications can also be employed to
specify general characteristics undesirable in most parallel programs —

consider

matching Send and Recv message sizes, which are usually expected to be the same
in most parallel programs. Although not always the case, m a n y error specifications
are reusable.

7.3.3 Drawbacks of Error Specifications
In addition to requiring some effort, error specifications have the potential for open
ended definitions, where debuggers m a y be required to check large amounts of trace
data without significant guidance, resulting in potential inefficiency. This effect
becomes more pronounced as more error specifications are introduced, and as the
volume of trace data increases. In particular, relating large numbers of loosely
matched events against one another, and employing the Chained construct carelessly, are both factors that are expected to contribute to computational difficulties.
With the current grammar, care must be taken to be as specific as possible. T h e
feasibility of defining large and complex error specifications has not been investigated.

7.4 Summary
Debuggers are designed to help programmers gain insight into program behaviour,
with an eye toward identifying errors. In order to advance thefieldof debugging, it
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is necessary to identify new approaches to presenting and analysing debugging information. Although n e w debugging views are enabled by the provision of topology
knowledge alone, by itself topology knowledge is of relatively little help.
This chapter has identified three new debugging techniques that allow some of the
potential offered by topology knowledge to be exploited. In each case, the debugging
techniques operate on high level trace data (as acquired via earlier aspects of the
framework) by investigating patterns of behaviour.
T h efirsttechnique, automatic loop identification, has already been demonstrated
and implemented with D E P I C T , and operates by automatically identifying repeated
patterns of behaviour. Automatically identified loops enable debuggers to compare
process behaviours, where discrepancies can be identified and analysed by programmers. A s demonstrated by D E P I C T , automatic loop identification is convenient and
requires little to no programmer effort, but is unfortunately limited in scope due to
the requirement that trace data feature regular event patterns.
O n the other hand, at the cost of programmer effort, loop specifications (the second
technique) are capable of handling arbitrary trace data event patterns. Instead of
deducing differences in process behaviours, and using this as the basis for debugging,
loop specifications formally specify expected high level process behaviours, and in
doing so enable a powerful contractual program debugging approach.
Finally, error specification are designed to complement loop specification by allowing programmers to specify undesirable event interactions. Instead of validating
the behaviour of individual processes, error specifications allow collections of events
spanning multiple processes to be analysed for questionable interactions ranging
from custom, user-defined errors, through to generic errors such as mismatched
message sizes. However, implementing error specifications is subject to computational complexity issues, particularly with complex error specifications and large
trace data sets.
T h e techniques introduced in this chapter emphasise the potential offered by topology
based debugging, and enable a number of additional advanced debugging views and
approaches. Investigating these is identified as an area of future work in the next
chapter.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
P a r a l l e l programming is far more difficult than sequential programming. As
covered by this thesis, programmers are faced with multiple challenges, ranging from dealing with complex inter-process interactions through to dealing with
deadlock and livelock issues. Although parallel programs are more difficult to develop, given that sequential programs are unable to fully exploit parallel hardware
architectures, their role is unquestioned. Automatically parallelising compilers m a y
offer some potential, but compared to explicitly programming in the message passing paradigm, speedups are often insufficient.
Parallel program complexities have a profoundly negative influence on the debugging process, and in order to facilitate development, the testing and debugging cycle
requires tools that are well advanced compared to those traditionally used on sequential programs. A s reviewed in chapter 3, this has resulted in a wealth of research
directed at identifying effective parallel program debugging tools. Consequent debuggers include both low level symbolic debuggers and high level visualisations, for
both performance analysis and correctness debugging alike. O n e significant debugging technique that supports m a n y parallel program debuggers, particularly visual
ones, is the generation of trace data, which is both convenient and also focuses on
high level parallel library interactions. T h e importance of trace data is sufficiently
recognised that the M P I standard directly supports trace data generation via the
M P I profiling interface.
Although there has been m u c h research in the area, thefieldof parallel program
debugging is large and complicated, and is far from being satisfactorily "solved."
In particular, despite the fact that most parallel programs employ them, there have
been few attempts at exploiting logical process topology knowledge. This thesis
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has established that m a n y parallel programs employ some form of regular process
topology knowledge, where the relationship between processes is well recognised
using logical identifiers. A s topology-based debugging has previously received little
attention, it was unclear what potential topology knowledge had to offer. Given
logical process topologies reflect the structure of underlying algorithms, it logically
followed that exploiting them would be of benefit. T h e question was, of h o w m u c h
benefit?
In investigating this question, the results of the research presented in this thesis are
best summarised by the thesis statement of section 1.1:

The provision of sufficient run-time trace data and logical process topology knowledge enables m a n y significant debugging techniques for message passing parallel programs, even in the absence of explicit topology
support at the programming or trace level.

To arrive at this statement, this thesis began earlier by summarising the parallel
programming landscape, after which D E P I C T [78, 79] was introduced in chapter 4.
B y employing an automatic loop identification algorithm, D E P I C T can quickly
identify classes of logically identical process from which behavioural s u m m a r y displays are constructed. Using these behavioural s u m m a r y displays, it was shown
how D E P I C T can be used to identify a range of relatively subtle errors with minimal programmer effort. In fact, D E P I C T was able to suggest the presence of errors
even for execution instances that generated correct results, a benefit of the fact that
D E P I C T observed high level behaviours that were consistently incorrect regardless
of program output.
D E P I C T also highlighted a number of areas that required further attention, including the need for improved trace library support, the ability to handle topology
knowledge in aflexiblefashion, and also the need for behavioural analysis techniques
less restrictive than D E P I C T ' s own. T o address these areas, this thesis introduced
the behavioural debugging framework.

8.1 Behavioural Debugging Framework Summary
DEPICT raised several issues, and in addressing them this thesis has investigated
a spectrum of areas, including generic tracing mechanisms, topology recognition
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techniques, and contractual behavioural analysis methods. Collectively, the contributions m a d e by this thesis form a trace- and topology-based behavioural debugging
framework.
Referring tofigure36 (a copy of figure 1 from chapter 1), the entire framework consists of three fundamental steps. These steps are summarised here in sections 8.1.1
through 8.1.3. A s with any trace-based debugging approach, the programmer first
executes the program from which trace data is collected and analysed, either on-line
or post-mortem.

8.1.1 Step One: Generate and Interpret Trace
As identified from experience with DEPICT, by targeting performance analysis,
most existing parallel program trace libraries are not suited to correctness debugging. Even those trace libraries that are suitable for correctness debugging are often
designed with specific applications in mind, irrespective of the data requirements
of other debugging applications; trace libraries are traditionally highly specialised.
T h e research presented in this thesis operates on the expectation that accurate and
detailed trace data will be provided. Unfortunately, it is difficult to find suitable
trace libraries that satisfy this requirement.
To remedy this, chapter 5 presented the XML-based trace library for M P I programs,
tracempi [80]. T h e tracempi library follows a set of trace library requirements
(also described in chapter 5) that are designed with respect to both performance
and correctness debugging criteria.
T h e tracempi library captures a number of basic performance related data and
comprehensive correctness data, including the majority of function parameter values and their m e m o r y addresses. Moreover, by employing X M L and X M L Schema,
tracempi is extensible, h u m a n readable, and is by nature self-documenting. Although tracempi offers potential, it is clearly unable to cover the combined functionality provided by the multitude of already existing trace libraries.
In order to facilitate debuggerflexibility,chapter 5 also introduced trace specifications [76], which are designed to allowflexibleinternal program representation of
trace data. Trace specifications allow trace data to be interpreted in an abstract
manner independent of specific message passing library and trace format characteristics. Trace data originating from any message passing source, whether P V M or
one of the m a n y M P I trace libraries, can be analysed. Trace specifications facilitate
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Figure 36: Summary of the relationship between the three major components of the
behavioural debugging framework.
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the design of debuggers that can handle multiple trace data sources, where debuggers capable of accepting data from multiple sources are more likely to be accepted
by programmers.
Trace specifications function by associating individual trace data with a small set
of well defined message passing concepts that provide coverage of the majority
of message passing behaviours, including, for example, Send and Barrier. Trace
specifications also indicate h o w arbitrary trace data is stored in internal memory,
either as c o m m o n , well known,fieldssuch as process identifiers, or as raw data fields
that are best left for manual analysis (such as searches for specific sequences).
Only one trace specification needs to be associated with any given trace format,
where the provision of trace specifications allow debuggers to become increasingly
distanced from trace library specifics, resulting in less dependence between the two.
B y updating only trace specifications, it is also easy to reflect trace format changes
caused by the introduction of additional parallel library routines. Updating message
passing libraries is unlikely to result in the need for further core message passing
concepts.
Debuggers employing trace specifications are only required to understand the semantics of the core message passing concepts. Given a collection of trace specifications and knowledge of the syntax of the corresponding raw trace data, debuggers
will be able to analyse trace data stored in any of the specified formats, whether
for M P I , P V M , or some other message passing system.

8.1.2 Step Two: Topology Incorporation
Once raw trace data has been parsed and interpreted, it must be converted to reflect
the proper logical process topology identifiers. Topology knowledge is fundamental to topology-based debugging: it enables topology-consistent visualisations, it
allows more descriptive logical identifiers, and it allows misdirected messages to be
automatically detected. In order for trace data to be topology-consistent, processes
can no longer be seen as communicating with arbitrary numerical identifiers. T o
achieve this, and to account for the lack of explicit topology support, chapter 6
introduced topology specifications [76], which allow logical process relationships to
be defined on the basis of mappings from numerical identifiers to logical constants,
such as EAST and ROW. T h e topology specification g r a m m a r introduced by this thesis
offers several advantages over past work, including the important ability to handle
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large degrees of irregularity. Topology specifications are also easy to update and
reuse, which allows programmers to develop and maintain databanks of topology
definitions.
Our ability to create topology-consistent trace data depends on our ability to m a p
numeric task identifiers to logical topology coordinates. B y default, topology specifications allow processes to be mapped to topology coordinates on the basis of
numeric identifiers ranging from 0.. .n - 1, where n is the number of processes.
For M P I programs this is often sufficient, particularly since w e can expect them to
employ process rank values (similarly ranging from 0... n - 1 for MPI_COMM_W0RLD)
in a logical manner.
However, as explained in chapter 6, not all message passing systems (including
P V M ) employ numeric identifiers in the range 0... n - 1. Although in most cases
mapping numerical identifiers onto the 0... n - 1 range is expected to be straight
forward, this will not always be so. For example, task identifiers m a y be derived
from values that vary from one execution to the next that are dependent on outside factors, such as operating system allocated process identifiers. A s a result,
determining process-to-topology mappings (performing topology identification) is
sometimes non-trivial.
To address this problem, chapter 6 introduced a graph distance measure-based
approach to topology identification [77]. Topology identification is performed by
constructing a graph representation of the communication behaviour of the target
program using actual communication events derived from trace data; nodes represent processes, and edges connect communicating processes. In a similar manner,
a representation of an ideal communication graph is constructed from the provided
topology specification and associated topology dimensions. T h e task n o w is to m a p
processes onto the target communication graph such that the number of mismatched
edges is minimised, where the m i n i m u m number of mismatched edges is known as
the graph distance. B y minimising the mismatch between expected communication
behaviour and actual communication behaviour, the likelihood of a correct mapping
being determined is increased. In the unlikely event that programmers are unable
to specify exact topology characteristics, then sets of candidate topologies must be
created and tested. Tests were conducted on the ring, grid, hypercube, torus, and
butterfly topologies using several simple topology identification algorithms. Results
suggest that identifying the ring, grid, and hypercube topologies is tractable, but
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that the torus and butterfly topologies are more challenging. However, the belief is that with enhanced topology identification algorithms, even the challenging
topologies will prove to be tractable.
Chapter 6 also identified that topology specifications are not limited to debugging
purposes, and can be m a d e available at the source code level to provide functionality
similar to the virtual process topology environment (see section 2.4.4), but with two
key advantages. Topology specifications are capable of handling irregular process
topologies, and do not require the use of dedicated topology server processes.

8.1.3 Step Three: Extract Behaviour
In order to make the most of topology-consistent trace data, and as the final component of the behavioural debugging framework, chapter 7 presented three behavioural
analysis techniques. In each case, topology knowledge is an important enabling factor — by using c o m m o n logical identifiers instead of unique numerical identifiers,
the behaviour of physically distinct processes m a y be correlated.
T h efirsttechnique, automatic loop identification, is the underlying algorithm employed by D E P I C T , and identifies repeated patterns of process behaviours from
which expanded process traces are reduced to employ relatively concise loop-like
constructs. Automatically identified loops offer the benefit of approximating the
original source code structures, are consequently of reduced space complexity, and
are easier to comprehend. Automatically identified loops are also a natural conduit
for comparing different processes, and the displays produced by D E P I C T demonstrated the potential in doing so. Unfortunately, experience with D E P I C T also
identified that applications of automatic loop identification are limited in scope to
programs that are expected to exhibit regular patterns of communication.
T h e remaining two techniques, loop specifications and error specifications [76], form
a contractual approach to topology-based debugging. Loop specifications, which
are intended to reflect source code loop constructs, are used by programmers to
specify expected trace data patterns. A s explained in chapter 7, debuggers m a y
compare loop specifications against observed trace data, and report on any failure
to conform, together with explanations such as "program unexpectedly received
from NORTH instead of SOUTH." B y supporting wildcards andfilteringmechanisms,
the types of loop specifications enabled by the research described in this thesis can
range from being highly specific to being very general. T h e use of topology constants
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and the fact that m a n y parallel programs execute identical code serve to simplify
the writing of loop specifications, although the program specific nature of loop
specifications makes them unlikely to be reusable. Fortunately, the relationship
between loop specifications and the source code makes them ripe for automated
generation, which could ease the task for a programmer wishing to produce them
manually.
Unlike loop specifications, error specifications have been designed to identify collections of events that contribute toward undesirable or erroneous behaviour. Using
mechanisms such as "Send paired with Recv," error specifications can relate events
between different processes, whereas loop specifications only deal with local patterns of events. Debuggers can use error specifications to search for any matching
event patterns, which m a y then be highlighted and presented to programmers for
analysis. Errors can range from mismatched message sizes through to program specific errors, such as user-defined events with incorrect content. Error specifications
are often reusable, and m a y be collected together into error definition databanks.
Loop and error specifications enable programmers to specify expected and incorrect parallel library interactions, and by doing so present to debuggers a means of
conformance testing parallel library interactions. Analysing trace data via loop and
error specifications is far easier than doing so manually.
T h e behavioural analysis techniques of this component of the debugging framework enable a wealth of debugging opportunities, making the potential offered by
topology knowledge clear.

8.2 Future Work
This thesis presents research of a broad scope into enabling topology-based parallel
program debuggers, and like m a n y other projects, opportunities exist for further
work. Going beyond the desire to implement aspects of the behavioural debugging
framework as part of a comprehensive topology-based debugger, potential areas of
future research are described in this section.

8.2.1 Advanced Debugging Techniques
The biggest potential benefit of the behavioural debugging framework is in the
area of advanced behavioural debugging techniques, particularly when based on
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loop specifications. A few of the potential debugging approaches enabled by the
framework are described here.

• Error-sensitive Breakpoints: In section 6.1.4, it was identified that topology specifications can be used to support process topologies at the source
code level, a consequent benefit of which is topology aware trace libraries. A n
extension to this is to also m a k e loop specification aware trace libraries, with
the main benefit being the promise of automatic, on-line verification of program behaviour. Trace libraries so equipped would be able to verify process
behaviours against loop specifications on-the-fly, where processes that fail to
conform can be automatically subjected to symbolic debugging sessions at the
point of deviation. Hence, error-sensitive breakpoints.
• Extensions to Traditional Visualisations: Event-time diagrams (see section 3.2.4) often colour their process bars with respect to process states over
time, where states are usually defined in terms of executing or blocked. Using
the behavioural debugging framework, it seems reasonable that the concept of
state could instead be defined with respect to loop specifications. Instead of
colouring process bars using performance metrics, process bars could instead
be coloured according to the last loop statement "executed."
To achieve this, it seems reasonable to associate different colours with different aspects of loop specifications. A s trace events are processed and matched
against loop specifications, modified event-time diagram displays can be updated. Events failing to conform to loop specifications could be highlighted
using reserved colours.
B y associating loop specification-based colours with event-time diagrams, programmer understanding of program behaviour should be facilitated. Displaying program states in terms of loop specifications should provide programmers
with reference points against which the source code can be correlated.
A similar scheme for colouring process states equally applies to communication
animations.
• Simulating Program Behaviour: Loop specifications are capable of accurately reflecting high level source code constructs. It follows that loop
specifications can probably be employed to engineer high level simulations of
program behaviour. This can be likened to generating simulated trace data
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directly from loop specifications, instead of from relatively slow parallel program executions.
Simulating high level program behaviour in this w a y offers potential in areas
of program previewing, and predicting possible error specification matches.
A s loop specifications are easier to modify than detailed source code, they
can be used to preview the effects potential changes might have on program
behaviour.

8.2.2 Specification Related Extensions
A large proportion of the research presented in this thesis relates to the four types of
identified specifications (trace, topology, loop, and error specifications). Although
these specifications are sufficient to enable effective trace-based debuggers that exploit topology knowledge, a number of possible extensions remain. O n e general
area in which specifications could be improved is by associating them with X M L
schema.

• Trace Parsing Grammar: As identified in chapter 5, trace specifications do
not help debuggers parse trace files, as they are only intended to facilitate the
abstract representation of trace data. Trace specifications facilitate debugger
flexibility, but they do not ensure it.
T o remove all trace format specific knowledge from debuggers, additional
abstractions are required in the form of trace parsing specifications. T o design
a g r a m m a r capable of specifying the markup of the large variety of existing
trace formats is a significant task, especially when including binary trace data
formats. However, being able to parse any trace format given a corresponding
trace parsing specification would be a significant achievement.
• Visual Specification Writing: The current grammars tend to result in
lengthy specifications, which often makes writing them seem more complicated
than necessary. Although this can be partially addressed by optimising the
existing grammars, the task of writing specifications would also be aided by
specification visualisations. For example, simple topology-consistent process
displays would be high level views of topology specifications, and existing
program structure visualisations (see section 3.2.4) could be used as a base
for developing loop specification visualisations.
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T h e presence of detailed visual feedback on specifications would be of benefit
during specification writing. A natural extension of this is to allow specifications to be defined visually.
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Appendix A
Trace Specification Grammar
T h i s appendix introduces an E B N F (Extended Backus Naur Form) grammar for
trace specifications. For brevity, X M L specific constructs, namely preamble
and postamble related information, have been omitted.
Note that instead of using single quotes or double quotes to distinguish terminal
symbols from non-terminal symbols, non-terminal symbols are typeset in bold. In
addition, only a small subset of E B N F functionality has actually been used, as
outlined in table 8. To facilitate readability, any symbols outside of the scope of
table 8 are to be treated as plain text (terminal symbols), regardless of whether they
would normally hold special meaning in E B N F . Single quotes are used to escape
the special meaning of symbols appearing in table 8. These conventions also apply
to the grammars in appendices B through D.

Meaning
Non-terminal symbol
1
J
Terminal symbol
Optional symbols
[...]
Symbol
repeated zero or more times
{... }
Alternative (infix operator)
(*•••Comment
V

Symbol
bolcLwords

1

Table 8: Subset of E B N F symbols adopted. For readability, only those symbols
appearing in this table are assigned any special meaning.

The E B N F grammar for trace specifications follows.
trace_spec ::= pre-process post-process { event }
event

"=

in
out
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support
in_out
out.error
in_out_error
temporary

pre_process

<PreProcess> wildcards actions </PreProcess>

post-process

<PostProcess> actions

temporary

<Temporary>

in

<In>

in.out

<InOut>

in_out_error

<InOutError>

out

<0ut>

out.error

<OutError> non.in.tags

support

<Support> nonJn-tags

names

in.tags

in.tags

names

no n _in .tags

names

</PostProcess>
actions

actions

in.tags

actions

in.tags

non_in^tags

targets

</Temporary>

</In>
</InOut>

error-desc
actions

pid

actions

</InOutError>

</Out>

error-desc
actions

actions

</OutError>

</Support>

source-file

sourceJine

time

logical-time
pid

wildcards

<Wildcards>

time

logical-time

[ cplx_stringJist

cplx-string_list

] </Wildcards>

names

<Names>

targets

<Targets> cplx-string_list

</Names>

pid

<Pid> int

source-file

<SourceFile>

[ cplx-string ] </SourceFile>
[ int ] </SourceLine>

</Targets>

</Pid>

source-line

<SourceLine>

time

<Time>

logical-time

<LogicalTime> [ intJist ] </LogicalTime>

error-desc

<ErrorDesc> [ cplx_string

actions

<Actions>

action

[ float ] </Time>

{ action

] </ErrorDesc>

} </Actions>

if
local.var
set.val
set_list_val
iterate
split-and-mix
rename
handle Jn.blocks
retain-data
concept
object-operation

if

<If>

branch

<Branch cond=" Boolean ">

local.var

<LocalVar n a m e = " var_name " type=" value.type ">
</Local Var>

set.val

<SetVal var=" n a m e " type=" value.type ">

set_list_va]

<SetListVal list=" n a m e " offset=" int " type=" list.value.type ">
list-value </SetListVal>

iterate

<Iterate var=" var.name " from=" int " to=" int " >
</Iterate>

split_and_mix

<SplitAndMix offset=" var_name ">
</SplitAndMix>

list-to_split

<ListToSplit list=" n a m e " var-" var_name "/>

{ branch

} </If>
{ action

} </Branch>

value

{ list_to_split

value
</SetVal>

{ action

}

}

{ action

}
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rename
handle.in-blocks
retain-data

object-operation

object
field
del_obj
del_all_obj
concept

send.begin
send.end
send_end_cancelled
recv.begin
recv_end
recv.end.cancelled
barrier-begin
barrier_end
one_to_many-begin

one_to_many_end
many.to-one.begin

<Rename old=" name " new=" name "/>
<HandleInBlocks elements=" cplx_stringJist "
counter=" var_name "> { action } </HandleInBlocks>
<RetainData name=" name " type=" value-type "> value
</RetainData>
object
del.obj
del_all_obj
< Object name=" object-name " [ in.proc=" int " ] > { field }
</0bject>
<Field name--"field-name" type--" value-type "> value </Field>
<DelObj name--" object-name " [ in.proc=" int " ] />
<DelAHObj />
send.begin
send-end
send.end .cancel led
recv.begin
recv_end
recv_end_cancelled
barrier-begin
barrier_end
one_to_many-begin
one_to_many_end
many_to_one_begin
many_to_one_end
many _to_many-begin
many _to_many-end
grp_intra_def
grp_inter_def
grp_join
grp_leave
grp.delete
proc_add
proc_remove
proc-blocks
[ hidden=" Boolean " ] > dest
<SendBegin name-" ref.name
context data </SendBegin>
<SendEnd begin--" refjiame "/>
<SendEndCancelled begin--" ref_name "/>
<RecvBegin name=" ref_name " [ hidden--" Boolean " ] > src
context data </RecvBegin>
<RecvEnd begin=" refjiame "> src context data </RecvEnd>
<RecvEndCancelled begin--" ref-name "/>
<BarrierBegin name=" ref-name " [ hidden=" Boolean " ] > grp
</BarrierBegin>
<BarrierEnd begin=" ref-name "/>
<OneToManyBegin name=" refjiame " [ hidden--" Boolean
data-out-list
> grp root context data-in
</OneToManyBegin>
<OneToManyEnd begin=" refjiame "/>
<ManyToOneBegin name=" refjiame " [ hidden=" Boolean
data_in_list
> grp root context data.out
</ManyToOneBegin>

]
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many_to_one_end
many _to_many-begin

<ManyToOneEnd begin=" ref-name "/>
<ManyToManyBegin name=" refjiame " [ hidden=" Boolean " ] >
grp context data.out.list data-in-list </ManyToManyBegin>

many _to_many _end

<ManyToManyEnd begin=" ref_name "/>
<GrpIntraDef id=" int "> members </GrpIntraDef>
<GrpInterDef id=" int "> local remote </GrpInterDef>
<GrpJoinsub.grp=" sub-grp "> grp proc </GrpJoin>

grp_intra_def
grp_inter_def
grp_join
grp_leave
grp-delete
proc_add
procjemove
procblocks

<GrpLeave sub.grp=" sub-grp "> grp

<GrpDelete id=" int "/>
<ProcAdd> ids </ProcAdd>
<ProcRemove> ids_and_reasons </ProcRemove>
<ProcBlocks name=" ref-name " requires" require "
[ active=" Boolean " ] > blocks.on </ProcBlocks>
local
remote
ALL
int

sub.grp
require

<Dest> [ int ] </Dest>
<Src> [ int ] </Dest>
<Context> [ objectJiame ] </Context>
<Data> [ objectJiame ] </Data>
<Grp> [ int ] </Grp>
<Root> [ int ] </Root>
<DataOut> [ objectJiame ] </DataOut>
<DataOutList> [ object-nameJist ] </DataOutList>
<DataIn> [ object_name ] </DataIn>
<DataInList> [ object-nameJist ] </DataInList>
<Ids> [ intJist ] </Ids>
<IdsAndReasons> [ int_stringJist ] </IdsAndReasons>
<Members> [ int-list ] </Members>
<Local> [ int ] </Local>
<Remote> [ int ] </Remote>
<Proc> [ int ] </Proc>
<BlocksOn> ref-nameJist </BlocksOn>

dest
src
context
data
grp
root
data-out
data-out .list
data-in
data jn-list
ids
ids-and jeasons
members
local
remote
proc
blocks _on
value-type

base.value.type
list.value.type

base _val ue _ty p e

int
float
cplx_string
Boolean
object-name
ref-name
int_string

list_value_type

intJist
float-list
cplx_stringJist
BooleanJist
object-nameJist
ref_nameJist
int_stringJist

value

proc </GrpLeave>

::=

base-value

list-value
base.value

int
float
cplx_string
Boolean
object-name
ref-name
int_string

list-value

intJist
float-list
cplx_string_list
BooleanJist
object-nameJist
refjiameJist
int_stringJist

int

[ - ] numeric-string
logical-constant
reference-value
int_func

float

[ - ] numeric-string

[ . numeric-string ]

reference-value
float-func
cplx_string

string
reference-value
cplx_string_func

Boolean

objectJiame

ref-name

int_string

TRUE
FALSE
reference-value
Boolean_func
name
reference-value
object-name June
name
reference-value
refjiame June
1

{ ' int , cplx_string

' }'

int_stringjunc
reference-value

int-list

int [ , intJist ]
ExpandAsList(int, int , int )

float-list

float [ ,floatJist ]
ExpandAsList(float, int , float )

cplx_stringJist

cplx_string

[ , cplx_stringJist ]

ExpandAsList(cplx_string, int , cplx-string )
Boolean-list

Boolean

[ , BooleanJist ]

ExpandAsList(Boolean, int , Boolean )
object_nameJist

object-name

[ , object j i a m e Jist ]

ExpandAsList(object_name, int , objectJiame
refjiameJist

ref-name

[ , refjiameJist ]

ExpandAsList(ref-name, int , refjiame )
int_stringJist

int_string

[ , int_stringJist ]

ExpandAsList(int_string, int , int_string )
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GrpOffsetAt( int , int )
GrpSize( int )
GrpFindOffset( int , int )
ListSize( list.value.type , ' { ' list-value

intJist

ListVal(int.list, int , ' { '

' } ')

' }' )

Add( int , int )
Sub(int , int )
Mult( int , int )
Div( int , int )
Mod(int , int )
Neg( int )
Abs( int )
Pow( int , int )
Floor( float )
float_func

ListVal(float.list, int , floatJist )

cplx_string_func

StrCat( cplx_stringJist )
ListVal(cplx_stringJist, int , cplx_stringJist )

Boolean June

IsNull( n a m e )
And( Boolean , Boolean )
Or( Boolean , Boolean )
XOr( Boolean , Boolean )
Not( Boolean )
Eq( int , int )
NEq( int , int )
Lt( int , int )
Gt( int , int )
LtEq( int , int )
GtEq( int , int )

object-nameJist )
refjiameJist )
int_stringJist )

object_name_func

ListVal (object-nameJist, int

ref_name_func

ListVal(ref_nameJist, int

int_stringJ*unc

ListVal(int_stringJist, int

reference-value

attribute-value
element-value
object-value
local-value
AVal( cplx_string )
EVal( cplx_string )
OVal( object-name
LVal( var_name )

attribute-value
element-value
object.value
local-value
varjiame
field-name
logical-constant
name

numeric-string
numeric.char
string
string_char

name
reference-value
name
reference-value
name
cplx_string
reference-value
numeric-char { numeric_char }
(* Any numeric ASCII character. *)
string-char { string_char }
(* Any

char

escaped-char

escaped.char

field-name )

\ char

except \', '*','

>

17

'{', '}', '(', and ')'• *)
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char

::=

(* Any alphanumeric ASCII character, or any oj ',', '•', '/', '?', ';'

'•', '[', ']', V, T . '", '"', '•", '<>', '#', '*', '*', '". '*'. '(', ')'> '->
'-', '=', •+', V . V> °r ' '• Note that the ASCII characters '>', '<',
'&', '", and "" are not legal as they hold special meaning in XML. *)
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Appendix B
Topology Specification Grammar
T h i s appendix introduces an E B N F grammar for topology specifications. For
brevity, XML specific constructs, namely preamble and postamble related
information, have been omitted.
::=
{ import } { topology }
topo_spec
::= <Importfile="fllejiame"/>
import
::= <Topology name=" topo_name " [ dims=" dims_definition " ]
topology
size=" value "> { constraint } { size-effect } { constant }
{ enum_or_spec } </Topology>
::= <Constraint cond=" Boolean "/>
constraint
::= <SizeEffect dim=" dimjiame " effect--" effect "/>
size_effect
::= <Constant name=" const-name " value=" value "/>
constant
::=
<Enumerator> { enum } { spec } </Enumerator>
enumerator
<Enum
var=" var_name " from=" from.value " to=" to.value "/>
::=
enum
::=
enumerator
enum_or_spec
effect

::=

spec
increases
decreases

::=
label
spec

label
channel

::=
::=

channel
group
sub-topology
ld_place
2d_place
3d_place
<Label name--" labelJd " proc=" value "/>
<Channel name=" channelJd " proc=" value " neigh=" value " [ both="

group
sub_topology

::=

[ Boolean ] " ] [ where=" channel_Bool " ] />
<Group name=" groupJd " procs=" valueJist " [ where=" Boolean " ] />

|

Id-place
2d_place
3d_place

::=

<SubTopology name=" sub-topoJd " start=" value "

::=
::=
::=

sub.topo=" topoJnstance "/>
<ldPlace proc=" value " x=" value "/>
<2dPlace proc=" value " x=" value " y=" value "/>
OdPlace proc=" value " x=" value " y=" value " z=" value "/>
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Boolean
IS.USED
Uniq( var-name )
And( channel-Bool , channel-Bool )

valueJist

value [ , valueJist ]
ExpandList( ' { ' valueJist

from.value
to.value

value
value

value

int
var.name
const-name
dim Jd
label-id
sub_topo_id
sub.topoJd
sub_topoJd
value_func

} ' , var Jiame , from.value , to.value )

sub.topoJd }
sub_topoJd }
sub_topoJd }

Boolean

TRUE
FALSE
Boolean June

value_func

Add( value , value )
Sub( value , value )
Mult( value , value )
Div( value , value )
Mod( value , value )
Neg( value )
Abs( value )
Pow( value , value )
Log( value , value )
Bit And ( value , value )
BitOr( value , value )
BitXOr( value , value , value )
Comp( value , value )
Sl( value , value )
Sr( value value )
Csl( value i, value
value,, value )
Csr( value , value
value , value )
Flp( value , value )
Cos( value )
Sin( value )
Max( value )
Min( value )
TopoSize( topoJnstance )
Neighbour( value , channel-id )
Cond( Boolean , value , value )

BooleanJunc

And( Boolean , Boolean )
0r( Boolean , Boolean )
XOr( Boolean , Boolean )

const-name
dimJd
label-id

Not( Boolean )
Eq( value , value )
NEq( value , value )
Lt( value , value )
Gt( value , value )
LtEq( value , value )
GtEq( value , value )
topoJnstance
topo_params
file-name
topojiame
dimjiame
dims-deflnition
var .name
const-name
dimJd
label-id
channel-id
groupJd
sub_topoJd
id
name
int
numeric-string
numericchar
string
string_char

topojiame
value [ (
name
name
name
dimjiame
name
name
id
id
id
id
id
name [ (
alpha.char

( topo.params )
topo.params ) ] [ , topo.params ]

[ ( dims.definition ) ] [ , dims-definition ]

valueJist ) ]
[ string ]

[ - ] numeric_string
numericchar { numericchar }
(* Any numeric ASCII character. *)
string_char
(* Any

char

{ string_char }
except \', '*', '.', ',', ' ', '{', '}', '(', and ')'. *)

escaped.char

escaped.char
char

\ char
(* Any alphanumeric ASCII character, or any of ',', '.', '/', '?', ';', ':', '[',

']', '{', '}', '", '"', '•"> 'o; '#', '*', '%', '", '*', '(', ')', '-', '-', '=
\', '|', or ' '. Note that the ASCII characters '>', '<', '&', '", and "" are
not legal as they hold special meaning in XML.

alpha-char

(* Any alphabetic ASCII character. *)

*)
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Appendix C
Loop Specification Grammar
T h i s appendix introduces an E B N F grammar for loop specifications. For brevity,
X M L specific constructs, namely preamble and postamble related information,
have been omitted.
loop-spec
header

::=

1
I
import
topology Jn

::=
::=

topology _out
mainJoop
loop

::=
::=
'•'•=

{ header } mainJoop { loop }
import
topology Jn
topology _out
<Import file="filejiame"/>
<TopologyIn topo_field="field-name" paramsJield="
event=" event "/>
<TopologyOut events" event "/>
<MainLoop> { spec } </MainLoop>
<Loop name=" loopjiame " [ topo=" topoJnstance ] > { spec }
</Loop>

spec

topology

topology
loopj'ef
keep
if
choice
repeat
assert
match
<TopoIogy prev=" topoJnstance " now=" topoJnstance
on.procs=" process-set "> { spec } </Topology>
<LoopRef name=" loopjiame "/>
<Keep template=" matchJtem "> { spec } </Keep>

loopj'ef
keep
if
branch
choice
option
repeat

<If> { branch } </If>
<Branch cond=" Boolean "> { spec } </Branch>
<Choice> { option } </Choice>
<Option> { spec } </Option>
< Repeat type=" value.type " amount=" value " [ amount2=" value

assert
match

{ spec } </Repeat>
<Assert cond=" Boolean "/>
<Match item=" matchJtem "/>
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GRAMMAR

event
concept
And( m a t c h J t e m , m a t c h J t e m )
0r( m a t c h J t e m , m a t c h J t e m )

matchJtem

XOr( m a t c h J t e m , m a t c h J t e m )
Not( m a t c h J t e m )
Invariant( m a t c h J t e m )
Event( [ clarify Jist ] )

event

TOPOLOGY.IN
TOPOLOGY-OUT
Concept( [ clarify Jist ] )
P2PConcept( [ clarify Jist ] )

concept

CollConcept( [ clarify Jist ] )
GroupConcept( [ clarify Jist ]
ProcConcept( [ clarify Jist ] )
process-set

value.type

1
1
1
!

I
clarify Jist
clarify

::—
::=

|
field_value_list
field-value

valueJist
from_value
to_value
value

::=
::=
|
|
j
|

auto
all
valueJist
minimum
maximum
exactly
between
clarify {
field_nam
field-name != field-value
field-name = ' { ' field_value_list'}'
field-name != ' { ' field_value_list'}'
field-value { , field-value }
value
Boolean
Topo . groupJd
wild-string
- (* the underscore character *)
value

[ , valueJist ]

ExpandList( ' { ' value-list
value
value

' } ' , var J i a m e , from.value , to.value )

int
float
value-func
Topo . channel-id
Topo { . sub.topoJd }
Topo { . sub.topoJd }
Topo { . sub.topoJd }
WORLD-SIZE
TOPOJ3IZE

const-name
dimJd
label-id

[ . channel-id ]

Boolean

TRUE
FALSE
Boolean June

value.func

Add( value , value )
Sub( value , value )
Mult( value , value )
Div( value , value )
Mod( value , value )
Neg( value )
Abs( value )
Pow( value , value )
Floor( value )
Log( value , value )
BitAnd( value , value )
Bit0r( value , value )
BitXOr( value , value , value )
Comp( value , value )
Sl( value , value )
Sr( value value )
Csl( value , value , value )
Csr( value value , value )
Flp( value value )
Cos( value )
Sin( value )
Cond( Boolean value , value

Boolean _func

And( Boolean , Boolean )
0r( Boolean , Boolean )
XOr( Boolean , Boolean )
Not( Boolean )
Eq( value , value )
NEq( value , value )
Lt( value , value )
Gt( value , value )
LtEq( value , value )
GtEq( value , value )

topoJnstance

topojiame ( topo_params )
TOPOJNSTANCE
value [ ( topo.params ) ] [ ,
*

topo.params

TOPOJARAMS
file-name
field-name
loop-name
topojiame

var_name
const-name
dim Jd
label-id
channel-id

name
name

[ . field-name ]

name
name
*
T O P O .N A M E
name
name
id
id
TOPO-LABEL
id
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group-id
sub.topoJd
id
name
int
float
numeric-string
numericchar
wild-string
wild_string-char

id
id
name

[ ( valueJist ) ]

alpha-char

[ string ]

[ - ] numericstring
int [ . numeric-string ]
numeric_char { numericchar }
(* Any numeric ASCII character. *)

char

wild_string-char { wild-string-char }
string_char
*
string-char
string-char
(* Any char except \>, '*', '.', ',', ' ', '{', 1', '(', and ')'• *)
escaped.char
\ char
(* Any alphanumeric ASCII character, or any of ',', '.', '/', '?', '',','•,

alpha_char

'[', ']', V, V, '"> '"> '•"> <@'> '#'> 'S'> '%'> '"' '*'> '('> 'J'' L'' '''' "'
<+'t <\>t ')', or ' '. Note that the ASCII characters '>', '<', '&', '", and
"" are not legal as they hold special meaning in XML. *)
(* Any alphabetic ASCII character. *)

string
string-char
escaped_char

Appendix D
Error Specification Grammar
T h i s appendix introduces an E B N F grammar for error specifications. For brevity,
X M L specific constructs, namely preamble and postamble related information,
have been omitted.
T h e loop specification grammar and the error specification g r a m m a r exhibit a number of similarities, which suggests that a single, integrated, approach to loop and
error specifications has possibilities. T h e error specification grammar could also
be extended to include additional statements and Boolean functions for selecting
and relating matched events and concepts, for which there are a large number of
possibilities.
error_spec
import
error
severity

spec

match
copy
choice
option
require
next
prev

{ import } { error }
<Import file=" file-name "/>
<Error name=" errorjiame " severity=" severity " desc=" string
[ topo=" topoJnstance " ] > { spec } </Error>
error
warning
match
copy
choice
require
next
prev
last
chained
<Match var=" varjiame " item=" matchJtem "/>
<Copy from=" varjiame " to=" varjiame "/>
<Choice> { option } </Choice>
<Option> { spec } </Option>
<Require cond=" Boolean "/>
<Next var=" varjiame " from=" varjiame "/>
<Prev var=" varjiame " from=" varjiame "/>
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last

<Last var=" var_name "/>

chained

<Chained>

condition

<Condition>

matchJtem

event

{ spec

}

{ spec

condition

</Chained>

} </Condition>

concept
And( m a t c h J t e m , m a t c h J t e m )
0r( m a t c h J t e m , m a t c h J t e m )
XOr( m a t c h J t e m , m a t c h J t e m )
Not( m a t c h J t e m )
event

Event( [ clarify Jist ] )

concept

Concept( [ clarify Jist ] )
P2PConcept( [ clarify Jist ) )
CollConcept( [ clarify Jist ] )
GroupConcept( [ clarify Jist ] )
ProcConcept( [ clarify Jist ] )

clarify Jist

::=

clarify

::=

field-name

= field-value

|

field-name

!= field-value

|

field-name

=

clarify

{ , clarify }

' { ' field_value_list ' } '

fieldjiame != ' { ' field.valueJist ' } '
field_value_list

field-value { , field-value }

field-value

value
Boolean
Topo . group-id
wild-string
(* the underscore character *)

valueJist

value

[ , valueJist ]

ExpandList( ' { ' valueJist
value

from.value
to.value

' } ' , varjiame , from.value , to.value )

value

value

int
float
value_func
Topo . channel-id
Topo { . sub.topoJd

} . const j i a m e

Topo { . sub_topo_id

} . dimJd
} . IabelJd

Topo { . sub.topoJd

DependsOnProc( var J i a m e )
matched-value
WORLD-SIZE
T0P0J5IZE
matched-value

:=

Boolean

:= TRUE
|
FALSE

varjiame

[ . fieldjiame ]

BooleanJunc
value_func

:=

Add( value , value

[ . channelJd ]

Sub( value , value )
Mult( value , value )
Div( value , value )
Mod( value , value )
Neg( value )
Abs( value )
Pow( value , value )
Floor( value )
Log( value , value )
BitAnd( value , value )
BitOr( value , value )
BitXOr( value , value , value )
Comp( value , value )
Sl( value , value )
Sr( value , value )
Csl( value , value , value )
Csr( value , value , value )
Flp( value , value )
Cos( value )
Sin( value )
Cond( Boolean , value , value )
Boolean_func

And( Boolean , Boolean )
0r( Boolean , Boolean )
XOr( Boolean , Boolean )
Not( Boolean )
Eq( value , value )
NEq( value , value )
Lt( value , value )
Gt( value , value )
LtEq( value , value )
GtEq( value , value )
Eq( matched-value ,field-value)
NEq( matched-value ,field-value)
Eq( matched-value , ' { 'field_value_list' }
NEq( matched-value , ' { 'field.valueJist'
Before( varjiame , varjiame )
After( varjiame , varjiame )
Parallel( varjiame , varjiame )
PartnerOf( varjiame , var.name )
PossPartnerOf( var_name , varjiame )
LikelyPartnerOf( varjiame , varjiame )
DepSatisfier( varjiame , varjiame )
PossDepSatisfier( var_name , varjiame )
LikelyDepSatisfier( varjiame , varjiame )
Unexited( varjiame )
BlockingEvent( varjiame )
IsConcept( varjiame )
IsEvent( varjiame )
DepsSatisfied( varjiame )
DepsPossSatisfied( varjiame )
DepsLikelySatisfied( varjiame )
DepsNotSatisfied( var.name )

topoJnstance

:=

topojiame ( topo.params )
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TOPOJNSTANCE
topo.params

value

[ ( topo.params ) ] , topo_params

TOPOJARAMS
file-name

name

field-name

name

error jiame

name

topojiame

name

[ . field-name ]

TOPO.NAME
varjiame

name

const-name

name

dim Jd

id

label-id

id

channel-id

id

groupJd

id

sub.topoJd

id

id

name

name

alpha-char

[ ( value-list ) ]
[ string ]

int

[ - ] numeric-string

float

int

numeric .string

numeric_char

numericchar

(* Any numeric ASCII character. *)

wild-string

wild_string_char

wild_string_char
string
string.char

[ . numeric-string ]
{ numericchar

}

{ wildjjtring.char }

string-char
*
string_char
(* Any

char

{ string.char }
except \>, '*', '.', ',', ' ', V, '}', '(', and ')'• V

escaped.char
escaped.char

\ char

char

(* Any alphanumeric ASCII character, or any of ',', '.', '/', '?', ';', ':',

T, T, '{', r» '"> •". '•".'«'»'#'. '*'. '*'. '"> '*'• 'C, ')'> '-'•'-'. '='•
'+', ^'J V, or ' '. Note that the ASCII characters '>', '<', '&', '", and
"" are not legal as they hold special meaning in XML. *)
alpha-char

(* Any alphabetic ASCII character. *)

Appendix E
Popular Topologies
I n this appendix a number of standard regular process topologies are defined using
the topology specification grammar introduced in chapter 6. Topologies specifications, and accompanying examples, are provided for the ring, linear array, mesh,
torus, tree, butterfly, Benes, shuffle-exchange, and hypercube topologies. For conciseness, processes are assigned abbreviated labels, and visual process arrangements
are only specified in two dimensions.
T h e topologies defined in this appendix are discussed in detail by Leighton [119],
and are also based on the topology definitions given by Kazemi [91].
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E.l Ring
The ring topology is one of the simplest and most well known regular process
topologies.
<Topology name="Ring" dims="Length" size="Length">
Constraint cond="GtEq(Length, l)/>
<SizeEffect dim="Length" effect="increases"/>
<Enumerator>
<Enum name="l" from="0" to="Length"/>
<Label name="R(l)" proc="l"/>
</Enumerator>
<Channel name="NEXT"
proc="R(l)"
neigh="R(Mod(Add(l,l),Length))"/>
<Channel name="PREV"
proc="R(l)"
neigh="R(Mod(Add(Sub(l,l).Length).Length))"/>
<Group name=MALL" procs="ExpandList({ R(l) }, 1, 0, Length)"/>
<2dPlace proc="R(l)"
x="Sin(Mult(Div(l.Length),360))"
y="Cos(Mult(Div(1,Length),360))"/>
</Topology>

Figure 37: A ring topology of size 8 — Ring(8).
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Linear Array

The linear array topology is a restriction of the ring topology where one communication channel is absent. The linear array topology is also known as the pipeline
topology.
<Topology name="LinearArray" dims="Length" size="Length">
Constraint cond="GtEq(Length, l)"/>
<SizeEffect dim="Length" effect="increases"/>
<Enumerator>
<Enum name="c" from="0" to="Length"/>
<Label name="LA(c)" proc="c"/>
</Enumerator>
<Channel name="NEXT"
proc="LA(c)M
neigh="LA(Add(c,l))"
where="Lt(c,Sub(Length,l))"/>
<Channel name="PREV"
proc="LA(c)"
neigh="LA(Sub(c,l))"
where="Gt(c,0)"/>
<Group name="ALL" procs="ExpandList(-[ LA(c) }, c, 0, Length)"/>
<2dPlace proc="LA(c)" x="c" y="0M/>
</Topology>

Figure 38: A linear array topology of size 8 — Linear Array (8).
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E.3 Mesh
The mesh topology is also often referred to as the grid topology, and is so named
due to its mesh-like (or grid-like) arrangement of processes.
<Topology name="Mesh" dims="Row,Col" size="Mult(Row,Col)">
Constraint cond="GtEq(Row,1)"/>
Constraint cond="GtEq(Col, 1) "/>
<SizeEffect dim="Row" effect="increases"/>
CizeEffect dim="Col" effect="increases"/>
<Enumerator>
<Enum name="r" from="0" to="Row"/>
<Enum name="c" from="0" to="Col"/>
<Label name="M(r,c)" proc="Add(Mult(r,Col),c)"/>
</Enumerator>
Channel name="EAST" proc="M(r,c)" neigh="M(r,Add(c,l))"
where="Lt(Add(c,l),Col)"/>
<Channel name="WEST" proc="M(r,c)" neigh="M(r,Sub(c,l))"
where="GtEq(Sub(c,1),0)"/>
<Channel name="N0RTH" proc="M(r,c)" neigh="M(Sub(r,l),c)"
where="GtEq(Sub(r,1),0)"/>
Channel name="SOUTH" proc="M(r,c)" neigh="M(Add(r,1),c)"
where="Lt(Add(r,1),Row)"/>
Croup name="R0W" procs="ExpandList({ M(r,c) }, c, 0, Col)"/>
<Group name="C0L" procs="ExpandList({ M(r,c) }, r, 0, Row)"/>
<2dPlace proc="M(r,c)" x="c" y="r"/>
</Topology>

Figure 39: A 3 x 4 mesh topology — Mesh(3,4).
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E.4 Torus
T h e torus topology is a generalisation of the mesh topology, and is essentially
identical with the exception of "wraparound" communication channels on otherwise
traditional mesh boundaries. For this reason, the torus is sometimes referred to as
the mesh with wraparound links.
<Topology name="Torus" dims="Row,Col" size="Mult(Row,Col)">
Constraint cond="GtEq(Row, 1)"/>
Constraint cond="GtEq(Col, 1)"/>
CizeEffect dim="Row" effect="increases"/>
CizeEffect dim="Col" effect="increases"/>
<Enumerator>
<Enum name="r" from="0" to="Row"/>
<Enum name="c" from="0" to="Col"/>
<Label name="T(r,c)" proc="Add(Mult(r.Col),c)"/>
</Enumerator>
Channel name="EAST" proc="T(r,c)"
neigh="T(r,Mod(Add(c,l),Col))"/>
name="WEST"
proc="T(r,c)"
<Channel
neigh="T(r,Mod(Add(Sub(c,1),Col),Col))"/>
<Channel name="N0RTH" proc="T(r,c)"
neigh="T(Mod(Add(Sub(r,l),Row),Row),c)"/>
Channel name="SOUTH" proc="T(r,c)"
neigh="T(Mod(Add(r,1),Row),c)"/>
<Group name="R0W" procs="ExpandList({ T(r,c) }, c, 0, Col)"/>
<Group name="C0L" procs="ExpandList({ T(r,c) }, r, 0, Row)"/>
<2dPlace proc="T(r,c)" x="c" y="r"/>
</Topology>

Figure 40: A 3 x 4 torus topology — Torus(3,4)
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E.5

Tree

The following topology specification is for the binary tree, although the definition
could be generalised to an n-ary tree with the introduction of a second dimension.
<Topology name="Tree" dims="Depth" size="Sub(Pow(2,Depth),1)">
Constraint cond="GtEq(Depth, 1) "/>
CizeEffect dim="Depth" effect="increases"/>
<Enumerator>
<Enum name="l" from="0" to="Depth"/>
<Enum name="r" from="0" to="Add(l,1)"/>
<Label name="T(l,r)" proc="Add(Sub(Pow(2,l),1),r)"/>
</Enumerator>
<Channel name="LEFT"
proc="T(l,r)"
neigh="T(Add(l,l),Mult(r,2))"
where="Lt(Add(l,1).Depth)"/>
<Channel name="RIGHT"
proc="T(l,r)"
neigh="T(Add(l,l),Add(Mult(r,2),l))"
where="Add(l,l)"/>
<Channel name="PARENT"
proc="T(l,r)"
neigh="T(Sub(l,l),Div(r,2))"
where="Gt(l,0)"/>
<2dPlace proc="T(l,r)" x="Div(Add(r,1),Add(Max(r),2))" y="Div(l,Max(l))'7>
</Topology>

Figure 41: A depth 3 tree topology — Tree(3).
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Butterfly

The butterfly topology employs a simple, recursive structure, and is likened to a
"folded up" hypercube.
<Topology name="Butterfly" dims="Dim" size="Mult(Pow(2,Dim),Add(Dim,1))">
Constraint cond="GtEq(Dim, 1) "/>
<SizeEffect dim="Dim" effect="increases"/>
<Enumerator>
<Enum name="l" from="0" to="Add(Level,l)"/>
<Enum name="r" from="0" to="Pow(2,Dim)"/>
<Label name="B(l,r)" proc="Add(Mult(l,Pow(2,Dim)),r)"/>
</Enumerator>
<Channel name="NEXT" proc="B(l,r)"
neigh="B(Add(l,l),r)"
where="Lt(l,Max(l))"/>
Channel name="PREV" proc="B(l,r) "
neigh="B(Sub(l,l),r)"
where="Gt(l,0)"/>
<Channel name="PREV_CROSS" proc="B(l,r)"
neigh="B(Sub(l,l),Flp(r,Sub(Dim,l)))"
where="Gt(l,0)"/>
Channel name="NEXT_CROSS" proc="B(l,r)"
neigh="B(Add(l,l),Flp(r,Sub(Sub(Dim,l),l)))"
where="Lt(l,Max(l))"/>
<2dPlace proc="B(l,r)" x="l" y="r"/>
</Topology>

Figure 42: A two-dimensional butterfly topology — Butterfly(2).
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E.7

TOPOLOGIES

Benes

T h e Benes topology is essentially two butterfly topologies joined end-to-end.
<Topology name="Benes" dims="Dim" size="Mult(Pow(2,Dim),Add(Mult(Dim,2),1))">
Constraint cond="GtEq(Dim, 1) "/>
<SizeEffect dim="Dim" effect="increases"/>
<Enumerator>
<Enum name="l" from="0" to="Add(Mult(2,Dim),1)"/>
<Enum name="r" from="0" to="Pow(2,Dim)"/>
<Label name="B(l,r)" proc="Add(Mult(l,Pow(2,Dim)),r)"/>
</Enumerator>
Channel name="NEXT" proc="B(l,r)"
neigh="B(Add(l,l),r)"
where="Lt(1,Max(l))"/>
<Channel name="PREV" proc="B(l,r)"
neigh="B(Sub(l,l),r)"
where="Gt(l,0)'7>
Channel name='*PREV_CROSS" proc=**B(l,r)"
neigh=MB(Sub(l,l),Flp(r,Sub(Abs(Sub(Dim)l)),Cond(LtEq(l,Dim)J0,l))))"
where="Gt(l,0)'7>
<Channel name="NEXT_CROSS" proc="B(l,r)"
neigh="B(l+l,Flp(r,Sub(Abs(Sub(Dim,l)),Cond(Lt(l,Dim),l,0))))M
where="Lt(l,Max(!))"/>
<2dPlace proc="B(l,r)" x="l" y="r"/>
</Topology>

Figure 43: A two-dimensional Benes topology — Benes (2).
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Shuffle-exchange

The shuffle-exchange topology employs an unusual structure, and is characterised by
shuffle and exchange communication channels. An effective mechanism for visually
placing shuffle-exchange topology processes is unclear, and as such is excluded from
the following specification.
<Topology name="ShuffleExchange" dims="Dim" size="Pow(2,Dim)">
Constraint cond="GtEq(Dim,1)"/>
CizeEffect dim="Dim" effect="increases"/>
<Enumerator>
<Enum name="r" from="0" to="Pow(2,Dim)"/>
<Label name="SE(r)" proc="r"/>
</Enumerator>
<Channel name="EXCHANGE" proc="SE(r)" neigh="SE(Flp(r,0))'7>
<Channel name="SHUFFLE"
proc="SE(r)" neigh="SE(Csl(r,Dim, 1))"/>
Channel name="UNSHUFFLE" proc="SE(r)" neigh="SE(Csr(r,Dim,l))"/>
</Topology>

Figure 44: A three-dimensional shuffle-exchange topology — Shuff leExchange (3).
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E.9

Hypercube

The hypercube topology employs a flexible process arrangement in which many
other topologies can be embedded. Due to its structure, specifying an effective
visual arrangement for the hypercube is non-trivial, and is therefore absent from
the following specification.
<Topology name="Hypercube" dims="Dim" size="Pow(2,Dim)">
Constraint cond="GtEq(Dim, 1) "/>
<SizeEffect dim="Dim" effect="increases"/>
<Enumerator>
<Enum name="r" from="0" to="Pow(2,Dim)"/>
<Label name="H(r)" proc="r"/>
</Enumerator>
<Enumerator>
<Enum name="i" from="l" to="Add(Dim,1)"/>
Channel name="NEIGHBOUR(i) "
proc="H(r)"
neigh="H(Flp(r,Sub(i,l))),7>
Croup name="CUBE(i)"
procs="ExpandList(-( H(r) },
r,
Cond(Eq(i,l),0,Pow(2,Sub(i,l))),
Pow(2,i))"/>
</Enumerator>
</Topology>

Figure 45: A four-dimensional hypercube topology — Hypercube(4). Although
this diagram uses regular integers, as a topology specification aware tool might do, in
the literature, hypercube nodes are usually drawn with binary labels.

